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MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE— WEEK OF DECEMBER 10-16, 1960

Price 15c

ZOO OPENS DOORS AS NEGRO ADULTS,
, STUDENTS RESUME SIT-IN ACTIVITY
Without Fanfare

Noted Hotel
LeMoyne Wins Owner Suffers
Accreditation Fatal Attack

MEMPHIS "SIGNS"

NAACP Puts Heat On

Bry's Kress
Prosecute Kids

Mrs. Mable H. Swautsey,
owner of the Rosary hotels,
Almost simultaneously as the Zoo and Art Gal.
died at her home, 452 Vance,
lery of Memphis decided to end their one-day rule
early last Monday morning of a
heart attack. She was 57.
and let Negroes visit these establishments on any
Mrs. Margaret Clay, daughter
day of the week, the Memphis Branch NAACP was
of Mrs. Swautsey, told the TriThe Memphis college was votState Defender that her mother
working on a plan to speed up the fight against downed full membership at the clos- along that "We're in."
How- had suffered
a heart attack
ing session of the association's ever, there was a warm
town merchants to end the segregated seating in
feeling once before in
1953 but that was
annual meeting last Thursday among the faculty and staff and
lunch counters.
at Peabody hotel.
the student body. President the last one until the fatal one.
Mrs.
Swautsey
Rumor has it that although Branch of NAACP; Rev. H. C.
member
a
was
LeMoyne has been approved Hollis F. Price was quite pleasthe Zoo and Gallery had been Nabrit, pastor of First Baptist
by the Southern Association of ed. "Now, if we can get us a, of St. Augustine church and
Integrated "some time back," church and chairman of the
Colleges and Secondary Schools library building this spring, I'll often engaged herself in charity
as an official said, the Park recently formed Freedom Comsince 1939. Until four years ago, be more than happy," he said. work throughout the city. She
Commission was waiting until mittee; Dr. Vasco Smith, local
the association merely approv- Admitted as full members was a member of Genosis Glint
cold weather set in to keep the dentist and civi leader; C. C.
ed Negro colleges. Membership were LeMoyne College of Mem- and Merry Circle charity clubs.
She was well known and wellattendance at the Zoo to a mini- Sawyer, president of Mutual
Into the association was granted phis, Tenn.; Bethune
- Cookman liked throughout the community.
mum. Before last week's an- Federal Savings and Loan Asonly to white institutions. Up to College of Daytona Beach,
Fla.; Mrs. Swautsey, a cousin of
nouncement Negroes could only sociation.
that time, 63 Negro colleges Fayetteville
State Teachers funeral home director S. W.
see nature's wonders on Thurs- The men were met at Goldwere on the association's apCollege at Fayetteville, N. C.; Qualls, will be buried by that
days.
smith's office by B. Lesley,
proved list.
Grambling College at Gramb- establishment. The services will
Meanwhile on other intergra- superintendent of the store.
5-YEAR DEADLINE
tion fronts, Negro adults, busi- When asked about the policy
The association began an in- ling, La.; South Carolina State be held at St. Augustine Thursnessmen and ministers revived of serving customers, Lesley
tegration program four years College at Orangeburg, S. C.; day, Dec. 8, though the time
the sit-in approach to the bias stated that "I do not know, yoU
ago, setting up a five-year plan Wiley College at Marshall, Tex- was not definite at press time.
fight and tried their luck at will have to see Mr. Goldsmith
for approved Negro colleges to as, and Winston-Salem Teach- Mrs. Swautsey is survived by
Goldsmith's Oak Room.
gain full membership status. ers College at Winston - Salem, her daughter, Mrs. Clay and
and he is out of town presentcousins Mr. and Mrs. Leroy
The admission of LeMoyne and N. C.
ENTER GOLDSMITH
ly." In almost a tone of apology.
Allen,
Bell
Ida
Mrs..
Sanford,
six other Negro colleges last More than 200 Negro educaShortly after 12 noon last Lesley further stated that "I
week brought the total of Negro tors of the college and secon- John Harris, William Allen,
Thursday seven Memphis Ne- appreciate the orderly manner
memberships to 41. There is dary level were in Memphis for Mrs. Ida Mae Qualls and Mrs. SIGNS OF THE TIME — One fy that Negroes could only lege student, is still with us gro businessmen entered Gold( See Bry's Page 2)
of the above signs came visit that establishment one and promises to be joined by smith's
only one year left for the other the annual meeting of the Doris Holmes.
swanky Oak Room on
tumbling
but
down
week
last
Last
per
week
day
week.
many
more throughout the the fifth floor of the
22 approved Negro colleges to SACSS. Non-segregated meetdowntown
the other one kept right on signs like these were taken Christmas shopping season. department
gain full membership. Those ings were held in the downtown
store. This was said
marching up and down Main down when the Park Com- The NAACP has stepped up to be a
who fail to make it by next De- Peabody hotel. Most of the 200
test to see if Negroes
street crying out against seg- mission said Negroes were its attack on the downtown would be served
cember will even be removed also attended sessions of the
just as white
regated lunch counters. The now welcome anyday in the merchants for their failure to customers or
from the approved list.
all-Negro group, the Associathrown in jail.
large sign was the one form- week. The smaller sign (in- desegregate their lunch counThere was no fanfare or dem- tion of Colleges and SeconThe Negro patrons sat patierly used at the Zoo to signi- set) being carried by a col- ters. (Withers photos)
onstrations on the LeMoyne dary Schools, which convened
ently in the eating facility for
campus when word was passed at Hamilton high school.
more than an hour and were
refused service. In the midst Heeding the "Jaycees Gospel
Reports come from Meharry
of turmoil that followed, (which Concert for Toys," Dec. 15.
Medical College in Nashville
seems to be the case when Ne- p.m. at Pentecostal church will
that Miss Josephine Isabel,
groes assert themselves as first- be the leading choirs and gosdaughter of Mr
class citizens), the restaurant pel personalities of this area.
and Mrs. George'
T. Isabel, sr., of
manager stood outside and reJaycees Mack Winston and
,Memphis, is
fused to let more white cus- Noah Winston, with the able
keeping right up
tomers inside, telling them that volunteer assistasee of Miss
with her good
Joan Golden, are producing a
"the Oak Room is closed."
work. Miss IsaAfter having been told flatly show that is worth far more
bel was such a
that Negroes are not served in than the price of admission.
brilliant student
the Oak Room, the Negroes Appearing on the show to help
at LeMoyne col- SOMERVILLE, Tenn. — Here children at home and
J. U. G.-ing AROUND
went promptly to Mr. Gold- make a success of the affair
social appeal, their own knowa son was later released.
Miss Isabel lege that s h e is the situation
Well, the J.U.G.S's have done ledge of the feelings and
smith's
office and made in- will be the Celestial choir of
West
away
in
Tennesat
college.
White
landowners delayed the
pleas- was able
to enter Meharry after see as winter closes in and
it again! They have put them- ure yens of local colored
quiries
as
to the policy of treat- Greater White Stone MB church,
removal of Negro farmers this
folk, her junior year.
WHITES HURT, TOO
t h e Middle Baptist church
selves out front again in the their own rather
ing
customers.
Christmas approaches.
fall
because
especially
heavy
specialized
Scoring one of the highestH 1. Hundreds of more Negro 4. White landowners who rechoir, the Graftonaires, the
ranks of those actively concern- "know-how" about giving
rains made the cotton hard to COMMITTEE OF SEVEN
so- scores ever recorded
Oakville Ensemble, Willie More
on the farmers have been ordered off fuse to join the boycott against pick
ed with social progress among cial and entertainment
and they were late getting The commtitee of seven inaffairs Medical College
Negro voters are subjected to
Admissions
the Negroes of Memphis.
the land because they register- economic reprisal and ostracism it in. Therefore the Negroes cluded: A. Maceo Walker, pres- ganfield, the Barrett Chapel
to do a great deal more than
And we don't mean "out provide "a rocking good time." Test (MCAT), Miss Isabel en- ed and voted in Haywood and by members of their group. one were given until January 1 to ident of the Memphis 'Tri-State a'cappella group, Prof. Samuel
tered Meharry last September. Fayette Counties this
Spann, Artie Golden, Mrs. Ann
front" in the commonly accept- UNIQUE STANDARD
year. They wealthy woman who refused to leave.
Bank and Universal Life In- (Dynamite) Milam, Lee Cuned or expected sense when The J.U.G.'s have set a uni- She was graduated from Book- will follow hundreds of others chase voting Negroes off her
Negro leaders say that a law- surance Co: Jesse H. Turner,
T. Washington high school of who have been driven
into exile land can't buy butane gas, fuel suit filed by the federal gov- vice president of Tri-State Bank ningham, the Marynettes, the
"social progress" is mentioned. que standard for social clubs er
Memphis.
Pattersonaires and the Five
A lot of folk hereabouts have in Memphis with the motivation
or into living in tents because for her tr:ctors and automo- ernment against officials in and member of the
Shelby Voices.
they dared to exercise their biles, fertilizer, or oven a Cadil- Haywood County has not
the idea that any reference to they always place behind their
had County Democratic Executive
Many other fine horal groups
rights as citizens of the U.S.A. lac in Haywood and Fayette much effect in stopping the boy- Committee: Rev,
"social progress" refers to social events. They have atRoy Love, will be on hand.
2. John McFerren, a leader Counties. She had to go into a cott. What is needed is criminal pastor of
dances, fashion shows, house tracted wide attention with
Mt. Nebo Baptist
All proceeds will oe used to
in the registration drive in Fay- neighboring county to pay cash charges for violating the rights church;
parties and the like. And usual- their entertainment affairs in
Rev.
D. S. Cunning- finance a Christmas party for
CHARLESTON, S. C.—(ANP) ette County, won his battle for for a Cadillac.
ly the intent or the motive be- support of a project to provide
of American citizens. Letters to ham, pastor of Collins Chapel youngsters on the Department
hind such events is purely in classes, for retarded Negro — Eddie Broughton, 18, of near gasoline last summer, but anthat effect to the Department and past president of the local of Welfare list.
Journalists
5.
trying
to
get
Seven
Miles, Mount Pleasant, other Negro leader in the counthe area of fun and good -timing children. They have used the
facts about the situation are of Justice. Washington. D. C.,
designed to satisfy a select proceeds of their really enjoy- was killed by a shotgun blast ty is unable to stock his service questioned and
harassed by law are in order.
last
week
at
the
residence of station or his grocery. This cuts
group of individuals. That's able entertainment and social
officers.
correspondent
A
for One Negro leader reported:
what many clubs exist to do events to help get the services James Coakley, a white neigh- off fuel and supplies to farmers The Southern Patroit, published
"People living on the land 40,
bor,
according
to
County
Coro.. . and that only.
in a wide area.
of the Les Passes Treatment
the Southern Conference Ed- 50, and 60 years are being upby
ner
Jennings
Cauthen.
Scott Franklin, Route 2, MosBut the J.U.G.'s is an organi- Center enlarged t, include cereCauthen said Coakley's nine- cow, Tenn., said that Amoco ucational Fund, was stopped by rooted. They have no idea
zation of young Negro women bral palsied Negro children.
year-old son had been question- took up his gasoline pumps the chief deputy sheriff in Fay- where they are going. The idea
(now 14 in number) to whom The name, "Les Passees," reed in connection with the shoot- about the same time that Mc- ette County. The deputy said of the landowners is to get the
dances, fashion shows, and the fers to a group of young Meming
before being released in his Ferren's fuel supply was stop- he was looking for a burglary Negro population to dwindle so
like, are only means to a larger phis white women, whose
parents' custody pending a pre- ped. Nationwide protests forced, suspect. The correspondent was that we won't be a majority.
social end. They use their own
also taken into custody by the Don't ever lose sight of that
(See Shadows Page 2)
liminary hearing.
the oil companies to supply Mc-!Haywood County sheriff but fact."
Ferren again, but Franklin is
still deprived.
Oil U SIM II • II Il•
II II U 11 Oil
•
3. O'Dell Sanders, Negro leader in Haywood County, has•
been forced to close his grocery
at the corner of Jefferson and r.U III • U 111 U
al II II • IN MI • II II • II URI I el
Jackson in Brownsville. Thirty
salesmen once called upon him
Last week two Negro men project in mind. The Civic Leabut they all quit within a two- were arrested and accused of gue seeks to build a communiweek period under pressure stealing appliances from Gold- ty center in North Memphis in
from the white land -owners.
smith's downtown store and the vicinity of Chelsea and WatSande.s has lived in Haywood warehouse. They are Felix kins. Assisted by their Junior
County all of his 46 years, ex- Johnson, 37, of 1404 Kyle, work- League teenagers, the club
/
2 years ing as A porter at the store, hopes to raise $10,000 within
cept when he served 31
in the Army during World War and Courtney Harris, 32, of 1304 three months.
II. His service included 18 S. Parkway, charged with buy- Mrs. Rose Brown,
youth dimonths in Guadalcanal, New ing and receiving stolen pro- rector
the
said
of
club,
that the
Guinea, and the Philippines, perty.
members of the club would
areas of heavy fighting. Mr. and Charles Young, chief of dework hard to get this project
Mrs. Sanders have six small tectives, said that Johnson was
completed. The club represents
stealing on order from Harris. about 6000 Negroes.
CORONATION BALL
He said that Harris would pick SENTENCED TO DIE
A colorful coronation hall, up the appliances, which in- Huive Sims, 56, was sentencwhich will mark the crowning cluded a dishwasher and other ed to die in the electric chair
READY, AIM •- Memphis structors on the firing range Emmett J. Winters, Edward of the new Miss LeMoyne col- appliances, from the store's for robbery and slaying
of a
crooks and hoodlums bad polishing up their draw and E. Redditt, William Hughes, lege, will be held in Bruce Hall. side door. Some of the store Negro woman last Aug. Criminbetter be on their p's and q's fire. From left are Patrolman William A. Harris, Inspector Friday night, Dec. 16. The at- officials had not missed the al Court Judge Pftston Battle
when these 11 trainees at the Glenn
Moore, instructor; J. K. Caughey, division of fur will be semi-formal and items that were stolen because agreed to hear a motion for a
Memphis Police Academy Sheriff's Deputy George A. training, Police Academy; Larry Muhoberac's orchestra an inventory of warehouse new trial Dec. 16. Sims was
flush their training Dec. 30, Whitney, George S. West, Willie T. Hollimon, George L. will furnish the music. Miss items had not been taken since convicted by a jury of 12 white
for they are steadily getting Deputy Clyde Vermin. FBI Small and Deputy Julian Ben- Florida J. Adams, a sen- the trefts began, police said. men for fatally stabbing Matsharper in their craft. Above Special Agent Bruce Hodge, son, The men are .mdergoing ior, will be crowned by the out- BIG PROJECT
tie Belcher Austin, 54 in her
photo shows them with in- Resigned to t h e Memphis a six • week course at the going Miss LeMoyne, Miss Hyde Park in Hollywood is home at 765 St. Paul. Sims
acadeDay; Arthur Murphy, Jr.. academy. (Withers photo)
Ernestine Lee, also a senior.
the scene this week with a big was sentenced to kie last week.
Call "Miss 'Results"
JA 6-8397

LeMoyne college is now a full member of the
Southern Association of Colleges and Secondary
Schools, a rating and accrediting agency for colleges
and high schools in the South.
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Many Choral
Groups On
Jaycee Show

Miss Isabel
Doing Fine
At Meharry

•

Xmas Coming But Not
To People Of Fayette

DARK
SMNanikomoins
i

by NAT D. WILLIAMS
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Youth, 18, Killed;
Quiz White Boy, 9
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Memphis-This Week

To Place Your Want Ad.

—

NAACP think this is a crucial!
time for the fight against begregated lunch counters downtown because of the Christmas
Wk. Of Dec. 10-16, 1960 shopping period. They think if
they can discourage Negroes of
the Christmas showing period.
They think if they can discourage Negroes from buying
at the store during this time,
(Continued From Page 1)
fight will be ninety pertheir
In which you
men
nandled
cent won. Already there is a
yourselves."
Goldsmith is due balik in the drive on by members .of the
City soon and an appointment NAACP to get Negroes to do
was set up for a conference their shopping by mail. (See
between the Negro leaders and picture on page 3)
NAACP immediately moved
the department store head.
get the students released
'to
Strangely enough, the
old
from jail after sitting-in. Only
policy of calling
the police
when Negroes start a sit-in did two stores, Bry's and Kress
not come off. Store officials ap- prosecuted the sit-inners.
peared to want as little disturWASHLNGTON,D. C.—James
bance as possible. Only a few
PUSH UNCF DRIVE — Four
Negro customers were seer. in B. Harris, while on a lecture college presidents, all memfor
present
was
Africa,
tour
in
the store.
the Nigeria Independence cele- bers of the United Negro ColSTUDENTS MOVE
lege Fund, were on hand to
After the adults had attack- bration.
help launch the UNCF camed the policy of Goldsmith, the Harris was in Africa on spe- paign in Memphis and Shelstudents returned once more to cial leave from his post in the by County. Thirty-three memthe forefront and sat-in mass Government Printing Offices.
ber colleges share in a $2,numbers at just about every Beside the widow, other sur- 000,000 fund raised nationally
large store downtown that has vivors include:
each year by UNCF. Le
A son, Douglas, of Columbus, Moyne college of Memphis
segregated eating facilities.
Goldsmith was not hit this Ohio, and a daughter, Lewilyn, receives approximately $33,time but Bry's. Silvers, S. H. of Massilon, Ohio; brothers,
Kress, Woolworth, and 'Lowen- Eugene Lacy, Bay City, Mich.,
stein were scenes of sit-in ac- and Emmett Lacy, Canton,
Ohio, and a sister, Mrs. Auleen
tivity.
the Butcher, of Washington, D. C.
of
Many
members

10th at the Club Ebony, so that
they can make the needed start
to do something about the outsize number of local Negro
(Continued From Page I)
girls who show p with babies,
outlook is the same as that of and are unable to show up with
the members of the J.U.G.'s. husbands to lend the babies
What puts the J.U.G.'s out support and respectability.
front again this year is their
From here in the "Shadows"
adoption of a project which is
that seems like a very signifione of the most needed, the
cant step in the direction of
most significant, and at the
putting first things first in the
same time, one of the most
charitable enterprises that Negro's drive for that firstcould be taken up by a local Ne- class citizenship we all went.
gro organization. They have After all, one does have to
decided to take the first step prove one's self. And flock of
among local Negroes to do "bastards" surely are not consomething practical and logical sidered first-class status symabout the problem of illegiti- bols. They are mighty poor
macy and unwed mothers in the proof of the right to belong.
So, the whole thing adds up
Negro populace.
In a letter the J.U.G.'s are to the fact that the J.U.G.'s
000 a year from the fund, co-chairman of the drive; sending to clubs, individuals, have "again" demonstrated an
more than twice the amount Dr. Arthur Gray, president of and business institution all over intelligent ability to point their
raised in the local campaign. Talladega College, Talladega, Memphis (white and Negro) pretty fingers to the 1...ace
Left to right: J. A. Beau- Alabama, and Dr. Albert the J.U.G.'s are saying this: where the water hits the wheel.
champ, Boy Scout official and Dent, president of Dillard NO MONOPLY
They rate the support of the
general manager of the UN- University, N e w Orleans,
"There is no place for mono- whole town in what they are
CF campaign; Dr. Hollis F. Louisiana. The visiting presi- poly in trying to impress the launching now. So, when your
Price, president of LeMoyne; dents were in Memphis at- situation for our girls. Those club, or church, or union, or
Dr. A. D. Beittel, president tending sessions of the South- of us who are dubbed leaders business receives a card or letof Tougaloo Southern Chris- ern Association of Colleges particularly in the Negro comIlan College, Tougaloo, Mis- and Secondary Schools.
munity are forever running into
sissippi; Rev. Blair T. Hunt,
criticism regarding the behavior of our Negro female. She
just has babies without any reBall last year and they have spect for
the responsibility of "I *early itched to deathfor 71,6 years.
paid $150.00 toward an NAACP
offering the baby a legal fath- Then Ifounda now wondercreme. Now
Life Membership within a ten er's
happy,"seys M Pl. D. WardofLA.
name and
Here's blessed relief froas tortures of vaginal
month period. The Detroit Co- The J.U.G.'s protection."
were referring itch. rectal itch, chafing,
rash and eczema
Ettes were the first teenagers to
with an amazing new scientific formula
the great number of Negro called
LANACANE.This
to
fast-acting,
buy
a
Life Membership in the girls in
stain.
OLD KENTUCKY COUNTRY HAMS
Memphis who have less medicated crease kills harmful bacteria
NAACP in Detroit.
perms while it soothes raw, irritated and
babies
without
being
in
a
posiintlamed skin tissue. Stops scratching--so
-Everybody Likes 'Ern"
HIGH GRADES
tion to name the father or keep speeds healing. Don't suffer another minute.
LANACANE today at all drug stores.
The Co-Ette Club encourages their children from
Real Hickory Smoked — Size 15 to 30 Pounds
being obIn the beautiful and cultural tion for their six new members. high scholarship of its members jects of charity. They were reate per Lb.
two Year Old Country Hams
Slit Meath Old Country Hams
$0s per Lb
surroundings of LeMoyne Col- The United Negro College Fund and is composed of some of the ferring to one of the gravest
Ono Tear Old Country Hams
iP0c par Lb.
lege
the Co-Ettes held their is one of the two national pro- most outstanding teenage girls charges the white community
Throe Tear Old Country Hams
..$1 10 per Lb.
of the city who represent some brings against
Negroes in their
initiation services and recep- jects of the Co-Ette Club, Inc.,
Rotel Country Hickory Smoked Sausage CI to 4 Lb. togs). S5c por Lb.
of
Memphis' most prominent quest for human dignity and
the
Memphis
and
Co-Ettes
have
Limn Hickory Smoked eacon
to 10 Lb. Slob)
.S.Se pbr Lb.
.....
and
well
respected families. first-class citizenship. They
made it a tradition to hold many
Sliced Country Ham
$1.35 end $1.53 Pet Lb.
(PLUS POSTAGE)
of their affairs at LeMoyne Many of the girls are NDCC were facing up to the charge
sponsors in their respective that Negroes
College.
WI SHIP COD OR SIND CHICK—GUARANTEED GOOD ORM
are morally unfit
schools.
After the girls are to be accepted as
The six lovely young sub debs
equals on an
tapped for membership in this graduated from high school integrated basis. That's one of
they
become
Honorary
Co- the core points of the integraoutstanding girls club were:
Motel Phone, VI 2-0152; Business Phone, VI 24141
Ettes and the Honorary Co- tion
Sallye
June
Bowman,
struggle. White folk don't
daughter
On Bypass 31-W Route, 251 lit St., Bowling Green, Ky.
RECORDS FOR EVERYONI
of Mrs. Clara Twigg Bowman Ettes of the Memphis Chapter think Negroes are fit or ready
are
Carol
Ann Latting, daughResidence Phones, VI 24152
306 Poplar At Lauderdale
and the late Dr. J. C. Bowman;
for equal status. The high inter of Atty. and Mrs. A. A. LatPhone JA. 5-6348
Irene Taylor, daughter of Mr. ting, who served as the first cidence of illegitimate Negro
babies is one of their strongest
and Mrs. B. N. Bowman; Bev- president of this chapter
and arguing points.
rok*ii.
,- to
The J.U.G.'s
erly Hooks, daughter of Mr. and who now is a sophomore
at the propose to
do something about
Mrs. Charles A. Hooks; Marilyn University of Southern
Illinois
it.
'Isabel, daughter of Mr. and and a member of
Delta Sigma
They propose, in short, to proMrs. Clarence Isabel; Beverly Theta Sorority; Danese
Han- girls
who show up with babies
Guy, daughter of Mrs. Ernes- cock, daughter of Mrs. Victoria
track the first time and through
tine V. Guy and Mr. Walter Hancock and Mr. Dan H.
HanGuy, jr.; and Regina Thigpen, cock and now a sophomore at professional counseling to help
each time
daughter of Chaplain and Mrs. Xavier University; Rosemarie the girls stage a comeback.
L. A. Thigpen.
Whalum, daughter of Mrs. Thel- They propose, inshort, to proImiimmou
The Memphis Chapter Co- ma Twigg Whalum and the late vide enough money to hire
Ette Club, Inc., is one of the Mr. H. D. Whalum, sr., and a someone to advise and help
.......
three chapters of the Co-Ette sophomore at Spelman College; girls who are the victims of
Club, Inc., and has the distinc- Crystal Strong, daughter of Mrs. neglect, ignorance, and lust.
tion of being the first chapter Martha Strong and a sophomore ASK FOR SUPPORT
installed outside of the city of at the University of Buffalo; The J.U.G.'s are asking the
1
Detroit where the club was Pat Jones, niece of Mrs. Rose- town to support them in their
founded by Mrs. Edward (Mary bud Howell and a sophomore at next dance slated for February
Agnes) Davis. The national pro- South Bend Business School,
Carol Ann Springer, daughter
jects of the club are the UNCF Memphis Co-Ettes.
and the NAACP. The Memphis Miss Erma Laws is sponsor of Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Springer
1Co-Ettes raised $300.00 for the and Mrs. A. A. Latting is co- and a freshman at Howard UniUNCF at their first Charity sponsor.
versity; and Marilyn Harris,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Marion Harris, a freshman at Alverno College.
Associate members of the
club are those who go away to
boarding school and Jean LatSpecial Invitation to Ladies
ting is the only Associate Member of this chapter. Jean and
Carol Latting, daughters of
Atty. and Mrs. A. A. Latting
First Payment January 1st
ME were the first sister duo in the
Let's Be Friends
INDEPENDENT RETAIL LIQUOR DEALER
$9.00 PER MONTH
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

2
Bry's

Shadows

DEFENDER

1

ter from the J.V.G.'s seeking
support for their February
dance, or social affair it seems
like much better senie to support them than to spend $5,000
a night at the dog track when
it's operating. Now, what chubet!

ar-lcs
TOWN KASTLE
FLORIDA AT TRIGG

Hot Dogs

2 for 25`
Barbecue
25`
Hamburgers
2 for 25'
King burger
35'
/
1 2 Bor-B-Q
Chicken
69`
lb.

an Tortured
y Agonizing ITCH

Co-Ettes Take Six
Into Organization

moot

Chilli- Bowl

29`
Call WH 6-0189 and
We will have it ready:

g Choke with Homemakers...

JIMMIE SIDDENS COUNTRY HAM MOTEL

I

FOREST LL MI

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

el!

WINES
LIQUORS

•

SAVE 80*
you

•under price of
home delivered
milk

buy 2 half-gallons of

MIDWE
ST
MILK
AT
YOUR FOOD STORE

CART HOME SAVINGS!

SEE FRANK FOR

GO BY BUsnimilm:

GIFT LIQUORS IN BEAUTIFUL
DECANTER BOTTLES

,YOU CAN'T BEAT THIS!
ADMIRAL ct
TELEVISION

MIXED CASES AT CASE PRICES!
GIFT SIZES
CHRISTMAS WRAPPED

=—

21,,

FRANK'S LIQUOR STORE

MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO. 11

CALL: BOB FRAKES,
COLLINS and FREEMAN

JA 5-6737

155.

7 No. THIRD STREET

Buys You A Fine

YOU CAN'T BEAT THIS!

-if you can give a better bourbon...give it:"

HOUSE FULL
(3 ROOMS)
Of AID New Furniture

:Paint &Walipaper$209:
: SAVE UP TO
:Go1.
11

H▪ .A. CARROLL & co.
405 Monroe
JA 3-1626:
' HERBERT STREULI • WALTER STREULI •
wa▪ mm•eameamasem••••

New
Park

The

Kentucky Bourbon • Aged 6 years
Krthxky Bourbon Whiskey 90 Prz•I•OAngiten Ago Dist. Co, Frankfort, Ky Founder factritarol The Bourton leisbbits.

HUGE SELECTIONS
COMPLETE — STYLISH
MID-SOUTH'S GREATEST
VALUES
Open 9 'Til 9

Free Delivery
FURNITURE BY

FLEMING
3574 PARK

FA 4-3767

LOOK
ROOMS &
ALTERATIONS
OF ALL TYPES
ROOFING
SING
METAL SCREENS
STORM DOORS &

Cemetery

Beautifully gift-wrapped with colorful fool ilesign—in pints and fifths at no extra cost.

gge

NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM

327,South Main Street at Vance

iMIN*12:14itgeteX31"

• It's Convenient
• Fast
• Safe

South's Most Beautiful Cemetery

10 Minutes from Downtown Memphis

4536 Horn Lake Rd.
EXpress 7-5811
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

WINDOWS
PLUMBING
ELECTRICAL WORK
INSULATION
WEATHERSTRIPPING
CONCRETE WORK
TERMITE WORK
WINDOW GUARDS
IRON RAILING
PLASTIC TILE
CERAMIC TILE
HEATING EQUIPMENT
OF ALL TYPES
WATER TANKS
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR
PAINTING
METAL AWNINGS
KITCHENS
OF ALL TYPES
CENTRAL
AIR CONDITIONING
NO MONEY DOWN
F.H.A. TERMS
CALL
W W. MELTON
IR 5-7746

AUTO SEAT COVERS
SPECIAL
WAREHOUSE
PRICE
Regular $23.95
ON EASY

rERM.s TOO!

NEW 1960 STYLE SARAN PLASTIC
To Fit Every Make and Model Car
SAVE MONEY
BUY DIRECT FROM
BATTERY WAREHOUSE and
SEAT COVER CENTER
2192 LAMAR

GL 8-6851

Klondy:ce Food Center
BR 6-9509

1287 Vollentine

Prices Good Thursday, Friday, Saturday

December 8, 9, 10
Turkeys, Toms (16-22 lb.) . . lb. 3t
Bacon, Evergood Slab;
lb. 31
Hens, Large
lb. 39`
Salad Dressing, Garden Club s',?:; 39'
Celery, Jumbo Stalk
Ea. 10`
Daisy
Blgna
oo
lb, 35`
or
Cribbs Sausage
lb. bag 41`
Ribs, Country Fresh By Slab lb. 321/2`
Buffalo Fish, Big Bone
lb, 45c
Cabbage, Texas Green
lb. 5`
Oleo, Sothern Maid
lb, 11
Beef, Rib Steak
lb. 41
Stew Beef, US. Good
lb. 31
XMAS CANDY and
FREE

DELIVERY

NUTS

•

•
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Alphas In 54th
Year, Plan Party

Wk. Of Dec. 10-16, 1960

YWCA Holds Annual
Fellowship Dinner

Officers and members of The speaker for this occasion
Alpha Delta Lambda chapter of will be the well known Atty.
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, Russell B. Sugarmon, "Crusader
Inc., will observe its 54th anni- champion of Civil Rights," in
The Vance Avenue
versary with a public program, the great city of Memphis, Mr.
Branch Mrs. C. Dobbs, Mrs.
Lillian
Young Women's Christian AsSunday, Dec. 11, at 4 p.m. at Sugarmon has been the leading
Drake, Mrs. Amelia Dale, Mrs.
sociation held its annual world
the Centenary Methodist church figure in the fight for total inteA. J. Duren, Mrs. Martha Dufellowship dinner in November
Mississippi at Alston ave., Rev. gration in this city.
laney, Mrs. Audry Elion, Mrs.
at the Branch. Over 100 persons
M. Grisham, pastor.
D.
Other highlights of the proMary FiL.gerald.
filled the small auditorium
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity, gram will be special musical seto Mrs.
Hasolee Green, Mrs.
hear Mrs. Margaret Hathaway
Inc., was the first Negras college lections and awards to some of
Lula Greer, Mrs. Lois Greenof the foreign division staff
fraternity, founded Dec. 4, 1906, the outstanding citizens of this
of wood,
Mrs. Elizabeth Goldsby,
the national YWCA.
at Cornell university, Ithaca,. city who have taken leading
Mrs. Hathaway is on furlough Mrs. T. T. Griffin, Mrs. Irene
New York by Jewels, Henry A. roles in the fight for total intefrom her work as an advisory Gleeden, Mrs. S. A. Hammond,
Callis, George B. Kelley, Na- gration.
secretary to developing YWCA's M r s. Katherine Humphries,
thaniel A. Murray, Charles H. The public at large is invited
in South Africa and the Central Mrs. Elizabeth Hill, Mrs. Mae
Chapman, Robert H. Ogle, Vert- to attend the program. A recepFederation of Africa. She was Frances Hill, Mrs. Winnie Lou
ner W. Tandy and Eugene K. tion will follow the program. Dr.
responsible for the International Hill, Mrs. Jewel Hunter, Mrs.
Jones. It is now interracial with T. W. Northcross is president
Interracial Workcarnp in North- Rena Howard.
over 300 graduate and unde- of Alpha Lambda chapter of
ern Rhodesia Since Mrs. Bathgraduate chapters throughout Alpha Phi Alpha, Inc. James
Mrs. Lula Johnson, Mrs. A. W.
way ha dsuch varied experience Jefferson, Mrs.
the United States and B.W.I. i Swearengen a n d Roosevelt
Hilliary Johnunder many situations she was son, Mrs. 011ie
with a membership of over 25.•1 Brown are co-chairmen for this
Jones, Mrs.
able to bring to the members of Flora Knox,
000 college men.
occasion.
Mrs. Altee KirkCATALOG XMAS SHOPPING their Christmas shopping in Mrs. Houston Collier, Mrs. want to receive Xmas gifts
the Memphis YWCA a dynamic
Its activities and projects in
wood, Mrs. Ora Kirkwood, Mrs.
word picture of her experiences
— Something new has been this manner rather than go- George Toles, Mrs. George from the downtown stores. elude Citizenship Week, Educa- RECITAL PLANNED
Hattie King. Mrs. Betty KirkIn changing Africa.
added, Mrs. Maxine Smith is ing downtown to patronize Saunders, Mrs. G. R. Atkins, those wishing a Spegiel cat- tion Week, and Founders' Day
Mrs. Joan R. Williams, soloist
wood, Mrs. 011ie Lett, Mrs. LilThe theme of the world felshown (seated left) taking main street stores. Above, Mrs. Agnes Jelks, Mrs. Joe alog may call the NAACP The social civic and religious, and a member of the Salemlie Lewis, Mrs. Rose Morgan,
lowship was "God Calls You."
orders of NAACP Freedom from left, are Mrs. Eva Doug- Dyson, Mrs. Kathrine Rog- branch office, JA. 5-6057 and (aspects of the different chap- Gilfield Baptist church will be
Mrs. Emma Mathes, Mrs. B.
Members of the World Fellowfighters from a Spegiel mail las, Mrs. Marcissus Jones, ers and Mrs. Fred Osborne. Mrs. Anne Crawford, NAACP ters are innumerable. It is af- presented in concert by
the
Macklin, Mrs. Adams Morris.
ship committee were particiorder catalog. Mrs. Smith Mrs. S. B. Kyle, Mrs. W. B. These ladies also expressed secretary will be happy to filiated with the National Pan- senior choir Sunday, Dec. II.
Mrs.
Alberta
Mixon,
Mrs. J.
pants on the program. These
originator of the idea, hopes Crawford, Mrs. Willie Ander- the fact that they did not send you one. (Withers photo) Hellenic Council, NAACP Unit- 5 p. m.
C. Mickle, Mrs. Mable McElroy,
Included the following: Mrs.
to get more Negroes to do son, Mrs. Marie! Adams,
ed Negro College Fund, Na- Mrs. Williams is a state and
Russell Sugarmon, Sr., chair- Mrs. Clara Nunnally, Mrs. Alice
tional Housing Discrimination city-wide known vocalist. She
man; Mrs. Cooper Taylor, Mrs. Oates, Mrs. Clemie Pilot, Mrs
Rev. H. C. Nabrit. pastor of Committee and grants scholar- will be accompanied by Mrs.
Martha
Price,
Mrs. Mamie 0
Nellie C. Osborne, Mrs. 0. W.
First Baptist church, Lauder- ships, fellowships, undergradu- E. L. Cole.
Speight, sr., Mrs. Annie L. Hig- Pamphlet, Mr. Robinson, Mrs
dale and chairman of the ate loans and fraternity hous- Mrs. Lillie C. Luckett, presJennie
gins, Mrs. A. W. Jefferson, Mrs,
Rawlings, Mrs. Gertrude
FREEDOM COMMITTEE, Jes- ing. Alpha Phi Alpha is active ident of the senior choir and
C.. C. Sawyer, Mrs. Thomas Smith, Mr. D. Smith, Mrs. Par-.
se H. Turner, Executive Vice in the fight for civil rights and Mrs. M. B. Purdy, organist.
Watkins, Madam G. S. Young, thenia Silmon, Mrs. Eleanor
President of the Tri-State Bank, total integration.
Rev. A. L. McCargo is pastor.
•
Mrs. S. D. Rudder, and Mrs. Sai Mr. Strong, Mrs. Alberta
and Dr. V. A. Smith, jr., local
Simmons, Dr. W. 0. Speight
William Johnson.
dentist.
The presentation of the gifts Mr. J. Shelton.
The Mass meeting was the
of money to help YWCAs in Mrs. Edith Sims, Mrs. Emma
Main speaker for the event dining room. His report drew start of the NAACP Christmas
other countries was made by Smith, Mrs. Senora Shinault, More than 1000 persons atactivity, OPERATION B I G
Mrs. Willette D. Humphrey to Mrs. George Stevens, Mrs. C. tended the NAACP Freedom was Rev. S. S. Seay. of Mont- a rousing ovation when he dis, LIFT, which is designed to ingomery,
Seay
Rev.
Ala.
drew
closed the names of the particiMiss Harry Mae Simons, chair- Smith, Mrs. A. Thomason. Mrs. Rally last Thursday night at
vocal responses as he em- pants in the sit-in. Among those tensify the efforts of the orman of the Vance Avenue, Mildred Turner, Mrs. Geneva
Metropolitan Baptist church.
ganization to stop Negroes from
phasized the necessity for Ne- named
Branch YWCA. Mrs. Addie
Williams, Mr, Joe Thomas WilMaceo
A.
w e r e:
Owen is executive director of son, Mrs. Alma Wyatt, Mrs. The enthusiastic thong cheered groes to rededicate themselves 1 Walker, President of Universal buying at main street stores
and shopping center branches,
and amened as speaker after and
the Branch YWCA.
give their unanimous , Life
Bessie Wesson,
Insurance Co., C. C.
Dr. Vasco Smith, jr., was in
HOSE PRESENT
speaker
reported
success
in
Westbrook, Mrs. Lizzie Washsupport to an all out effort to I Sawyer, president of Mutual
charge of the program, Rev.
Among t h e many persons
picketing,
general
sit-ins
and
gain
first-class citizenship.
Federal Savings and Loan As- H. C. Nabit,
present were the following: ington, Mrs. Hazel Ward, Mrs.
mastor of cereMrs. Marie L. Adams, Mrs. A. McEwen Williams, and Mrs.'NAACP activities in the Mem- Jesse Turner reported on the sociation, Rev. Roy Love. pas- monies, Rev. S. B. Kyles gave
phis fight for FREEDOM.
Sit-in at Goldsmith's fifth floor tor of Mt. Nebo Baptist church, the
Gertrude Armstrong, Mrs. Mar- Barbara Weeks.
invocation, Rev. D. S. Cunie Brown, Mrs, Isabel Bridgeningham set the tone for the
forth, Mrs. R. E. Brown, Mrs.
meeting, Rev. B. L. Hooks,
EASY DRIVE-IN PARKING
Jennie Brooks, Mr. R.E. Brown,
supervised the 'littering, Rev.
Mrs. Hortense Bosley, Mrs. M.
J. C. Mickle introduced the
Bunley and sister, Mrs. Carlee
speaker Rev. Robert McRae
Battey,
gave the Benedication and the
Mrs. Elizabeth Branch, Mrs.
Youth Choir of White Stone
James Byas, Mrs. Rebecca
Baptist church, provided the in2539 Summer Ave.
GL 8-3501
Biram, Mrh, L. E. Brown, Mrs.
spirational music for the ocB Boston, Mrs. Nettie Cole,
casion.
BEN- MILLER
BATES
Mrs. Irene Cleaves, Mrs. Alice
The meeting was culminated
Collier, Mrs. P. F. Caruthers,
with an urgent plea for people
Mrs. Henriene Craigen, Mr. LeNOT TO CROSS THE NAACP
roy Davis, Mrs. Dasiy Dawson,
PICKET LINES. In the program fo- the event was printed
the following message, "No
genuine NAACP member would
ever think of crossing a picket
line protesting racial discrimination. Yet that is what you
have done if you have been
shopping on main steet since
The second report meeting
of the United Negro College
Aug. 4. The NAACP fight is
your fight — Your children's
Fund campaign in Memphis
and Shelby County will be held
fight."
Tuesday night, Dec. 13 at 7:30
o'clock in the Commons on LeDURHAM
Moyne college's campus.
STEEL FOLDING
At the kickoff meeting on
CHAIRS
Modern Deal; m
Nov. 29, which was addressed
Handsome Appear.
by President Arthur Gray of
anca Rugged Con
struction
V • r?
Talladega (Ala.) college, more
1X•rable
than $2,000 was reported in initial gifts.
5°
and up
This included $1,000 from
Universal Life Insurance ComCONTACT US
Avoilaiste in au III..
pany, $800 from LeMoyne's
FOR VOLUME PRICES
Al,. Si gallons. 100 of 110 PROOF
faculty and staff, and $75 from
BERNATSKY BROS.
Saltia F10111 I10% WI KURA( SPRITS PINIOVCI W I. S.1.
SOOS Main S4 — IA. s-atissi
CUM SPIN MMUS CI.. ISOM a WM I. KAM (OLIN CS, IUMMIL D.
Dr. W. 0. Speight, sr. The first
NI•mphls, Tenn.
report session was held Tues4
day night of this week, Dec.
LeMOYNE'S MAGICIANS — ward, of Memphis; Alger
6.
Elder Blair T. Hunt, co-chairThese LeMoyne College cag- Taylor, freshman center, of
man of the campaign, called
New Orleans; Chester Colers will open their home seaon all Memphians to contrilins, senior foi- aed, of Memson against Alabama State
bute to the fund, pointing out
College from Montgomery in phis, and Robert Nelson, sophothat the United Negro college
Bruce Hall, Saturday night, more center. of Kentucky.
fund raises money each year
December 10. Kneeling, left
to aid 33 member colleges and
to right: David Gaines, sophouniversities. LeMoyne, ope of
more guard, of Detroit; Robert
the member colleges, receives
Hambric, freshman of Chicago;
approximately $33,000 a year
Donald Nelson, freshman forfrom UNCF.
ward, of Cincinnati; Sam Parks,
Working with Mr. Hunt as
senior guard, of Memphis, and
chairman of the overall drive
Paul Lowery, freshman
Is Edwin Dalstrom, downtown
guard of New Brighton, Pennbusinessman. J. A. Beauchamp,
sylvania. Standing, left to
Boy Scout executive, is general
manager of the drive.
right: Eugene Davis, freshCommittees actively at work
man guard, of Cleveland,
are: Utillis Phillips and Samuel
Ohio; Willie Brown, sophoPeace, special gifts; Theodore
more forward, ot
Memphis;
McLemore, U. S. Postal workCleo Owens, freshman forers: Louis Hobson, city schools
Ezra Ford, Cornell Wells and
11147 DONATION to the NA- the lost envelope containing
Isaiah Goodrich, county schools
ACP from Earl L. Smith fi- the dollar donation and
and Mrs. Loretta H. Kateo, soUnion Special
Union Special
nally made its way to the promptly turned it over to the
cial workers.
organization after 13 years. NAACP. Above, Jesse H.
Similar campaigns have been
Mr. Smith, 82, became ill Turner, newly elected (he
conducted this year throughout
back
in 1947 just as he was to has been nominated without
the nation. The approximately
$1.00 to the NAACP opposition) accepts the donadonate
each
raised
dollars
*two million
misplaced
the money. tion from Mr. Smith. (Withand
year by the fund is shared by
Perky
his personal ers photo)
Looking
through
the 33 member colleges. MemThr(fty
across
recently
ran
he
effects
ber colleges in this areg are LeCompact
Moyne, Lane, Fisk and Knox•••••••••••••••••
Bank 7 erns%
Full
ville in Tennessee; PhilanderSize
Smith in Arkansas, Tougaloo
Chevvy
Southern Christian college in
Mississippi. Dilliard and Xavier
Hank Terms
In Louisiana, and Talladega
and Tuskegee in Alabama.

ke

ver 1,000 Attend Freedom
Rallyt Metropolit
tan
an Church

MIXED TASTES?

.Get MIXED CASES
AT CASE PRICES!

,S

WINES • BRANDIES • GIN
SCOTCH • VODKA • CHAMPAGNE

BROWN JUG
LIQUORS

BERT

11K EYES

UNCF Campaign

Report Set For
ihDec. 13
w

Memphis' largest selling

VODKA

$2

4w'

e

UNION CHEVROLET
CRACKS PRICES ON BRAND
NEW '61 CHEVROLETS NOW!

N

Clean, Convenient

COMPLETE
HOME REMODELING
FIBRE GLASS
AWNINGS
CAR PORTS
SPECIAL
SPECIAL
Aluminum Doors & Windows
NO MONEY DOWN
FHA TERMS

•

Call Sr Visit

Soft Llte Fibre Gloss and Construction Co., Inc. of Memphis

WH 8-4079
1211 S. Parkway E.

Hotel
QUEEN
ANNE
228 Vance at Third
Home Cooked

RADIO sU
W
TV D

.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

'61 BISCAYNE
6-Passenger
2 Door Sedan

$1797

$1995

Memphis' ONLY Complete Service
Store On Main Street

RISBY

9

SALES —
S -- SERVICE
BR. 6-3986
2571/2 N. Main St.
Refrigerators * Washing Machines
Air Conditioners
Irons * Fans * Stoves
Restaurant & Grocery Store Equipment

Meals

Telephone JA 6-1481

'61 CORVAIR
2 Door -- 6 Pass.

If You Have It — We Will Repair It

Compare..

YOU'LL FIND YOU MAKE

THE PRICE!
THE TRADE!
THE TERMS!

THE BEST BUY AT UNION.
COME IN AND SAVE!

UNION CHEVROLET CO.
1020 UNION AVE.

r"

"

BR 4-7400

4
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Mt. Sinai Choir
MITCHELL
Holds Queen Program HIGH NEWS

Wk. Of Dec. 10-16, 1960

,Visitation
Program Set
UP By YWCA

A "Queen For A Day" must- ing way.
cal program was sponsored by
Mrs. Blanche F. Stevenson of
the Mt. Sinai Choir of Lucy, the New Tyler AME Church actTennessee. The purpose of the ed as Mistress of Ceremonies.
The Vance Avenue Branch
Program was to increase funds Candidates striving for the
Young Women's Christian Ass
for the new building. The build- Queen for Day title were: Mrs.
To December . . . a chilly Mrs. Omega Shelto and
ciation, using a portion of 1111
Miss ing is now under construction Lois Armstrong, Miss Ine& Bry"welcome" and to you readers Grace Collins.
and the members of the church ant, Mrs. Laura Crawford, Mrs.
religious purpose as a guide
. . always a warm "hello". Also, there will be Mrs.
Effie hope to have their opening by Cora Harris, Mrs. Martha
"Seek to understand Jesus, to
Let us look in on services in Flaggs, Mrs. Ruth
Beauchamp, the first Sunday in January. Harris, Mrs. Mettle McGruder,
sanctuaries around our city and Mrs. Bobbie Jones Mrs. A. The program was opened with Miss Charlesetta White, Mrs.
LeMOYNE SUNDAY SPEAK- share Hih Love for all people,
in near-by areas.
Willie Frank Taylor isters, teachers, parents and ER — Dean A. A. Branch of and to grow in the knowledge
Melbo Brisco, Mrs. Lois Har- devotion and inspirational sing- Bessie Williams and Mrs. Lucy
CHRIST TEMPLE
Hi there! Here we are, back teenagers for some time. We Tougaloo college and a former and love of God," has set up
graves and Mrs. Martelle Trigg.' big by the Mt. Sinai Choir which Laura Wilson. Mrs. Martha
Smiling and proud members Mrs. N. M. Watson is chair- set the pace for a very enjoy- Harris was crowned Queen and on the scene to fill you in on decided to get the viewpoint of professor of chemistry
at Le- through its public relations comof the Christ Temple Church man and Mrs. Marietta Letting able evening.
presented gifts by Mrs. Bernice the vital details in and around some of the students around the Moyne college, will be the Le. mittee
a series of church visitaof Christ happily inform us, is the co-chairman.
Mitchell High. Put everything campus. Here is what they say. Moyne Sunday speaker,
Among the visiting partici- M. Smith.
Decem- tions.
The committee, along
they have a new first family, Sunday, Dec. 11, is LeMoyne pants were the New Hope CME Mrs. Dorothy Herring and aside and take in these lines.
Mary Young: Going stead.; ber 11, at Second Congregation.
Rev. and Mrs. James Stuart Sunday at the Second Congre- Church of Hennings, Tennessee, Mrs. Laura Crawford, Co-Chair- SPOTLIGHT
depends on the individual. If al church. He will speak at the with other members of the
and son, James, III.
Mt. Pleasant MB Church of men wish to thank the visit- This week the spotlight falls you are willing to go with the 11 o'clock hour. The program YWCA will visit churches of all
gational Church.
Rev. Stuart, who formerly
Tennessee and Mr. I. ing churches, candidates, and on a versatile junior, Clarence same boy all the time and never is sponsored by the senior denominations during a period
Raleigh,
Rev. J. C. Mickle is the paspastored the Christ of Temple
Emery,
R.
Principal of Spring friends for their splendid co- Oliver Mitchell, III. He is the g' on a date with other fellows, class. Coffee will be served in of two years.
tor.
church, Kansas City, Kansas, MINISTERS'
son of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence then it's o.k. As for me, I think
Hill School Raleigh, Tennessee. operation.
the parish house following the On the second Sunday in NoWIVES
is a native of Chicago. His Mrs.
These
participant
s
filled
Reverend
their
J.
W.
vember, a chartered bus conHurley
is Oliver Mitchell, jr. In religious going steady is fine because on services.
T. M. Davis, Mrs.
life he is a member of the a whole, most of the teenagers,
parents are Rev. and Mrs. Slaughter,
veyed 34 women to St. Andrew
Mrs. R. E. Honey- places and a most entertain- minister of the church.
James Stuart, Sr., of St. Louis, suckle
Walker
Memorial
Christian in a way of speaking are going
and Mrs. J. M. Hill
Branch, 3. Clarence Mitchell, AME church, 246 E. Calhoun
Mo.
church
where he is a member steady.
were hostesses for the last
4.
George Martin, 5. Milton for its first visit. The second
of the Junior Choir. Around Herman Walls: To tell the
The minister is reputed to be meeting of the
Ministers'
Harris,
8. Jerry Smith, 7. Rich- visit will be in January to a
school Clarence "Winky," is truth about it, I don't like going'
a grand speaker and outstand- Wives Club at the Lelia Walker
Baughns,
ard
8. Joseph Jack- church of another denominaDear Mrs. Watson:
ENS YOUR CHARACTER. That very active and well known. steady because you will be
ing musician. He attended Club house.
tion.
I am very worried. I am at is not surprising, for something Some of the activities in which bored with one girl all the time. son, 9. James Crittenden and
the Chicago Music college where
Mrs. Addie G. Owen, execu.
After a most inf' ormative the
Williams.
John
10.
age where I can see the has happened to your mind. he participates are, member of I don't think you should go
he majored in piano, and the meeting,
Joy Ann Patton, 2. Mary tive director of the Vance Ave.
1.
members enatting here difference between how
people Your point of VIEW AND MEN- the Dramatics club, YMI, Co- steady unless you plan to wed. Young,
Ludwig Music college of St. and
3. Barbara Hence, 4. Branch pointed out that the
there about this and that live
who are financially success- TAL ATTITUDE HA V E captain of the pep squad and Linda Pegues: I don't think
Louis where he majored in were Mrs.
Alice Hewlett, 5. Lula Wrushen, YWCA is not a church. It has
D. S. Cunningham,
ful and those who are not. I CHANGED. You are looking a member of the Glee club.
music education under the well- Mrs. A. L. Turner,
high school students should go 6. Payola Green, 7. Margie no doctrine, no formalized
Mrs. Kather- often hear my parents speak
BAND QUEEN DRIVE
known Prof. J. Roy Terry.
DOWN FROM A HEIGHT.
steady. Teenagers need the Jones, 8. Shirley Baughns, 9. creed. It works with churches
ine Perry Thomas, Mrs. E. L.
Our Band Queen drive will experience of a variety of as- Margie Deloah, 10. Carol Lips- and church organizations. It is
The Stuarts expect a new ad- Strong and Mrs.
"People flatter you and inof
some
their
of
mates
old
class
R. E. Dunnidition soon to the joy of the gan.
who used to be their friends. vite you to dinner. They re- come to a climax Friday night, sociates rather than keeping comb.
often called the handmaid of the
Dec. 9, 8 p. m. This drive is company with one person al- JOKE OF THE WEEK
congregation. They are residing
But
anything
they
don't
have
as Christian women put
church
somebody,
gard
as
you
a
and
at the church parsonage at 907 Mrs. L. A. Storey is the presi- to do with them now. Is it true slowly perhaps, but surely, you sponsored by the PTA to se- ways. Going steady brings on
Christianity into active
their
Very
Funny:
has
"What
Not
dent.
South Lauderdale st.
when one becomes successful, develop the SAME OPINION. cure basic instruments for the too many problems.
24 legs, green eyes, and a pink work as they volunteer their
COLLINS CHAPEL
band. The band will make its
ST. ANDREW AME
get
will
time
we
time
to
From
services to the YWCA. Its membody with purple stripes?"
he
does
not have time for old You have reached the treach- first
When the Collins Chapel CME
appearance on this pro- the viewpoints of the students "I don't know. What?"
A banquet for AME ministers
bership includes women and
friends and such? Worried:
erous THINK-WHO-I-AM stage. gram. This will
who were transferred out of the church held its installation
be a very gala on different problems. Have you
of all faiths.
your
girls
around
crawling
"It's
Dear
Worried:
I can't answer The history of sports is littered affair. The public
city drew many dedicated ser- service. dynamic Rev. A. Mc
is invited. an interesting problem to dis- neck."
Miss Harry Mae Simons
that "yes or "no," but when I with the wreckage
Ewen
Williams
was
the
princiof cham- SHOULD WE AS HIGH cuss?
vants to the fete around the first
Until next week this is Gloria serves as chairman of the Vance
read your letter I remembered pions who went
to the dogs SCHOOL STUDENTS GO TOPS
of the month at the St. Andrew pal speaker. His choir aecompaCrawford,
Bernice Gooch and Avenue Branch YWCA and Mrs.
flied him with a number of a letter I read from a father
AME church.
when success released them STEADY? This question has DUTCH:
Taylor saying L. E. Brown as the public reFrank
Willie
to a daughter. And he w a a FROM DISCIPLINE
Leaving . . . but not forget- spirituals.
IN every been discussed by doctors, mm - 1. Lewis Woodard, 2. Archie good-bye.
lations chairman.
ting to let us know about their Rev. D. S. Cunningham is warning her of the pitfalls of art and craft
—
you find, broken
success. The letter is not my
"doings" we hope are: Rev. J. the pastor.
derelicts
who
had
their
hour
composition and I am going to
T. Dentham to Bethel AME TRINITY CME
of glory, and poisoned by succhurch of Clarksville, Tenn.: Trinity CME's Annual Women give you the letter as a "quote"
Rev. E. M. Alcorn to St. Paul Day was highlighted by two and perhaps this will give you cess, enraged and disgusted the
world by their SILLY
ARAME church of Paris, Tenn.: speakers, Evangelist Jessie M. an insight on "success."
Rev. Hooks to St. Paul AME Robinson of St. Andrew AME Here goes: "Dear Louise: ROGANCE AND STUPID FOLchurch of Nashville, Tenn.: and church and Mrs. Ethelyn Hunter One of the many things I have LY.
Rev. A. D. Harding to White Johnson of Womack Temple of to be thankful for is that you "Maybe you won't win sucStation AME church of the Dyersburg, Tenn.
are not a genius. Bat you are cess, or even try anything big,
Enough can not be said for pretty bright and there is
Kentucky Conference.
still but if you ever feel success
The honorees who were pres- fine plan^"- of this occasion danger that you will attempt slipping up on you, WATCH
Mrs. Flora V. something worthwhile and make THE SIZE OF YOUR HATent gave short but interesting by chair
Katie Burchette, a success of it, so a word
talks about their new churches. Bonds, '
of BAND AND TIGHTEN UP ON
Afterwards a host of ministers Mrs. Imoe .,e Hall, Miss Maude caution may be worth a lot to DISCIPLINE IT IS T H E
and their wives sat down to a McDowell, Mrs. Ivory Rhodes you.
STIFFEST TEST OF CHARACmost delicious barbecued chick- and Miss Maggie McDowell.
"Being a success is like get- TER YOU WILL EVER FACE.
en dinner. Exchanging small
ting rich. You get along nicely Only the wise or lucky survive
talk were Rev, and Mrs. J. E
without it if you never attain it. Love, Dad."
James, Presiding Elder of the
it, but to reach the top and then
So you see "worried" anyNorth Memphis District: Rev.
skid back to the bottom is gall thing can happen when you are
and Mrs. J. C. Miller of Avery
and wormwood to the soul. And successful. Keep this 'etter as
AME church, Rev. and Mrs.
every person who reaches the a reminder.
J. L. Gleese, of the Bethel AME
top is in constant danger of fallchurch and director of the Beale
ing back, for it is much harder
Street Rescue Mission: Rev.
to stay up than it was to get
and Mrs. C. C. Daniels of Way- WASHINGTON — (UP11—The there. While
the game is in
Governmen
t
formally
banned
man Chapel AME church: Mr.
progress, the player is keyed
and Mrs. J. H. Bryant, Rev. flavoring agents used until a
up to a taut perfection that
B. R. Booker of Payne Chapel year ago in root beer and other makes
his unbeatable: but he
soft drinks because scientists
To know the love of Christ
AME church: Rev. H. L. Starks
relaxes when the game is won, surpasses knowledee, that you
found
it
produced
cancer
in
of St. James AME church:
and grows soft and unwary, and may be filled s;
all the falRev. and Mrs. Crumby of Wil- laboratory rats and dogs.
Yes Madame,
then any fourth rate person ness of God. (L, .2sians 3:19.
APPLE DUMPLINGS
son Chapel AME church: Rev. The flavoring agents are samay upset him.
frole
and
oil
of
RSV.)
sassafras.
The
Its harvest time and the Big Star
A. D. Brown of Providence AME
Roll or pat baking powder biscuit
"On the way up, you are PRAYER: Eternal God, our
church and Rev. J. C. Richard- beverage industry discontinued
Stores
are full of fall fruits and
mixture, 1-4 inch thick; cut in 4-inch
its use on a voluntary basis eager to please. You are huble heavenly Father, may we be
son of Mt. Sinai AME church.
vegetables that will help to balance
squares. Place a whole apple, pared
The AME sponsored this nice when Food and Drug Adminis- and modest, and you remember filled with Thy grace that we
tration (FDA) tests disclosed your manners "Please, sir,' you shall be the means by which
that ever leaning budget. Just get
and complimentary affair.
and cored in middle of squares. Fill
your sack of Jack Sprat wheat Flour
Another banquet is being evidence tha: it was toxic to say to the world 'just give me a the Holy Spirit works. In
apple with sugar mixed with sugar
laboratory animals.
chance to make good.' Then Christ's holy nani.2 we pray.
planned for the holidays.
and Jack Sprat cream style meal
and cinnamon. Dot with butter; draw
The FDA said that many soft you 'arrive' and success SOFT- Amen.
The host and hostess were
and they too will help further adjust
drink manufacturers began to
four corners of dough together on
Rev., and Mrs. E. M. Martin of
abandon use of safrole and oil
that budget.
thea St. Andrew AME church
top of apples. Pinch edges together;
of sassafras last December and
YOU DON'T HAVE TO "SIT-IN"
CENTENARY METHODIST
prick with fork and bake twentyWhat
more
could
tempting
be
with
by the spring of 1960, most
to get service here . . . ..
T h e Centenary Methodist
five to thirty minutes in moderate
manufacturers had switched to
vegetables
than
corn
hot
those
fall
Just "Mail-In" your orders today
church has been chosen as the other flavors.
oven (350 degrees F.) May also be
muffins or crusty brown corn sticks.
place for the Observance of
served with lemon sauce or hard
the founding of the Alpha Delta
Taper this meal off with apple 'n
Lambda Chapter of the Alpha
sauce.
Dumplings served with plain or whipPhi Alpha Fraternity, Inc.
Bye for now,
High fashion styling
ped cream. Dad will want coffee,
Sunday, Dec. 11. It will begin at
superbly
tailored
the small fry milk.
Jana Porter
4 p.m.
— at an economy price'
JANA PORTER
Atty. Russell Sugarmon will
SHAPIRO-SOUTHERN
be principal speaker. Special
UNIFORM
musical selections and awards 63 S Third st COMPANY.10 o.3541
431111•M ' troq 1
•
Fastest
Place Your
to outstanding citizens of the
city will be given.
Growing
'...
Order
Do not forget .. . This Friday
Line Of
at 5:30 p.m., the Women's FelToday,
lowship welcomes you once
Greeting
again to the Annual Bazaar. It
Before
will be held in the parish hall
Cards
In
The Rush
of the church.
Smiling prettily from the
America
Season
many booths with all sorts of
Today!
choice items will be Mrs. Mery l
Begins
Alice McWilliams, Mrs. Celli&
Stevens. Mrs. Jaceyln Lovelace.
Mrs. Willette Humphrey, Mrs.
A. S. Hunnicut, Mrs. Willie
Smith, Mrs. Althea Price. Mrs.
Mail In Your News
Winifred Franklin, Mrs. Franr. and Mrs. John Crawford
Stories To The
ces Hayes, Mrs. Elma Mardis,
Mrs. Mildred Williams, Mrs.,
Imogene Stotts, Mrs. Helen
se
Prater, Mrs. Gladys Sharp,

By
Bernice Gooch - Gloria Crawford
Willie Frank Taylor

GUIDEPOST

FOR CHRISTMAS GIFTS
THAT WON'T JAR YOUR BUDGET

Visit Your Quality Stamp Redemption
Center. Quality Stamp Centers
Are Stocked With Wonderful
Gifts Made Especially For Santa's Bag. Visit Big Star And
Your Redemption Center
Today!

Ban Cancerous
Flavor Agent

Bible Verse

•

CHOIR ROBES

CHRISTMAS CARDS

•

UniuM

NOTICE!
All Churches
Clubs
Birthday Parties
Weddings
Anniversaries
Banquets, Etc.

20 Cards
$150

NOTICE
United States Government land is available to citizens for homestead farming,
ander tho Public Land Laws. Other government land is ara,lable for homes,tes
end campsites
Information brochures
Mith land listings ma available front this
office.
Service and mailing tee is sone dollar
Land has been opened in hvonty-ono statist
Tennessee Land Office—Main Post
Office. Bee 1267. Memphis.

Tri-State
Defender

236 South Wellington
Post Office Box 311
We will be happy to
publish it for you
"Free" of Any
Charges

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM
TAILORS

H s
INC

248 Vance Ave,

JA 7-9320
raemph.s, Tennessee

"YOUR Company Makes What You Ask Pee And
Creates Whet You TI-ink Of"

20 Cards
$150

liciltistiklit

NEGRO GREETING CARDS
o

•
u•

111

4.4
BIG STAR TALENT line up for their picture just outside
radio station WDIA where the Big Star Talent Time
Show Is heard each Saturday mar-1'1q at 11.30 a.m. This
show features the sterling eoung talent of Memphis and
the Mid-South and it gives Bie Star a chance to show

Assortrro_nt Of AU Occasior Cards
• AlsoS-15-ecial
Gift Catalog
• New Value-Packed
With Your Customer's

• npralted Free
• -asy To Sell
,Jew 1960 Slier+ Line
•'

hew much It appreciates the business of the Mid South
consumers. It also gives Big Star a tremendous sense of
pride to point to the shows and hear the good things con
!tautly said about the fine youngsters who appear regularly on the show. Above, from left are Yvonne Townsel,
Bettie Jones, Beverly Bankstna and Gwendolyn Townsel.

AGENTS AND DEALERS WANTED

FASHION GREETING CARDS
6651 MICHIGAN AVENUE
CHICAGO 37, ILLINOIS

1

CASH FOOD STORES

4

Nation's Music Leaders Meet Dec.28-29 !ENO!FL 101,19.,
Official Board Meet
Scheduled For YMCA

Mississippi

TUPELO
By MARGARET A. BAKER
air. Noble Perkins of Boston
nd Mrs. Rebecca Rogers of
Chicago are here because of
the illness of their father, Me.
The Mid-Winter meeting of the busy from the time they arCharles Perkins.
executive board of the National rive until the meeting is over
Funeral services were held
Association of Negro Musicians, on the second day.
last week for Mrs. Rebecca
Inc., Kenneth Brown Billups, Expected here for the meetBobbitt who died at her home
president, will be held at Wash- ing are Kenneth Brown Billups,
here on Lake street. Porter's
ington Park YMCA, Wednesday
Funeral Home was in charge'
and Thursday, Dec. 28-29, with St. Louis; Mrs. Lillian Dunn
of arrangements.
Orleans; Mrs.
the Chicago Music Association Perry, New
Miss Lottie and Dorothy Tripas host.
Blanche K. Thomas, New York
lett and Mr. Lawrence Witfield
During the two day meeting City; Leroy H. Boyd, New York
spent the weekend in Atlanta
officers and members of the City; Mrs. Lillian Dunn, New
visiting their brother and sisboard representing the four Orleans; Clarence H. Wilson,
ter-in-law, Mr. a n d Mrs.
regions of the association will
Louis; Mrs. Gladys P.
Charles Triplett.
discuss the program of the St.
Mr. and Mrs. Remand Parmusic organization and make Henry, Jackson, Miss.; Mrs.
sons and daughter visited their
plans for the 1561 convention of Gr azi a Barnes, Richmond,
sons and brothers at More- ELDRIDGE A. JOHNSON, President Foster his class's that group to be held in Chita. Heights, Mo.; Carl R. Diton,
house college last weekend.
(r.), '72, who gave the feature gift of $1,513. The class poet go, August 20-25, inclusive.
New York City; Mrs. Harriet
While the business sessions Hines, Champaign, Ill.; Miss PLANS FOR the Golden anni- (left to right), Mississippi oftheuniversity. Tits
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cham- address for his 1910 class at and historian, he bed kept in
bers and Freddie Louise Kirk- their reunion last month, and touch with all members of his will be closed a public concert Ruth Calemese, Champaign, Ill.; versary celebration at Ten- Vocation College prey; Dr. school will celebrate its 50th
asey motored to Memphis to at- Introduced the main speaker class for 50 years, fulfilling a featuring local and national Dr J. Wesley Jones, former nessee State university, Nash- J. H. White, Tennessee State year in the 1961-1962 school
"Fend the Ebony Fashion Fair. at the reunion convocation, final request made of his artists will be presented at president of NANM, of Chica- ville, are being discussed president; Dr. W. S. Davis and year
They spent the night with Mrs. died three days later enroute class by Founder Booker T.
go; Mrs. Sadie Hardiman, InLloyd, Mrs. Davis, all alumni
Abraham Lincoln Center, 700 E. dianapolis; Mrs. Isabelle Col- above by Dr. R. Gran
to his home in Chicago. Here, Washington.
Louise Lighon on Parkway.
Oakwood blvd., Dec. 28, at 8 lins, Dover, Del.; Mrs. ConMr. and Mrs. Grover Hard- Mr. Johnson shown presenting
Alcoa; Frederick Douglas Me.
OOOOOOOOOO atilt
p.m. followed by a reception stance Berksteiner, Chauncey
in are the proud parents of a
0000000000000000000
Cuiston, Memphis; Robert HowBooker
of
Bridges,
baby boy born at Community
honoring the president and his Northern D.
ard McLean, Nashville; Anita
New York City; Warren Sweehospital.
Louise Merritt, Nashville; Ede
staff.
ney, and Dudley Archer, BrookMr. and Mrs. J. D. Washingward Eugene Moon,
Miami,
The convention to be held here lyn; Miss Josephine C. Inning
ton and daughters spent last
Fla.;
Etta
Jeneene
Moore,
Pine
in August will be sponsored by of Chicago. and Eugene Hanweekend in Arkansas visiting
Bluff, Ark.; Ronnie Emanuel
Detroit.
musicians of Chicago with the cock of
Mr. Washington's ailing father.
By BERT THOMAS
forty finalist of the program Payne, Paris; Margaret Alicia
By Mrs. M. N. Ringgold
President
Collier
presided, Chicago branch, as official host. Theodore Charles Stone, presiMr. and Mrs. Joe Baker and
Well, our city is getting back made us feel almost well. We On a round of social affairs, dent of the host branch and Before we start with our of 1960 and Clark was declared Porter, Alcoa; Stanton P.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie King ate
to normal since the different were elated also, when we real- dinners, concerts and confer- editor of NANM Bulletin will news f.'—this week, may we to be the winner of Fifth lion- Payne, Evanston, Ill.; Runae
dinner in Baldwyn at the home
ors. He is listed in THE INTER- Powers, jr., Nashville; Ruby
organizations have ended their ized that after all those years ences those who attend will be host the meeting.
thank Granville Reed, 11! of NATIONAL STUDENT, Digest Mae Price, Sparta; Farhan
of ,Mr. and Mrs. Q. C. Davis. sessions
and most of the mem- of being organized, and with
Central State College
(he's of Alcohol Studies, September Rahnama, Rafsinjan, Iran;
Funeral services were held bers have returned to their remanaging Editor of "The Gold 1960 issue.
Sunday, Nov. 20 for Mrs. Sam spective homes. An estimated such large numbers of women
Yvonne Agnes Roberts, Chat'
Torch") for including us on Dr. Foster P. Payne, dean ef tanooga; Allen Guy Seals,
Shaw Griffin. Services were number of 7,000 were in at- members in the organization, it
is strange that only two women
the mailing list of the school the college at Shaw has an- Rutleville, Miss.; George Richheld at St. Paul Methodist tendance for the sessions of the
presidents have ever been electpaper.
pastor.
church. She leaves a sister and L. E. A. meeting held at Capitol
nounced that ten students, ard Spriggs, Elmira, N. Y.;
ed for this large organization. JACKSON
Glenda
Funeral for Mr. Lee 'Evans Other members of the staff eight seniors and two juniors Antoinette
Sprott,
a brotLer, Mary and Rornie Avenue School. We regret not These two: Mrs. M. N.
AGNEW
By
C.
A.
RingRogers.
having the number of the auxil- gold, the first one, and Miss C. Mrs. Armelia Harthorn of 223 was held at the First Baptist includes; William N. Wilson, jr. have been selected to repre- Beaumont, Tex.; Jeanette Love
Carver high school band en- iary groups that met here at M. Collier, the present one. And East View st. announced the on Madison st„ of which he was as Editor-in-Chief; George L. sent Shaw University in the ell Stewart, Clarksville; Walter
gaertained in Corinth. They also the same time, but will just Miss Collier did a splendid job marriage of her daughter, Wil- a member, Friday at 2 p.m. A. Bengo as editorial editor; 1960-61 edition of "Who's Who James Tardy, jr., Detroit,
werforrned in Okalona, Miss., state that large numbers of as president of this large group mer Ivy to Sergeant L. Belle with the Rev. W. G. Terry of- Eric Blumenthalas, typograph- Among Students in American Mich.; Mary Ann Taylor, Nash.
ville;
Alice Jean Valentine,
at the home coming game. both t h e Retired Teacher of teachers. For after all these of Detroit, Mich. The marriage ficiating. Interment was in Cain er. Circulation manager is Vir- Universities and Colleges."
They were at Rust college groups, the Parent Teacher years of the organibation, more took place in Oct., 1960. Mr. Creek cemetery with Ford Fu- gil Hammonds, Business man- The seniors are Lucy M. Franklin, Ky.; Leonard WelThanksgiving day.
groups, etc. increased the num- women should have been elect- Bell is now stationed in the U.S. neral Home in charge. He was ager is Grant Freeman, and Bunch of Raleigh; Marjorie E. lington, South Pittsburg; Lev
Einora
Hayes'
Green of Greenville; Glenfield Williams, Columbus, Miss.
Mrs.
funeral ber unusually well above what ed to office. They are certainly Army Btry C-2 M.S.L. A'tlry born in Bemis, Term,, having Secretary is Barbara Gant.
•
Mich. The worked for the I.C.R.R. Co. and Secretarial staff and News W. Knight of Camden, N. J.;
Inkster,
located
at
was 'held last Sunday at Spring it used to be.
capable. So let us then be up
home with her mo- Truex Chevrolet Motor Co. here reporters are Fannie Sharpe, Vivian D. McKay of Langton; In their first appearance as
at
bride
is
Hill Baptist church.
We are glad our sister, Mrs. and doing. Getting leaders.
in Jackson for 30 years. Sur- Joyce Griffin, Sandra Thomas, Joseph B. Mann of Tarrytown, a debating team, CLARK COL.
ther for a few days.
We are sorry to learn that Givens, returned from New
The Junior Matrons Club covMr. and Mrs. Clifford Miner vivors are his wife, Mrs. Agnes Sandra Jones, Daisy Sneed, N. Y.; and Sylvia E. Sifford of LEGE'S negative group and
Mrs. Lela McDonald is ill. Mrs. York in time to participate in
ered themselves with glory
sophomore Bob Tucker from
the very happy parents of F. Evans, two sisters, Mrs. Godfrey Tetu, Eddie Mae Bell, Mount Holly.
Margaret Duck is also ill. Mrs. the interesting sessions of the
when they presented the Debu- are
Bettie D. New Orleans, won first places
Mary Arnold is doing nicely. L. E. A. How she can manage tantes of 19130 at a Tea in Buch- a fine baby girl who was born Ella Evans and Mrs. Maggie Jane Duncan, and Beverly The juniors are
Mrs. Susie Adams was at to cover such distances puzzles anan School, 1222 East Buchan- to their union Saturday, Nov. Turner, two brothers, Mr. Earl Franklin.
Ridley of Raleigh and Edward at a debating tournament held
last weekend at North CaroR. Mason of Aberdeen.
home for the weekend from us, but she arrived in time to an at. We can safely say that 12, 1960. The name for the new- Evans and Mr. Lionel Evans.
• ••
Charleston, Miss., where she is participate in the sessions of the everything was beautiful. The comer is Debra Regina Miner. The C.Y.F. of Blairs Chapel A 22-year-old Cornell Univer- Miss Sylvia E. Sifford is lina A & T College. The enfor tire team won second place in
teaching. She and her husband, different auxiliaries of the L. large reception room, the well Mother and daughter were do- C.M.E. church, rendered a pro- sity student, whose interest in receiving the distinction
gram and gave a banquet on space travel was kindled by a the second time.
the competition.
Mr. Jimmie Adams spent a E. A. and to participate in one arranged banquet table, the ing nicely at this writing.
nite
beginning
at
students
are
Thanksgiving
These
Members of the Debating
leaders
quiet weekend.
or two discussions, etc.
Jackson'
very
beautiful girls in their
science fiction movie he saw
"Another Mahalia
The House Rockers band
We are really glad to have beautiful evening gowns. Every- were the words of the Rev. B.,7:30, which was enjoyed by all. 10 years ago, has won one of In the religious, educational, Team are: James Felder, SumRev. N. Davis, pastor; Lizzie the nation's top awards in the social and service campus ac- ter, S. C.; Elise Hooks, Sayan.
played in West Point, Miss., been able to attend some of the thing was perfect.
S. Taylor, pastor of Greater
nah; Naomi Smith, Pasadena;
tivities.
Friday night for the homecom- sessions although not well. Andl We were happy to receive a Bethel A.M.E. church as he and McGee, president.
field of astronautics.
Se.
Daniel Mitchell,
Walterboro,
ing dance.
sitting through sessions while visit from Miss Norma Butler, his wife listened to the beauti- The grand opening of Neeley Julian I. Palmore, III of(1900
Mr. and Mrs. West Taylor
ful contralto voice of Mrs. Recreation Center in the old Mt. Royal Terrace) Baltimore, Complete performances of S. C.; Bob Tucker, New Orour former neighbor.
received many useful gifts SatMorris as she sang Neeley School bldg. was held Md., was granted the $1,000 two major musical works re- leans; James Shopshire, New.
Baton Rouge members of Christine
Haskell Ward, Griffin;
urday night at their house erts died Friday, Nov. 18 of a
spiritual ferver, on Thanksgiving Day. The oc- American Rocket Society-Chrys- corded at the UNIVERSITY OF nan;
much
with
Bethel A.M.E. church are grievwarming. Mr. and Mrs. Taylor heart attack in Chicago.
Within Me." Mrs. casion was sponsored by the ler Corporation award for his ILLINOIS last spring were Robert Glover, Philadelphia.
"Something
ed over the change in pastors
•••
broadcasted by WILL ($80 He),
Asecently moved into their new The body was shipped home for
Morris was accompanied by her community. Good times were
funeral and burial. She is sur- just made by their Bishop. The mother, Mrs. Beatrice Neal had. Plenty of refreshments design of a space vehicle which, the University's non-commer- THE LINCOLN INSTITUTE
Wome on Barnes street.
when landed on the moon, would
Rev. R. H. Tucker will go to
Chorus was recently favored
Rev. Q. L. Miller delivered vived by her husband, Mr.
Person. The song was dedicated were served.
information about the na- cial radio station.
radio
and
the
Rev.
New
Orleans
Roberts,
five
George
children,
Taylor.
with
Verdi's
opera
"Falstaff"
sung
the opportunity to render
Mrs.
the message at Spring Hill
and
Rev.
to
eight sisters, two brothers, sev- Walker, formerly in San An- Little Miss Emma Aiko Mer- The Laymen of Home Baptist ture of the lunar surface back by members of the University's several selections at Central
M.B. church last Sunday.
church
held
their
annual
to
earth.
tonio will replace him in Bethel
Opera Group under the direc- State Hospital. The proerese
Victor Thomas has been in eral nieces and nephews and a church here. Both are rated as riweather, daughter of 1Sgt. Thanksgiving service with the
check and award
host
of
relatives
other
and
Memphis.
Leonard C. Merriwea- Rev. Sewell of Rockford, Ill., The $1,000
tion of Prof. Ludwig Zirner was called "Open Door Silver
Kenney hospital in
Mrs.
and
have
material. Both
good
will be presented to the Carwas broadcasted on Nov. 26. Tea."
We are sorry to learn that friends. The funeral was held friendly, interested wives; so ther of 331 Lane ave., celebrat- as guest speaker.
nell senior by James C. Smith,
at Griffin Chapel Methodist
birthday recently
Our own, Dr. Whitney M.
Brenda, Rhona and Alex Northe new fields of pastoring will ed her sixth entertaining sev- Funeral services for Mr. Lee it., director of Chrysler Cor- "The Passion According to
church
Wednesday
at
2:30
p.m.
was the guest speaker
Bach
was
Young,
Matthew"
by
party
'St.
wood are suffering from the
a
Andrew
Vercer,
60,
who
died
with
poration's Advanced Projects
with the pastor, Rev. W. G. surely be pleasant for all conheard on Dec. 3 with the Uni- of the program.
at his home, 2C,21 Thomas it.,
virus.
eral of her friends.
Organization on Dec. 7 during
Prueitt officiating. Burial in the cerned.
Melvin Green spent the week- Odd Fellows cemetery.
services for Rev. D. St. Louis, Mo., were held re- the ABS Honors Night dinner versity of Illinois Oratorio So- Jesse L. Anderson, a sophoWe were so glad to partici- Funeral
ciety, symphony orchestra, and more at Florida Normal and
end at home from Lane college Miss Doretha Evans of New
75, were held last cently at Denmark Baptist in
Bolden,
W.
the Sheraton Park hotel
student and
faculty soloists Industrial Memorial College has
visiting his mother and grand- City was called home to see her pate in the election of officers Thursday at 1 p.m. at Mt. Zion church, Denmark, Tenn. with
here.
in the L.E.A. for with its auxilthe
Rev.
Roger
Hennings
ofconducted
by
Prof.
Harold A. been informed by the National
father.
Henderson,
C.M.E. church,
father, Mr. George Evans who
Poetry Association that his
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Davis of is ill. Mr. Evans was stricken iary groups, it is now one of the Tenn., with the Rev. B. Julian ficiating. Burial was in the Palmer, who has been inter- Decker.
Louisiana's or• ••
ested in rockets and lunar excemetery
with
Bledsoe
church
poem has been selected for ofBurnette
Baldwyn he'd Thanksgiving din- with a heart attack and is in outstanding of
H.
M.
Rev.
ganizations. I. e., The Parent Smith and
ner with Mr. and Mrs. W. King. Eckford's Clinic where he has
was in Jor- Funeral Home in charge. Sur- ploration ever since he saw the The National Council of Ne- ficial publication.
Burial
officiating.
Teacher organization, the Reits annual The youthful and enthusiastic
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Washing- been for two weeks.
cemetery, Bolivar, vivors are: a sister, Mrs. Jessie film "Destination Moon" while gro Women held
tired Teachers Organization, dan Grove Stevenson & Shaw Sherman of Jackson; five bro- in junior high school, expects meeting in New York City re- collegian wrote a three versed
ton motored to Holly Springs Mrs. Viola Williams of St
with
Tenn.,
organization,
etc.
the Official
Thanksgiving Day to attend the Louis, Mo. spent a week in the
in charge. He thers, Calvin and John Vercer that manned exploration of cently. Dr. Charlotte Hawkins poem entitled "To Mary, With
much is expected and much can Funeral Home pastor of Mt. of St. Louis, Climton Vercer of space will become a reality Brown, Founder and President- Love," which was -entered in
homecoming at Rust college.
formerly
home of Mrs. Freddie Edwards. be done. So, we must start to- was
15 years.
Emerita of PALMER MEMO- the nationwide college students
Sonny Troylor, Alan Hadly On her return she was accomPleasant and Bascom Chapel Gary, Ind., Linton Vercer of within the next
•••
day.
churches. At the time Denmark and Robert Vercer of
Amend Joe Steele from St. Louis panied to Memphis, Tenn. by
RIAL INSTITUTE, Sedalia, competition in October of this
C.M.E.
We have come to the conpent Thanksgiving weekend Mrs. Edwards, Mrs. Earline clusion that participation in of his death he was serving as Athens, Tenn., a n d several A SHAW UNIVERSITY stu- North Carolina, is a lifelong year and along with entries
nephews.
here.
dent has been cited far excel- charter member of the organi- from 50a4e or more eager colWilliams of the Rock Hill Com- Style Shows when students work pastor of Mt. Zion, Henderson, nieces and
leges and universities all over
Miss Inez Crockett is spend- munity and Mr. Homer Gipson, is exhibited means encourage- and Beech Grove at Pinson. The Deacons Union of Jack- lence in the Roberts Series of zation.
County held Awards for Editorial Writing
Each year Palmer sends a the nation.
ing the weekend at home away where they spent the week end ment to them. So let's have Survivors are his wife, Mrs. son and Madison
service last Sunfrom Lane college where she In the home of Mr. and Mrs. more of them for our pupils in Elizabeth Bolden, brother, Tom their monthly
by College Students in connec- group of students to partici- Florida N & I M has been
Grove Bap- tion with the Intercollegiate pate in the conference.
Eastern
with
day
Addie
Mrs.
designated as a testing center
sisters,
is a freshman.
Gus Williams.
two
Bolden,
sewing, etc.
church. The Rev, W. B. Ep- Association for the Study of the
The following students at- for the 1961 Nationwide admin.
Many enjoyed the dance
Miss Earnestine Coleman,
McTizie and Mrs. V. Ella Sain, tist
person was the guest speaker. Alcohol emblems. This student tended: Essie Brinkley, Va., istration of the National Teach.
Thanksgiving night given by formerly of Canton, now makboth of Bolivar, Tenn.
The Men's chorus of Home
Bapthe Golden Eagle club. Tommy ing her home with her aunt and
The women of Mercer
Mlle D. Clark, a sophomore Carolyn Feltz, Pa., Dorothy er Examination next February,
church rendered the is
Baptist
Anthe
Wise
their
Words
of
observed
RockHouse
Mrs.
Forrest
church
Mr.
and
uncle,
Norwood and the
tist
Scotland Neck. There were Frazier, Ark., Cynthia Jones, Mrs. D. F. Tillman, registrar,
of
Force destroys enemies nual Woman's Day on Nov. 27, music for Men's Day at CumFla., Sandra Pilgrim, N. C., announced.
ers played for the affair. Many Smith had as her guest for the
berland Street Baptist church
College seniors preparing to
Mary Sue Welcome, Md., Etta
out of towners were present. Thanksgiving holidays Miss but non-resistance, when suc- 1060. Mrs. Henretta Conley of
survived
by
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is
facility.
He
Bradley,
Yvonne Riley of Canton, Miss. cessful, tune enemies into Salem C.M.E. church was the last Sunday. The Rev. W. M.
Alphillis
Autry,
Fla.,
teach
and teachers applying
at Cumber- sisters' Mrs. Betty Nelson. of
Miss Riley is a sophomore in friends.
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in school systems
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fair. The Rev. D. J. Phinnessee, A Fall Fashion
Hariette Cooper, Texas, Mable plicants to submit their scores
Mrs. Catherine Yeates Rob- Canton, Miss.
show was held Sunday nite at dlesboro, Ky., and other rela- Ellis, N. C.. Kay Gordon, Ga.,
on the National Teacher Extives.
High
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W.
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Va., Edith Smith, S. C., take the tests. The examinaDressed Women of Humboldt, Miss Ethel Mae Latham. from Redd,
Marsha Thompson, Mich., Lou- tions are prepared and adminTenn. Many Jacksonians at- Jamaica. Long Island, N. Y.,
Mich., San- istered annually by Education.
tended the affair and reported visited Mrs. Darrow. and Mr. venia Washington,
Young, al Testing Service, Princeton,
Ill.,
Ariel
Wormley,
mother,
Mrs.
dra
Gilbert's
Lena
lots of fun.
Ga., Millicent Young, Va., Son- New Jersey.
Men's Day was observed at Gilbert here recently.
Walnut Grove Baptist church Mr. Hurley English was dis- ja Herring, Fla., Carmen Simp- The designation of Florida
on last Sunday. The E. C. Mc- missed from the Veterans' Fa- son, Conn.. Sandra Bates, Va., Normal and Industrial Memoriafter being a patient Petra Britt, Va., Quinton Har- al college as a testing center
Connie of Columbia, Term., was cility,
ris, Ga., Shirley Randall, Md.. for these examinations will
the speaker. The music was there for six weeks.
furnished by the male chorus Mrs. Mary Hitsom has re- Karen Shearer, N. Y., LaVerne give prospective teachers in
from
SurgoinesvIlle, Jones, Tenn., Vyvyan Coleman, this area an opportunity to
of Lane Tabernacle C. M. E. turned
' Tenn.
Ga., and Roslyn Smith, N. J. compare their performance on
church.
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the examination with approxiOnce in a while we like to Miss S. L. Cecil presented
music
class
in
a
piano
recital
TENNESSEE STATE UNI- mately 10,000 candidates
our shut-in
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Street Christian VERSITY students are listed throughout the country who will
customers and pray for them. at West Main
afternoon
of Nov. among the nominees of the cur- be participating in the nationchurch
on
the
Smith,
Mary
They are: Mrs.
20.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Ander- Rev, Wm. L. Owens occupied rent edition of Who's Who wide administration on Februson, Mrs. Hoyle, Mr. Frank the pulpit of Bethesda Presby- Among Students in American ary 11, 1961.
Applications for the examinaClifton, Mr. Johnson on Insti- terian church on the morning Universities and Colleges.
The students, and their home- tions and Bulletins of Informatute at., Mrs. Dotty Bell on In- of Nov. 20.
stitute st., Bro. James Ander- The young people of Thankful towns are: Jaunita Alleyne Ad- tion describing registration pro.
son on Wilson at., Bro. Joe Baptist church presented the kerson, Nashville; Carol Vivian cedures and containing represClay on Mobile ave., Bro. Mer- first of a series of programs Baltimore, Indianapolis, Ind.; entative test questions may be
Bryant, obtained from the Registrar's
Neathery
riet Barham on Orchard st. and on the evening of Nof. 20. The Yvonner
others.
guest speaker was Miss Bar- Nashville; Yolande Tatum Bry- office at Florida Normal and
TENNESSEE
bara McKnight, Master Mike ant, Nashville; Betty Jean Industrial Memorial college, or
JOHNSON CITY
Young was the master of cere- Cash. Memphis; Willie Thar- directly from the national
Fmaainn.DNavaissh,vUilpiestoi, Ga.; Elaine Teachers Examinations, EduSHOWN ABOVE are "Miss sia County, was crowned tional President of the BCC Fla.; Bobby Nelson, escort,
By CORTLAND It. RHEA
monies.
Faye Delores cational Testing Service, 20
Alumna" and her Court at "Miss Alumna." She is shown to right, Willie J. Wright, Na- BCC Junior from Hawthorne,
Information has been received
The Johnson City Progressive
Alumni Association, Miami; Fla., and Ronald Taylor, es- here that Mr. William Harring- League has recured a station-'Gardner,
Delrose;
Cookman college, 3rd from the right. Miss VivBethune
Eugene Nassau street, Princeton, New
"Daytona Beach, Fla. Mrs. ian Hurston, 2nd place win- Dr. Richard V. Moore, pres- cort for third place winner, ton died in the Veterans' Facil- ary meeting place in the recre-ilHampton, Jr., Chicago, Ill.; Jersey.
q119 Constance Griffin, Daytona ner, of Sanford, Fla., is 3rd ident, Bethnne-Cookman col- Mrs. (Usk Hill, Brevard ity in Dayton, Ohio. Mr. Wm. ation building for the first and Margaret Kathryn James. Chat- It would be nice to get a
Beach Alumni Chapter, Voile from the left. Others are: left lege; Leonard Heath, escort, County Chapter, who is not Harrington was at one time a third nights, of each month. D. anoegsi; Rossie Johnson. HIT, card. letter or copy of your
BCC junior from Lawtey, shown.
Gallatin; Liana LaRose Lenoir, school paper. Won't you write?
patient here at the Veterans' E. S. Kilgore is president.
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About Poop'', Placate
Awl Praetors's
By FRANK
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Horne Office: 236 South Wellington — Phone JA 6-8397
LOUISVILLE, Ky. — Among southere wing of the party to
the many possible post-mor- hold together in the next Presidential election.
tems on the November 8 elec- "As of the moment. the Presition is an indulgence in "what
dent has made no decision as
Sobscription rote: One year $6: sis months $3.50 (2-verst specie! Subscription rote 510)
might have been done." On
to what he will propose in this
December 12, 1958, Robert J. field."
Tli• Tri-State Defender Does Not fake Respoalibitity tor unsolicited Manuscripts or Photos.
Donovan reported in the ChiToday, roughly two years
cago Sun-Times:
Published Every Thursday by the Tri-State Defender Publishing Co Entered us Second
after, certain conclusions are
"The principal subject of a apparent.
Class Matter at the Memphis Post Office March 20 1152 Under Act of March 2, 1879
secret meeting among Vice
Vice-President Nixon's marPresident Nixon and three gin of defeat was small enough
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
cabinet members was civil for the Negro vote—if he had
rights legislation.
won it, or even held it to its
"The Vice President and the percentages of 1952 or 1956, he
three cabinet colleagues—Atty. could have won the election.
Gen. William P. Rogers. Labor The failure of President
Secretary James P. Mitchell Eisenhower to unequivocally
and Dr. Arthur Flemming, support even the Supreme Court
Secretary of Health, Education decision of 1954, let alone Civil
and Welfare—favor forthright Rights generally, certainly cost
R,publican legislation in the Vice-President Nixon many Necivil rights field at the forth- gro votes.
coming session of Congress. .
Finally, Mr. Nixon himself
The four Negro tots who were es- their respective classrooms braving "Those who believe, like and Republican party campaign
Nixon and his three colleagues, strategists sacrificed the Negro
corted by Federal marshals into the every day a jeering, angry crowd of that the President must submit vote in favor of wishful, but not
formerly all-white schools in New Or- feeble-minded racialists acting under a positive civil rights program realistic, southern votes.
Congress are convinced the Perhaps in 1904, Senator John
leans are a touching advance guard — the guidance and leadership of the noto- to
Republicans will suffer serious- Sherman Cooper, if permitted,
rious
White Citizens Council. It is un- ly in 1960 if he does not. They can show the next Republican
the very first to break the race barrier
fortunate that public opinion in New also believe that introduction candidates not only how to win
in the Deep South.
of administration civil rights Negro votes through forthright
New Orleans itself will sooner or Orleans was not prepared for a racial legislation will split the Demo- performance in their behalf, but
later come around to the view that it is crisis in its schools.
crats in Congress, making it how to positively and successIn Atlanta, (which need not com- harder for the northern and fully go after it.
better to
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Our Opinions

The Battle Goes On

accept a little racial integration and keep the schools open than to
have the state close them to keep Negroes out.
The clearest evidence of this is the
victory, in the recent election, of a candidate for the school board who took
this stand. He won more votes than his
three segregationist opponents combined. Three of the other four members of
the board have long argued that the
city has no choice but to obey the court
oraer.
The denial by a panel of Federal
judges of the board's request for a suspension of the District court order to
integrate the elementary schools of the
city of New Orleans, further weakens
the position of the segregationists.
The courts have pronounced unconstitutional the laws passed by the specsal session of the state legislature
wilich were meant to maintain segregation. Moreover an injunction has been
issued against the Legislature's attempt
to take over control of the school s,
while a charge of contempt of court has
been brought against the state superintendent of schools.
The schools remain open, the four
Negro children rep ort fearlessly to

•

ply until next year) a far-seeing group
of citizens and parents has been at work
for years and the Atlanta Constitution
has given a strong liberal lead. In New
Orleans it was only this summer that
the Civil Rights Congress- in
Protests Decision
parents began to organize to save the Dear Editor: On Nov. 15 the Detroit. During the reign of
schools. They had been led to believe by U.S. Supreme Court handed MeCaithy ;; sub-committee of
the House Committee on Unthe Times-Picayune, the city's only down a decision in a case that American Activities demanded
originated in Michigan. I think
morning newspaper, that the schools it is of profound significance to that McPhaul produce records
could be kept open without accepting all liberty loving Americans, of the CRC listing the names
of its financial supporters. Conany racial integration. It is to the cred- Arthur M. McPhaul a Negro, gress had been declared a subof
Secretary
time
at
one
was
it of WDSU, the civic-minded television
versive body by the Attorney
Cousin Minnie's Candle
General.
station, that it provided leadership
McPhaul like many others re- "'I burn my candle at both you burn a green candle for. to put my new TV. You all
when the press failed to do so.
fused to aid in the victimiza- ends,' I quoted. 'It will not Minnie says she paid a dollar done slept in my alcove a solid
For a time this fall, it seemed as
tion of Americans. The 'in- last the night,' Edna Millay for that Lucky Candle a week month.
American Committee cited him wrote. 'But ah, my face and ago, and she has not got in "Meantime, I showed you
though a group of influential businessreturn a dollar yet. I asked Smalls Paradise, the Bronx
and Congress "held" him in oh, my friends!'
men in Louisiana might persuade the
about its how she expected to get a dol- Zoo, Broadway, the Boweli,
contempt. A federal court found "Don't worry
lar and she has not hit a lick Jenny Lou's, Radio City, the
Governor to give in gracefully, keep the
him guilty. He was fined $500 light," finished Simple.
"You'd better worry about its of work since Labor Day." Palm Tavern, Daddy Grace's,
and nine months in prison.
schools open and avoid an open clash on
Benjy's Bar, and the Apollo
light," I said, "especially when "What did Minnie say?"
The Circuit Court sustained the you get past your prime, be "Minnie said, 'I respects Theatre.
the pattern of Little Rock, between the
trial court. On appeal the Su- careful."
work like I do my mama — "You have also leaned out
state and the Federal government.
preme Court has followed suit. "Past what prime?" asked I would not think of hitting her my window all hours of the day
When the parents started to organ- PEARL RIVER, N. Y. — The McCarthy era is almost Simple. "And who are you, a lick. Furthermore,' said and night and looked at the
ize, these businessmen plucked up cour- Two major Negro medical col- gone. Millions deplore that it looking at me? I most always Minnie, 'as big, fat, and fine streets of Harlem. Meanwhile,
leges will participate in a pio- ever existed. The CRC has foldage to point out to the Governor that neering experiment in medical ed up. But the Supreme Court in generally gets home by half as I am, some man should my green candle has burned
past midnight, unless it be's take care of me. But this is down to a nub and neither one
the closing of the schools throughout education next week.
decision presents more than a the week-end. I'm a married an off week with men. I maybe of you gave me a cent yet to
the state to avoid racial integration Meharry Medical College of danger to McPhaul. The NA• man. I do not run the streets should not have locked Lester pay even the laundry mat to
Nashville, Tenn. and Tuskegee M.,P can be trapped by this de- like I used to."
wash the sheets on which you
out.'
would involve a heavy economic loss. Institute
of Alabama, will co- cision. In a similar case after "You do manage to stay in "Then Minnie went on to tell slept. You may be guests, but
The education of thousands of children operate in a Teleposium on I had spent 149 days in prison one bar most of the time," I me about Lester. Seems like guess what? J asks you to
would be interrupted and the migration heart disease on December 7. a Circuit Court held that I had said, "but you stay so long. she and he were doing right leave now.'
The Teleposium is a new con- a right not to answer. I was You squeeze a glass of bees to well together until Lester's "Whereupon Lester got into
of new industries into the state might
Cousin Wilbur and wife, Willet- the act by saying, 'These is
cept in medical education. It released. Supreme Court Jus- death."
halt.
consists of a closed circuit tices Warren, Black, Douglas "On a budget, which me and ta, come up from down home to my relatives — they can stay.

The People Speak

LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week

•

Set Medical
Experiment
By Phone

telephone hook-u-- which will and Brennan regard the court Joyce is, if I turn that glass spend a short while in New as long as they want to.'
permit professors at each in- 5 to 4 decision as extremely dan- loose, I might never get another York. Now, Minnie's apartment "Why did Lester say that?
stitution to address physicians gerous. There was no proof ad- one. Neither you or the rest of do not accommodate more "That Lucky Green Candle
and medical students at both dressed by the prosecution that my friends is as generous as than two grown folks with com- had burned down to its other
end and there was no ends
Nations Charter is now being used as schools simultaneously.
McPhaul possessed the lists de- they once were when I were fort.
Willetta left, so Minnie were mad. She
"But
Wilbur
and
for
instant,
single
man.
You,
a
manded.
a basis for demanding an end to all colo- Some 400 physicians, both
on them, and stayed put Lester out, too. Whilst he
Negro and white, are expected Ernest Goodman of Detroit, have not bought me a beer to- moved in
— not a short time, but until were at work, Minnie set his
nial regimes. With the growing numer- to attend the hour and a half McPhaul's lawyer, is request- night."
ing a rehearing. All NAACP "Have one," 1 said, since you yesterday, which is when Min- clothes in the vestibule, also
ical strength that increases its prestige scientific session.
nie put Lester, Wilbur, Willet- Wilbur and Willetta's suitcases,
for it."
The advantage of this two- members should be hopeful that asked
Simple. ta out. Minnie said she bought padlocked the door and went to
said
and power day by day, the Afro-Asian day telephone system is that he does. Already Southern "Thanks,"
are proceeding against "Now, as I was saying about that green candle in the hope a double feature movie, through
bloc may succeed in creating a climate it permits physicians and stu- Courts
this candle jive, my Cousin that Wilbur and his wife would which she sat twice.
dents to attend a maim med- it on similar grounds. They
now
without
pay her a little rent for that "Minnie is
of opinion in the United Nations in ical conference without having should let the court know their Minnie's candle is the cause of alcove.
guests.
So
tonight
she
asked
Minnie
late.
me
being
out
this
memfeelings. So too should the
which the colonial powers which hold to travel a great distance. The bers of all organizations gear- just left this bar. I been set- "She burnt the candle in to borrow a dollar from me.
meeting is literally brought
ting here since nine o'clock front of her guests for a week. I would of give my cousin that
membership in the world organization to them. In addition, the sys- ed to defend human rights.
listening to her troubles. Min- No rent paid. No funds men- dollar had she not told me she
tem exposes the physicians to
may find their position untenable.
nie claims she bought a Lucky tioned. No bread crossed palms. wanted it to buy another
whom they might not program, in addition to Dr. Green Candle guaranteed to Minnie said, 'I am sorry, Lucky Candle. I warned MinWhile the Western democracies have teachers
normally "meet."
Rolfe, are:
friends but I needs my space nie them candles do not work."
welcomed the new African nations into Dr. D. T. Rolfe, dean of Dr. Eugene H. Dibble, jr., bring money, which is what
their midst, it would appear to be a Meharry Medical college, re- medical director, John A. Ancently indicated that medical drew Memorial Hospital, Tusmere matter of protocol. For very little knowledge
is growing so quick- kegee Institute; Dr. John Thomis being done to assist the new states in ly these days that it is often as of Meharry; Dr. John Astheir efforts toward economic and in- difficult for the practicing burst of the Veterans Adminiphysician to keep abreast of stration Hospital in Tuskegee;
ternal stability except when Russian the
latest findings and tech- Dr, Raph J. Cazort of Mepenetration seems imminent.
niques. "Meetings such 23 this harry, and Drs. Earl T. Odom
help close the gap," he said. and H. W. Kenney of the VetIncluded on the technical erans Administration Hospital.
Pre-hospital and post-hospital pital or post-hospital care for the cost of travel.
medical service now is authoriz- service - connected conditions ITEMS NOT FURNISHED
prostheses, wheelHe worked as a porter, street clean
ed for nonservice-connected vet- will be provided necessary Dental
travel to and from VA hospitals chair, artificial limbs, trusses,
can
stay
hospital
where
erans
er, dishwasher, postal clerk, any och
and similar appliance, clothing,
ie shutened by these procedur- at government expense.
job. He was often unemployed ana
es, the Veterans Administration For psychiatric patients, trav- and other supplies may not be
el at Government expense, as furnished as part of the prehas advised.
hungry, and was on relief during the
may be provided to hospital care.
required,
will
service
this
The VA said
be furnished by its own hospi- depart from, and return to, the The duration of post-hospital
early days of the New Deal era. It was
tals. The new Public Law 86- hospital for necessary followup followup will be limited to that
not until 1937, when the Federal Writwhich is consistent with good
639 does not extend VA out-pa- care.
ers Project came into being did he get a
tient care to nonservice-connect- Other patients authorized pre- medical practice and necessary
ed veterans. It applies only to hospital or post-hospital care to concude treatment of the condecent job of writing for a living. Some
veterans who are scheduled for for nonservice - connected con- dition for which the veteran
of his short stories were published in
admission to, or who are pati- ditions, including those with ad- was hospitalized.
ditional conditions that are ser- Necessary medications and
the CHICAGO DEFENDER.
ents in, VA hospitals.
By performing certain pre- vice-connected, will be furnish- supplies for treatment of the
which patients
In 1939, he won a Guggenheim Felhospital and post-hospital med- ed necessary travel at Govern- conditions for
hospitalized
may be furna..were
inthey
provided
expense
lowship and was awarded the NAACP's
ical procedures on an outpati- ment
transportation is re- ished,hy the VA as part of
that
private
dicate
by
done
basis,
as
is
ent
coveted Spingarn Medal. Next year NAhospitals, the VA hopes to quired and execute an affidavit post-hospital care as appropriTIVE SON made him independent and
shorten the patient's stay in a that they ere unable to defray ate.
famous. After the success of his
hospital bed. Thus better use of
existing VA hospital beds is exBLACK BOY, his autobiography that
pected.
was a Book-of-the-Month Club selecNEW PROGRAM
tion, Wright moved to France where he
Care that may be furnished in
The ties with an enrollment of more
preparation for hospitalization, BLOOMFIELD, N. J.
found the freedom denied him in his
without actually placing the Schering Foundation has report- than 24,000 students
homeland.
veteran in a hospital bed, will ed a $1,000 gift to the United
include laboratory and X-ray ex- Negro College Fund.
All of his novels and plays were a
aminations.
Established and supported by
stricture of the vicious racial mores
The new program will be Schering
the
e
Corporation,
with which American democracy is
known as pre-hospital and post- Foundation is a nonprofit con- MILWAUKEE, Wis. — (UPI)
care.
identified. His ultimate hope was to
cern dedicated to philanthropic — A (JS. Marshal seized
Service • connected veterans support of charitable, education- 330,000 pounds of cocoa beans
goad America into redemption of its
scheduled for admission to, or al and scientific projects, psi- at the Anibrosia Chee,date co,
soul through a searching consciousness
patients in, VA hospitals will manly in the medical and and the Badger Storao corp.
of its own misdeeds. It is a great pity
he included in the new program health field.
The U.S. district E.toreer e
as medically indicated. T h e Francis C. Brown, president office said the be 1 n 4, Wr,rib
that destiny stilled his voice before his
hulk of VA out-patient care for of the Foundation's board of $100,000, were sei:.,1 be use
dream came to fruition. But death does
the service connected will con- trustees and the pharmace $i- they consist "...Awl/ or IA Villa
not end evetything. There is a higher
tinue to be furnished through cal company, said the money of a filthy subst in Is by tea.'•
VA outpatient clinics and home- will be used in the general sup- of the presence thoieie 0. Lirewar d: that of transmitting one's
"If I Had Dressed Like That When I Was A Teen-Age, town medical program,
port of 33 independent ac- sects and insect damged
name to posterity.
. . . You'd Be Ten 1.',-•nrs Older Today!"
Patients authorized pre-hos- credited colleges and universi- beans."

Colonialism Still Alive
The debate on colonialism which has
been going on in the United Nations
General Assembly should be welcomed
tus a sign that at last the world has begun to face the realities of our times.
Since Ghana and Guinea have secured their autonomy, some eighteen
other African states have been admitted into the circle of the family of independent nations.
Yet colonialism, though perhaps
moribund, is not yet completely dead.
Great Britain and Portugal still have
African possessions they are holding
onto, with little or no reassuring indication of an early time-table for their relinquishment.
The principle of self-determination
which is an integral part of the United

New VA Medical Plans
Shortens Hospital Stay

A Native Son Dies A broad
When Richard Wright died the other
day in Paris, a literary giant of no ordinary dimension fell, bringing to an
end an era of introspection in which
America's social sins were revealed with
frightening accuracy.
The nation was going through the
crucible of war on a scale never before
experienced by mankind, when NATIVE
SON, Wright's most incisive novel
flashed like a meteor across the literary
firmament. It was not a mere piece of
fiction; it was a provocative social document that shocked America. For never
before nor since has there been so sharp
and poignant expose of this country's
incredible racialism as was portrayed
in NATIVE SON.
It was social surgery performed
w'th all the requisite sensitive skill of a
master-surgeon. Yet Wright accomplished this rare feat with an incomparable gentility and tenderness of
style. He knew America better than any
of his contemporaries.
His bouts with race prejudice and its
attendant evils were at close range. His
soul was seared With bitterness. Born
on a plantation in Mississippi, and educated in a segregated religious school
through the ninth grade. Richard
Wright saw life in its most rugged aspects, in all its naked ugliness.
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ing."
been our experience
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — "It has
that
to
successful
there must
be
A Washington skin specialist
disturbance
basic
produced evidence at the Ameri- be some
the person has
can Medical Association meet- initially so that
toward vitiligo and
ing that drugs in some cases a tendency
before the
can make black people white or has some initial spot
total body de-pigmentation can
white people black.
be successful," he said.
The specialist was Dr. Robert
"We have tried using this
Stolar. He was accompanied by
(experimentally) in patients
white-skinned
a
Negro woman,
who have not had any noticewho did not identify herself but
able areas of de-pigmentation
who said that under his treatand these have shown only
ment she has been white for
/
slight changes without persistioGglY N‘CE
i-s 601 P.T4E
WAL,LEIAME 'TELL 4A SOME-041N i SON. Abi'vE
15 years.
tence of the charges."
SONS - IN- LAW/
SAGGED A MANY A SQUIRREUN'CZABBrcW111-1
Stolar said he has accomTo make light skin uniformplished the same result in 16
4AEtZE 6uN...(o.11 v./ AI'S MORE
ly dark, Stolar said he uses a
cases.
drug called "8 methoxypsora•
Stolar stressed that he ad- len," which is taken by mouth
ministers the treatment only to and is followed by ultraviolet
patients who
have
blotched
ray treatments to trigger its
skin such as cafe-au-lait spots action.
or other "disturbances of pig- Stolar is a
graduate of
mentation."
Georgetown university. In addiprovHe said it has not so far
tion to his private practice he
ed possible to provide white
serves as a clinical assistant
skin for Negroes with no pigat Georgetown University hospimentation disturbances. But he
tal in Washington.
did not rule out this possibility
for the future.
He also commented that a
number of his Negro patients,
when given the choice of white
or dark akin, preferred dark.
Many others were uninterested
in extending the treatment to
the entire body once the face
skin had been made uniform. Activity in GI loan guarantee
The technical name of the continued to decline during the
drug used in the treatment is month of October the Veterans
''monobenzyl ether of hydro- Administration reported.
ches tall. Would like to meet
Dear Mme. Chante:
a nice gentleman between 60
quinine." It is used in an Applications for home loan
I would like to hear from nice
and 70, about 180 lbs., around
ointment which is applied ex- guarantee were down to 10,397
ternally. Initially the application in October, from 11,039 in Sep- ladies around 55 years old. All 5 feet 7 inches tall and interest.
is daily; later it may taper off tember. VA starts were down to letters will be answered. Van ed in marriage.
to once in six months.
5,855 in October, compared to Joseph, 706 N. Dearborn, Chi- Bertha Mays, 4938 S. Chamcago, III.
plain ave., Chicago 15, Ill.
Stolar called it "a very satis- 6,828 in September.
* ••
• ••
of
factory drug in reducing pig- Requests for appraisal
Dear Mine. Chante:
By EVERT VAN DAM
gal's greatest achievement was is something unique in present- of the lack of technicians and mentation in small areas" and proposed units totalled 9,958 in Dear Mme. Chante:
said that "in those patients who October, down from 11,599 in I am requesting a marriage- I am a very lonely young lady
an "atmosphere of security, day Africa."
direction.
LISBON, Portugal — (UP!)—
minded man between the ages living in a strange city Would
peace and brotherly
contact He said under-developed Af- Salazar warned that if the were persistent enough it pro- September. Appraisal requests of 35 and
Prime Minister Antonio De
45. He must be a like to hear from nice, intelliwere
down
to
over
the
existing
units
de-pigmentation
for
duced
among the very different ele- rican territories cannot possi- white man dodges his responOliveira Salazar has warned
working man who wants t h e gent, Christian people — men
ments of the population which bly develop themselves because sibility in Africa only one other whole body." He said the pro- 5,691 in October, from 5,936 in better things in
life. I am 5 feet and women — any age. I am 29,
outsiders to stop meddling in
solution re mains—Oommunis m. cess is "slow and time-consum- September.
6 inches tall, brownskin, long 5 feet, 4 inches tall, 132 lbs.
African affairs and made it
The Portuguese leader caublack hair, 195 lbs. I am free to Work at a hospital and as a
clear Portugal would not accept
tioned against the difficulties
travel. Would like to hear from sales clerk. Will answer all letUnited Nations interference in
developed African states
someone who believes in God, ters.
its territories.
and dangers in aiding under.
but is not too religious. Must Peggy Beason, 12 Orleans at.,
The 71-year-old Portuguese
through international agencies
have a sense of humor and con- Rochester 11, N. Y.
leader, making his first major
•• •
and bodies. This would "mean
siderate. I am a divorcee. Loupublic speech in two years, told
ise Hall, 1155 Bragg at., Mont- Dear Mine. Chants:
invention of a new form of coa packed national assembly the
gomery 8, Ala.
lionialism—international colonI have been a reader of the
hasty abandonment of African
• ••
ialism," he said.
Chicago Defender for some time
territories by the
European
Dear Mme. Chante:
and hope you will publish my
"We have been in Africa for
powers in a crime against the
I think it is a wonderful thing letter. I was born in Indiana.
four hundred years, which is
black man.
you are doing for the lonely, I welder by trade and will be here
By ROBERT ROONEY
his claim.
rather more than to have arThe
Portuguese
overseas
to
Hidalgo
do
hope you can help me as I for about 3 more months. I am
perchance
opinion,"
Dr.
sleep,
"In
my
"To
rived only yesterday," he said.
provinces in Africa include
/
2 inches tall and weigh
dream; Aye, there's the rub; said, "It might be a question am a lonely fellow. Just can't 5 feet, 51
carried
"We
with
us
a
doctrine,
Angola, Cape Verde Islands,
what
have
not
seem
to
be
sleep
of
death
I
able
to
152
lbs.
Will answer all letters.
For
in
that
of
hormones.
But
find
a
good
which is not the same as to
Mozambique, Portueguese Guindreams may come must give been able to prove it. Most companion. I am 29, 5 feet, 5 Would like to hear from ladies
carried
be
away
by
self-interea, Sao Tome And Principe Isus pause."
everyone in the town seems to inches tall, 165 lbs., medium between 25 and 40 years of age.
est.
lands. Other Portuguese posessMedina
never brown skin. Would like to con- Oris E. Byers, P. 0. Box 2263,
that
"We are present there with Act II, Scene 1 of "Hamlet" know
ions are Macao and Portuguese
tact a nice lady between the Jackson, Miss.
William Shakespeare — sleeps."
by
a
policy
that
authority
is
steadIndia (Goa) in Asia, and Timor
* ••
ages of 19 and 30 and weighing
MADRID,
Spain
(UPI)—Valen
illiterate
and
a
Medina is
ily effecting
and defending,
in Oceania.
wonderChante:
Mme.
160
Dear
always
between
and
lbs.
tin
Medina
has
120
She
bachelor.
which is not the same as to
Salazar said the phrase "Afmust be single, sincere and wil- I would like to become a
ed what it feels like to dream.
abandon
human
destiny
to
the
"I wouid like to know how to
Antonio
De
Oliveira
Salazar
rica is for Africans" was "inlaborer
to live in the western part member of your pen pal club. I
farm
ling
61-year-old
The
9o-called 'winds of history'."
read and write" he said. "Night
flammatory" and would not
has had his share of day-dreams would be shorter if I could read of the country. I am a very am 5 feet, 2 inches tall, weigh
9olve the continent's problems.
like any other Spanish peasant, books. Now I have to sit in sincere fellow. Howard L. 105 lbs., light complexion, brown
He said Europe still has great
but he has had difficulty with front of the kitchen fireplace Booker, G19 Van Buren, Apt. 9, hair and eyes. I am very loneduties to perform in Africa and
ly and would like to hear front
the nocturnal variety because and do nothing until the cock Las Vegas, Nev.
•• •
serious minded pen pals between
emphasized that Portugal does
he claims he has never slept crows."
not intend to pull out.
40 and 50 years of age.
Dear Mme. Chante:
a wink in his life.
Salazar said there will be
Miss D. Williams, 6126 S. PeI am a very lonely widow, 57
'TOTAL INSOMNIA'
"very serious difficulties for
years
old,
120
lbs.,
5
feet,
2
inoria
st., Chicago, Ill.
illness,
his
Medina insists
those who intend to dedicate
termed by doctors as "total inthemselves now to the task of The National Safety Council the Council has asked
DETROIT — U. S. 1960 pas- somnia," has not worried him,
its
emancipating Portuguese Af- again is urging business and in- business and industrial 8,000 senger car production passed but he is bored with life because
memrica."
dustry to dry up the Christmas ber concerns to take a long, the six million mark last week, the nights are long and all his
He added that Portugal al- office party.
he lies
while
hard look at their office parties the Automobile Manufacturers friends sleep
ready has achieved unity in its "Our figures prove," said the and either keep the cork in the Association reported.
awake.
overseas world and it would council, "that the early hours bottle or eliminate the parties. Passenger car output for the In an effort to find a cure for WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
not allow transfers, cession or of the Christmas holiday are The effort to remove highball year through Nov. 28 climbed his malady, Medina walked 140 The government has issued its
abandonment. He also said the the most dangerous. And many hilarity from office parties is to 6,097,807 units. With the ad- miles to Madrid from his home monthly report on the cost of
plebiscite, referendum and self- of these highway accidents can a highlight of an intensive cam- dition of 1,097,004 trucks and in Southern Castille and under- living which has climbed in all
SALISBURY, N. C. — The Founded at Livingstone colege
determination do not fit in the be traced back to the office paign the Council is waging to 3,790 motor coaches, total mo- went examination in Provincial but one month this year.
North
Carolina Negro College in 1925, the North Carolina Nethe
tor
vehicle
production
for
Portuguese empire's structure party and its flowing bowl."
Hospital.
The report will cover Octohold down the year-end accigro College Conference has conperiod
reached
7,198,601.
either.
This is the third straight year dent t o 11, traditionally the
Doctors have not made public ber prices of about 300 goods Conference held its 35th annual cerned itself through the years
This is more than a million their findings. They were im- and services purchased by the meeting at Livingstone college
Portugal "can not agree to
heaviest of the year.
with improving the curriculum
units above output at the same pressed enough by his story to average middle-income
justify before the United Nacity recently with Dr. Marlow F. offerings and raising the
The
campaign
began
Dec.
1
point in 1959 when 6,136,603 ve- buy him a railway ticket home family.
tions the way in which it conand continues through New hicles had been produced —
Shute of Barber-Scotia College, achievement level of students..
siders it should govern itself
and Medina left Madrid with a Compiled by the Labor DeDr. Rufus P. Perry. president
Year's
day.
Its
theme
is
trucks
5,091.791
cars,
1,042,530
in its own homeland," Salazar
prescription for a sleeping po- partment, the consumer price Concord, the president, presid- of Johnson C. Smith universidriv"Keep
Christmas
your
in
and 2,282 buses, the AMA said.
said.
tion he hopes will end his in- index measures month-to- ing.
ty, Charlotte, was elected presiing."
Last week's production cut
The prime minister said Porsomnia.
month changes in the cost of Dr. John F. Potts, president dent of the conference succeedThanksgiving
holiday,
the
by
tugal is not ashamed of its Af- ATLANTA, Ga. — Morris "Let's make our holiday
these items. The pay of thous- of Voorhees College, Denmark, ing Dr. M. F. Shute. Dr. S. E.
This in- WINE DIDN'T WORK
rican record and that much still Brown college has been award- toast this year, 'None for the totaled 128,489 units.
hand did ands of industrial workers is S. C., addressed the Conference Duncan, president of Livingsfarm
the
5'6"
But
cluded 111,220 passenger cars
remains to be done in the fields ed a grant of $2,000 from the road'." the council urged.
on its theme: "The Responsi- tone College, extended greetand 17,209 trucks and motor not have much confidence in tied to the report through costof communications, health and Sperry and Hutchinson Combility of The Negro College to ings to the conference at ths
prescription.
salary
raise
of-living
provithe
coaches.
education.
the Student."
"The last time some experts sions.
opening session.
pany (S de II Green Stamps)
"Even in these as in many for the purpose of sponsoring
worked me over they advised In September, the index hit Also addressing the conferother fields when compared to lectureships in the field of ecome to drink wine just to see if a record of 126.8, meaning ence was Dr. Winston R. Coleothers we do not feel ashamed," nomics.
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — (UPI) the alcohol could cure me," he prices averaged 26.8 per cent man of Johnson C. Smith Unihe said.
Morris Brown is one of three WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Four Negro children burned to said. "Do you know what hap- higher than in the 1947-49 base versity, Charlotte. A panel of
Salazar insisted that Portu- colleges in the Southeast to repened? The wine gave me more period.
scholars discussed the theme as
Factory sales dropped to a 12- death over the week end when
ceive such a grant. The other
flames, apparently touched off pep and, boy, was I wide The cost of living has moved the college leader sought to find
up every in - nth this year ex- new ways of handling their restwo are the University of Ala- month low in October and new by a coal and wood burning awake."
doctor, Thomas cept August, when it held ponsibility to students.
bama and Tulane University. orders and inventories also de- heater, trapped them in their Medina's
Hidalgo Munoz of La Gineta, steady. Except for the April They were: Dr. A. L. TurTen colleges in the U. S. were clined.
frame house.
recipients of the grants.
The Commerce Department Police said the father, Rich- said he believes Medina's story. rise, the increases have been ner, dean or the Law School, BEAUFORT, S. C. — The
The Lectureships will he reported that new orders fell ard Thomas, was at work and But the doctor admitted he has small. They mainly have re- North Carolina college, Dur- first Negro to hold elective ofknown as "Sperry and Hut- by $U billion, the largest one- the mother had gone to a near- never been able to stay with flected cootinuing markups in ham; Dr. James A. Boyed, fice in Beaufort County for half
a century met with the County
chinson Lectures."
by store.
his patient long enough to prove prices of services and food.
month loss all year.
president of St. Augustine colBoard
of Directors at its monthlege, Raleigh; Dr. Ray Thomly meeting.
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y. —
pson, North Carolina college,
Leroy E. Browne, 43. a Frog(UPI) — Five African delega131151 ORDERED NWSELF SOME
qOu KNOW...US till.% FIRS-r
Durham, and Dr. Hobart S.
cabinetmaker, was electmore
tions have proposed a United
NEW aolvItS
604.1`lo
Jarrett, Bennett college,
kiEARS
BOUGNI OW NEW
director by St. Helena Town.
ed
Nations resolution that would
fomNI-SEvENIA SIREEI-VIDtc.K'FM
Greensboro.
Clon+ES
ship in the June Democratic
call for a denuclearized zone
C112.E YOU
up!
primary, easily defeating two
Africa.
SO VAANN • AO
ECONOMY FOR GOURMETS white opponents in the Negro
Ethiopia, Ghana, Guinea, Mali
Economy meat with a gour- area.
and Morocco submitted to the
met touch: Make several gash- Browne and the county's othUN political committee, now
es in Snack lunch-meat loaf and er new director, J. F. Coburn,
engaged in disarmament debate,
insert pineapple an d apple jr. will not officially become
a draft resolution that would
wedges. Stick a few whole members of the board until its
also request all powers to recloves in top of meat and spread .Tanuary meeting. Browne defrain from testing nuclear weapwith brown sugar mixed to a Hared that his goal is "to do
ons or rockets in Africa.
paste with pineapple juice. the right and just thing Or all
The resolution further would
Bake in small pan, basting with the people of the county." His
request all countries to elimijuice, at 325 degrees for 25 first task will be to learn about
nate bases or launching sites
404.animae•mos..1
minutes.
his new job.
for such tests.
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•Warns Outsiders:
Stop
Meddling In Africa

Nights Endless
Days To Spaniard

•

•

GI Home Loans
Dip In October

'None For The Car Output
Road,' Yule Tip At 6 Million

Living Costs
Up Each Month Tells Role Of

Negro College

Morris Brown
Gets Grant

Factory Sales
Hit Record Low

Oppose Bomb
Zone in Africa

•

Die In Fire

Negro Office
Holder In SC.
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E IT IS!
THE CONTEST
You've Been Waiting For!
A GALAXY OF PRIZES!

%.•
. %me ,nwut

25

.•

%use

%me

t

BIG
PRIZES!

',ONTESTS
IN ONE!
•

3 BICYCLES WILL

BE AWARDED ON JANUARY 8, 1961

•
o
rjr-sraltrigt

I A NEWSBOYS CONTEST FOR NEW BOYS AS WELL AS "REGULARS."
TWO CONTESTS IN ONE

IST W:

TRI - STATE DEFENDER
236 So. WELLINGTON
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

PRIZES FOR REGULAR BOYS

RULES:
the number of your overage increase over your Ise's.
2. Year base will be the number of papers you sold for October 24.
3. The base for any new Icy will ts• 0.
4. Your complete report must be mode every week.

1.

FILL IN THIS COUPON NOW!'
•
MAIL or BRING to THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
.CLIP AND MAIL

The contest will be based

On

S. You must sell papers each week of the contest.
ineligible
6. Employees et the Tri-State Defender and members of their family are
for this coatest.

Read The Rules Very Carefully
And Then Get Started Toward
That Wonderful Bicycle!
CONTEST DATES:

October 5 thru January 8, 1961

lit Bicycle (Rollfast Middle
Weight)
2nd Bicycle (Rollflast Middle
Weight)
3rd Bulova Wrist Watch
4th DeWald 3-way Radio
5th Catcher's Mit
6th Fielder's Glove
7th Football Helmet
8th Shoulder Pods

9th Roiliest Roller Skates
10th Genuine Leather Brief Case
11th Dick Tracy Wrist Radio
12th Official Baseball
13th Official Football
14th Hickory Baseball Bat
15th Chemcraft Chemistry Set
16th 4 Barren Money Changer
17th-20th Flashlight (Camp-Type)

FIRST NAME
ADDRESS
TELEPHONE

PRIZES FOR NEW BOYS
1st Bicycle (Rollfast)
2n4 Ingraham Wrist Watch
3rd Holiday Camera

I would like to become a Tri-State Defender Carrier. I
understand that I will be eligible to earn extra spending money
and win valuable prizes.
I have 10 or more customers ( ) I would like a route( )

4th Build-it-yourself Motor Kit
5th-6th Flashlight (Camp-Typo)

MIDDLE
CITY

AGE

LAST NAME

STATE

ZONE
BOY

GIRL

I wowd like my essa / daughter to make some spending money and Itit
eariy business training lik• most of America's great men.
PARENT AND GUARDIAN

•

'Chuckles In 1
The News

REFUSED SERVICE - Seven prominent Memphis businessmen entered Goldsmith's
Oak Room last week in an attempt to gain service at the
exclusive men's eating place
in the store. They were refused service and talked to

the management about the
segregated eating policy.
Four of the seven, from left,
were Jesse H. Turner, vice
president of the 'Fri-State
Bank; A. Maceo Walker,
president of Universal Life
Insurance company; C. C.
Sawyer, president of Mutual

Federal Savings and Loan
Association and Rev. Roy
Love, prominent Baptist minister of Memphis. Others in
the group included Rev. H.
C. Nabrit, Rev. D. S. Cunningham and Dr. Vasco A.
Smith, jr., (Withers photo)

NO132NOHAM. England (UM...-. Prison officials specutionday a trusty who slip'away from his guard and
prisoners Sunday night
lave been over-excited"
slime film at a public
thelititt.
•*•
LONDON - (UPI) - Dame
Edith Stilwell and two neighbors
said they plan to take advantage of England's new noise
abatement act and bring suit
against a contractor building a
house nearby.
WASHINGTON - (UPI) Washington police announced
that a new $350,000 building to
house the fourth precinct police
headquarters will include a
special one-way mirror window
in the police captain's office
enabling him to watch squad
room activities without being
seen.

Lumumba Case
Occupies UN
UNITED NATIONS, N. Y. -I Indian Defense Minister V.
K.
(UPI) - African and Asian I Krishna Menon, who
Saturday
concern for the fate of depos- wanted the entire
46-nation
ed Congolese .Premier Patrice Afro-Asian delegation to
desLumumba overshadowed the cend on Hammarskjold for a
general assembly's lagging de- discussion of Lumumha's case
bate on colonialism.
discussed the situation with the
Secretary-General Dag Ham- secretary-general Sunday.
marskjold made no immediate
Aside from confirmation that
reply to a soviet demand for Hammarskjold had sent mes"exhaustive information" about sages to pro-western Congolese
the arrest of
'
, the leftist prem- President Joseph Kasavubu
ier
by
troops
of Congolese urging observance of "due proSaludos:
take place December 11, 3 p.m,
Again I bring you the latest Mr. B. Mitchell, President; Strongman Col. Joseph Mobutu cess of law" toward Lumumba
or to Russia's demand for U. and advising him of the Afrooutlets around my community. Mrs. G. Nash,- Chairman.
N, steps to insure Lumumba's Asian concern, the U. N. mainIn doing so I cordially invite
TALKING THAT NOISE
tained silence on the situation.
Awyou. to travel with the New 1. Ora Hokes and Eddie safety.
'Philadelphia Baptist church to Woods 2. Madalene Garrett and
Collierville, Tenn., where they Buriel Grim 3. Ophelia and
will appear on program in be- Horace 4. Matthew and Carolyn
half of Rev. H. P. Sanders' an- 5. Johnny and Fannie 6. Mauniversary program Dec. 10, rice and Littie 7. Eddie and
3 p.m.
Vicky 8. Charles and Gloria
Recently Miss Mildred Walker 9. Fred and Loren 10. Percy
was surprised by her parents and Emma 11. Hazel and Lonwith a birthday party given in nie 12. Doris and Walter.
her own home.
KNOWN GIRLS
Mildred celebrated her 21st 1. Marjoire Crutcher 2. Annyear. The affair was quite a ie Lowe 3. Joyce Harris 4. JERSEY CITY, N. J.-(ANP) bachelor's degree in 1956. He
success with the many smiles Gloira Calloway 5. Doris Mack- -A Negro has been named to received a master's
degree in
of friends, music and a divine lin 6. Madalene Garrett
7. an executive municipal office
1959
from
New
York
University.
buffet supper.
Fannie Nicholson 8. Dolly Cal- for the first time in Jersey
Robinson succeeds William
Among the guests present loway 9. Beverly Burrows 10., City's history.
s'ere Calvin Beasley, Mr. and Willie Mae Kearney.
Julian K. Robinson, 30, direc- J. Lauten, who becomes direcMrs. Carey Walker, Jr., Mr.
KNOWN BOYS
tor of school-college relations tor of industrial development
and Mrs. Edward Wade, Mr. 1. Charles Freeman 2-Ralph for the National Scholarship
and Mrs. Bobby Jones and Mrs. Williams 3. John Coger 3. John Service and Fund for Negro in the same department.
Bernice Daniel.
Wilburn 5. John Garrett 6. Students in New York, was
NOW YOU KNOW
her parents Mr. Robert Walls 7. Horace Mitch- named deputy to Finance DiThe largest synagogue in the
and Mrs. Carey Walker Senior ell 8. LeAndrew Davis 9. Wil- rector James F. Murray at a
world is the temple Emanu-El
reside at 581 So. Mendenhall. liam Fleming 10. Walter Lowe salary of $8.000 a year.
Recently the Patterson Junior 11. Charlie Cooper
12. Lavell
in Dallas, Tex. It has a dome 90
Robinson, a lifelong resident
&High School organized their Garrett.
of Jersey City, attended Dart- feet high and accommodates
Wfirst chapter of the National,
mouth college and received a 4,500 persens.-(UPI).
New Homemaker's of America. BiShOIDS
Officers of the group of ladies
are: President - Carolyn
Dukes, Vice-Pres. - Vicky NEW YORK -(ANP)- The
Mitchell, Secretary - Beatrice Rt. Rev. Richard Ambrose
$ 6.50
Lustra silk -Reg. $10-Special
Jamerson, Treasurer - Char- Reeves, bishop of Johannes-'
3.50
-Special
$6
Tint, Bleaches, Dyes Reg.
lene Taylor, Historian - Littie burg, Transvaal. Union of South
1.00
Streaks
Jackson, Sergeant-at-arms - Africa, and the Rt. Rev. Robert
.50
Mattie Garnett, Parlimer.tarin Raymond Brown, bishop of ArHair Cuts-Reg. $1.00
▪ Barbara Clark, and Chaplain kansas, the Protestant Episco.50
Treatment
Scalp
pal Church, were guests on "Ra▪ Yvonne Smith.
2.00
-Only
Styles
Girl
School
Their advisor, Mrs. Katherine cial Conflict and the Church"
.75
Press-Short Hair
Terrell is the Home Economics on "Lamp Unto My Feet" Dec.
4, on the CBS Television NetInstructor of Patterson.
1.00
Press-Long Hair
work.
The N.H.A. members include
The 2 noted btshops, both from
Experienced Operators - Courteous Service
Celia McKinney, Gennette dioceses which have been cenNickolson, ters of social conflict participatNevils,
Joanne
GOLD MEDAL BEAUTY SHOP
Gracie Mackin, Bessie Taylor, ed in a lliscussion on the nature
Mrs. Lucile Sanders, Operator
Gloria Leullyn, Mary Coleman, of race prejudice and the probAnnie Faulkner.
1282 N. Bellevue - Phone JA 5-5292
lems it poses for the Church, its
Charlene Taylor, Annie Ruth leaders and congregations.
Ferrel, Fannie Nickolson, OpheBishop Reeves was recently
deported without notice from his
*Da Lowe,
P.T.A.
diocese in South Africa and forAgain, the Parents Teachers bidden re-entry by the governAssociation (P.T.A.) wishes to ment because of his stand
extend an invitation to the against apartheid. Bishop Brown
parents of the fine group of organized the Ministry of Reboys and girls attending Patter- conciliation in Little Rock, Ark.
son Junior High School, to their in 1957, a movement which aimSPECIAL WAREHOUSE PRICE
ed at resolving the integration
Calendar Tea.
The affair is scheduled to conflict by peaceful means.

Get Negro Aide
In Jersey City

TI€atiJ

Discuss
'Racial Conflict'

BAXTER'S CLOTHES FACTORY
PRICED TO YOU!

CHRISTMAS
LAY - AWAY SALE
Make Baxter's your first stop for the men and young men in your
family. Choose from our large selection of top quality clothes at
factory-to-you prices!
$1.00 will put any suit in lay-away.
:-.11inimmmminimminimmillinlimummillmnnwinimminniiiiiininG_
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I Start at $399 to $1 295 I
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ENTIRE STOCK OF
LONG SLEEVE

SPORT SHIRTS
$296 1
JACKETS
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Z- PLAIDS, STRIPES
g & A WIDE ARRAY
k"-- OF SPARKLING
SOLID COLORS
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Hair Styles!! Holidays Specials!

,Ilt••••••

WHEREVER YOU GO
WHATEVER YOU DO

YOU'LL LOOK YOUR

"HOLIDAY BEST"in a

BATTERIES

Straighten your hair

to

Money

Make and Model

Car

Direct

Buy

Front

Alterations Free

•••••••••

4 BIG DAYS! 4

ttE
Ousl

Rusting of iron cooking utensils
con be retarded by adding a little
baking soda to the last rinse water;

cc>tme

CI

.R711110NO MARTHA

dry thoroughly.

JOAN

BURR RER BENNETT
GAY HAWK DRIVE IN
PLUS 2nd HIT!

OPEN 7:00 A.M. EVERY MORNING

Serving Breakfast
Dinner Served Daily
Delicious Plate Lunches
Desserts

Clivamv*ScoPE

JA 6-9258

111-Pa

MIR
MEADOWS

Plenty of Parking Space

685 So. Wellington

'2995 to'3895

Starts SATURDAY!

SILKY STRAIT

POI red in

Every

Wife Preservers

GENTLE or REGULAR Itrength

AT ALL COSMETiC COUNTERS

100 All Wool .. Flannels and hard worsted
cravenette Super silicone finish repels rain
and stains, also durably moth proof.

BATTERY WAREHOUSE
GL 8-6851
2192 LAMAR

guarantee in every package.

$125

NEWSUIT

On Easy Terms Too!

at HOME in one
easy application!
Now you can have easy-tomanage, easy-to-style straight
hair that won't go hack even in
hottest, humid weather. Eaay-tofollow directions, money-back

RIG ECONOMY JAR
wits wilttralirer
Caoripl•to Homo Kit $L S5

HANDSOME

6 Volts $7.95
12 Volts $11.95

Save

COLOR by
DE LUXE

TAYLOR

If you could read your man's mind,
you'd find a new sports coat looming large in his dreams for Christmas. Why not reward his wishful
thinking with one of the handsome
numbers we're showing?

and $2495

SALE

To Fit

SPORT
ATS
S1895

e

CLEVELAND, Ohio - (UPI)
-Marsh Samuel resigned from
his position as vice president
and general manager of the
Cleveland Pipers. tie said he
could no longer accept the conditions of employment laid down
by club president George Stein- ,
brenner

=
=
f:
=
E

3 - Locations - 3
DAXTER D
Clothes P.

LAMAR-AIRWAYS SHOPPING CENTER
2212 LAMAR AVE.
SOUTHGATE SHOPPING CENTER
1911 SOUTH THIRD ST.
Across From Sears
544 North Watkins

All Three Baxter Stores Open Until9P.M.
For Customer's Convenience

Henry Shipp — Shirley oudianon — Charles Harris
WHAT'S HOT"
Could there be some explanWk. Of Dec. 10-16, 1960
ation for the cool actions of
that invincible Willie McNeil?
o g•ssal•IIIIME••16111116111111111111•111'
. . . Say Joan Williams we
•
•
heard you had a protege on
the campus of Lester . . right
Edward Sheffa? . . right! . ..
I Gloria Nolen & Walter Richardson, Jimmie Harris 8: Joyce
Morris are you still as one now?
Hi, we're back and . . . who- to be clever, smart or funny.I. . . Gee
Whiz, Leroy, hurrY
ever wishes to read the best of IN ORDER TO BECOME BET- 1
•
home! . . . Say Mary Smith is
haps and latest jive, read this.'TER ACQUAINTED WITH 1Melvin
Sanders the only one?
If you want a clear picture il YOURSELF , . • Take a good
Norma
Taylor is it true about
of who's cool, what's hot, why ilook at yourself and figure out!
it rates and why not, eye this! what you are really like. you and Blonde . . . Richard
If class helpful hints and lat- Write down what you like about'House did you know that you
•
est trend of fashion is what Eyourself. Improve your short- had a fan club with such members as B. P., C. C., C. B., C.
you seek take a peek.
comings such as a lack of D., and many others?
We
WE CALLED ON
skill in sports . . • Don't be- think you'd better cool It, don't
•
The well known young man come discouraged, realize that
you . . . Carol Dozy is Tyrone
Mr. Edward Harris, 16 years everybody has faults . . .
•
really back on the scene? . . .
old son of Mr. and Mrs. H. D. GIRLS SOUND
OFF
Say Jean Nelson does Bramlett's
Harris who resides at 1131
P 0 S T - THANKSGIVING in Gotham. He was the guest
appearance still make you walk
What's
idea
your
of
an
ideal
Greenview Circle. He is in the
CHATTER. . . Did you know? of his family on Alston Avenue.
date!! 1960 version, or what? on air, or is it a thing of the
junior
at
class
Father
Bertrand
.. . Dr. and Mrs. Milton Jack- WE KEEP REMEMBERING
past?
High School Sister Mary Pat- We're tossing this question your
son of Chic a g o,
Duke Ellington's "Just the
way,
girls
.
.
.
And
George Jubert, where is your
some
of
rick is his homeroom inhtructspend
recent
the
holiday Way You Look Tonight" when
the
answers
we
receive
heart
will
or do you have one? .
be
.
weekend
with
Mrs. Jack- we recall the lovely gowns donprinted in the next edition with, Beatrice
Simmons (H AM)
son's father, Dr. E. M. Wil- ned by our fair ladies last
At Bertrand, he participates the name, school, and
age of. should know . . . John Swift
kins. Mrs. Jackson is the form- week—especially Frances Hayin such activities as the year- persons
or person and their where are you going to stake
er Mrs. Minnie Belle Redmond es' dreamy white chiffon ball
book staff, altar boy, and Pho- answers
your claim, MELROSE, HAM,
.. .
Bowles, who taught at Porter gown and its crystal jewelry
tography Club.
Contact us immediately with LESTER, BERTRAND . . .
School, later became librarian accessories. . . Jolene W e s tAfter completion of school he your ideas of your ideal date .. Lois Jubert (DOUG) did you
at Atlanta and Fisk universities brook Sawyer's red brocade
plans to attend Morehouse Colknow that Booker T. Cole has
CLUB CLIPS
and who has always been ac- floor length gown with its aslege where he will major in
a certain feeling of admiraclaimed as one of our city's cending front skirt. . . Alma
Political Science. His hobbies I The HUNKY DORYFAN tion for you? ... Inseparable
most beauteous ladies.
Booth tres vogueish in white
include sports in general, so CLUB is presenting a PRE- is really the word for Elmo
hats off to a fine young man CHRISTMAS DANCE . . Dec- Logan and B. C.
MRS. JOHNETTA WALKER brocade with a mink trimmed
and fellow columnist, Edward ember 9, at BUCICLEY'S, 1645
KELSO flew to New York City sabrina neckline. . .
Could there be something beSunset . . . Time 7:30 - 10:30
Harris.
to spend a fortnight with her Rubye Gadison's 'one-arm
tween Chester Visor (LANE)
Admission
.
•
.
35
cents.
life-longe friend, Mrs. Mollie bare' fashioned cocktail dress
TEEN ETHICS
and a junior at Melrose? . . .
PLAY YOUR HUNCH"
Moon, Mrs. Henry Moon in pri- of black, with roped pearls
Clarence Smith possesses the
Take your choice and let the
Melivn
Jones
— Bobbie Settles admiration
vate life, who is an ardent that extended from the covered
following be you:- guide . . .
of a senior at Mel— Charles Smith
worker for the National Urban side across the back to the
rose, right M. B. .. Leon
TECHNIQUES FOR GETTING Margaret
Beddinfield — Charles
League, and whose annual bare side attached to the "next
Strother did you know that a
ALONG WITH OTI!ERS . . .
Smith — Bobbie Settles
Beaux Arts Ball to benefit to there" bodice. The many fescertain Junior Miss at Manasshow approval of them make
Billy Doss — Eunice Logan — sas
that organization is one of tive red gowns chosen by too
would like to become betthem feel wanted, give them
Elmo Ship
Gotham's most brilliant annual many to recont here. . .and the
ter
acquainted
with you? Right
your
support
in
REVEREND
and
Mrs.
AND
all
Mrs.
D.
P.
Rumpus
their
M.
of
a
graduate
worthof
LeMoyne
colRosetta McKinney — Charles
social events.
lovely chiffons of all hues that
C. N. . . . THERE IS ONE AT
Warner Browning announce 2383 Douglass ave. The wed- lege and teaches at Hamil- while activities. Listen and Logan — Beverly Johnson
Among the scores of collegi- literally drifted in the air, as
t h e engagement of their ding will be solemnized Yri- ton elementary school. Mr. show that you understand THE Evonne Lester — Calvin Joyner 'MELROSE but she will wait till
ans spending the recent week- their wearers individually daughter, Miss Lillian Jean
later.
day, Dec. 23, 6 p.m. at Mt. Rumpus is attending Le. ART OF CONVERSATION . .. — Joan Hampton
end here were charming Miss created the smart fashion panRumpus. Pisgah Methodist churc h, Moyne and is employed at Talk about things of common Faye Brown — Milton Hardy "ROMANCE OF SONGS"
Smith
to
Edward
A.
Lula Patton, former Manassas i orama that is so typical of our
HE WILL BREAK YOUR
interest: school, friends, shows, — Sylvia Bradshaw
Mr. Bumpus is the son of Mr. 2480 Park ave. Miss Smith is Kennedy Veterans hospital.
student, who attends Philander Town.
HEART, Orlando Harris &
and sports .. . Tell little stories Leroy Strickland — G.
H. — Thelma Glass. BLESS THIS
Smith college at Little Rock, Congratulations to the Coabout your experiences if they Bishop Trotter •
\ mander. said that plans were are
Ark. A destined-to-be journalist Ettes on the selection of their
amusing a n d interest- June Matthews — Robert Jack- HOUSE, for Richard House &
and former B. T. Washington six new members who are
formulated for the mammoth ing , , ,
his secret admirers . . . Gra
son — Margaret Sherrod
graduate now attending Lin- Irene Taylor, Regina Thigpen,
membership drive. For any in- Allow other
WHIZ, Frances Mitchell.
people
to take Robbie Rodgers — Thomas Elcoln Un. at Jefferson City. Mo Beverly Guy, Sallye June Bowformation pertaining to the Le- part of the
time. Don't try rod — Ruby Washington
See All Around On Page 16
in the person of genial Mark- man, Beverly Hooks and Mari- BLUFF CITY COUNCIL
Sherby Gunn. Other members gion the office at 393 Beale is
ham Stansoury, was also a holi- lyn Isabel. The Co-Ettes have
Tuesdays
open
on
from
2-5
Mrs.
are
Bettye
Stansbury
and
Bluff City and Shelby Council
"aNkariaNki
day visitor.
endeared themselves' to us and of Civic clubs held its nomina- Mrs. Joyce Green. Mrs. Porter, p.m., Thursdays from 2-5 p.m.,
Saturdays
from 1-5 p.m.
In our last column. what with are doing their bit civically. tion of officers for the coming president and Mrs. Harvey, re- and
NOW IS THE TIME FOR ALL GOOD WOMEN (AND MEN)
the over-flowing coverage giv- Presently they are working on year at the November meeting. porter.
CME WIVES
TO COME TO
en to out-of-town guests, we their national project, the UnitThe CME Ministers Wives SoThey, are: Rev. Alexander Glad- ELLINSTON HEIGHTS
did fail to give credit to the ed Negro College Fund. Last,
club
held its regular meetney, president; Frank Kilpat- Topic at the recent meeting cial
dance committee of Epsilon Phi , year they raised $300.00 for the
rie, first vice; William Reed, of the Elliston Heights centered ing recently at the Lelia WalkChapter of Omega Psi Phi Frat- Fund. They have paid S150.00
vice;
Mrs. Ruby D. around plans for converting the er clubhouse on Walker ave.
ernity, who were hosts at the toward a Life Membership in!second
FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS
Speight, secretary; Mrs. Arlene old Cane Green School building Mrs. E. E. Dunigan and Mrs.
formal held en Thanksgiving the NAACP in a ten month
M.
T.
Davis
were
hostesses.
assistant , secretary; into a community center. The
night at The' Flamingo Room. period. This deserves the re- I Patton,
Annie Coleman, financial club is waiting on a -reply from Plans for a New Year's dinner
But, as might have been ex- spect and encouragement of Mrs.
secretary; Mrs. Lydia Robin- the Recreation department. A were discussed. Next meeting
pected Dr. E. Frank White was their adult friends.
treasurer; James T. Walk- positive answer would give the is Dec. 21. Visitors to the meetson,
chairman of the committee, Velma Lois Jone s, Marie
ing were Revs. R. E. Honeyably supported by committee Bradford and Erma Li_ws, who,er, parliamentarian; George club the go-ahead on the project.
suckle,
D. S. Cunningham and
Rev.
sergeant-at-arms;
Brown,
A toy project was also adopted
members Lawrence A. Westley motored to Birmingham and
Johnson. Mrs. L. A. Story,
and J. N. Cunningham. Officers their children are doing fine. T. B. Simon, chaplain and Mrs. by the club at the recent meet- M.
ing at Dunn Avenue school. president; Mrs. W. H. Taylor,
of the chapter are C. C. Saw- The Thompsons have an addi- Gertrude Turner, reporter.
yer, basileus, Dr. '. A. Smith, tion to their family, Arnold , OSIRIS SOCIAL
Toys will he distributed to hos- reporter.
WEST MEMPHIS
jr., vice basileus, 0. J. John- Martin who was born
three Osiris Social club members pitalized children. Anyone wish- The Southside Civis club of
son, Keeper of Records and months ago in Birmingham., will entertain their husbands ington to contribute may leave
West Memphis is working on
Seal. L. A. Westley, keeper of Modeane and Harry
moved to and sweethearts Dec. 23 at the toys at the home of Mrs. Lena plans for a spacious building and
finance, Chaplain L. A. Thig- Birmingham
after Harry was home of Mrs. Lois Dodson, 189 O'Bannon, 2043 Corry. All toys an auditorium of regular size so
pen, chaplain, Dr. E. F. White, transferred there
with the W. Norwood. The club also plans should be in by Dec. 19. The that basketball and a confeckeeper of peace and Harold North Carolina Mutual
Insur- to give toys to the Goodwill next meeting of the club is tionary can be instituted in their
Goodrich, reporter. Their smart ance Company.
home for Christmas. Members scheduled for Dec. 19, 8 p.m., neighborhood.
The executive
invitation has taken its rightpresent
at the recent meeting at Dunn school. Mrs. Edye J.
ful place in our collection oil Modeane was a charter mem- at Tony's were Mesdames Car- Camp -ell is reporter. Garfield committee of the club is reber of the JUG.',, Inc., along
sponsible for the soliciting for
keepsake invitations.
rie Banis, Geneva Floyd, Lois Campbell is prexy.
the necessary finances to build
PEOPLE ARE TALKING with Velma, Marie and Erma. Dodson,
Porter,
Flora
Rosie
AMERICAN LEGION
the structure. The committee
ABOUT. . . A. Maceo Walker's While in Birmingham, the trio Simons,
Willie M. Braxton, American Legion Post No. 27
is composed of Mrs. Wallace
conversation-piece dinner jac- was entertained by the Thomp- Emma
J. Harvey and Miss will hold its regular meeting Caradine,
Rev. S. L. Henry and
ket of gold cloth, worn with an sons and Dr. and Mrs. Tyree
Barefield
Pendleton.
whom
Dec. 6 at Legion headquarters. S. E. Holbrook. Mrs. Malissa
equally fabulouh tabbed front
shirt. . . Etta Moten (Mrs. 1 Erma had met some years ago traditional horn of plenty, nsed Grover C. Burson, post com- Rainey is president of the club.
Claude Barnett's) unfathoming- in Natchez, Miss. Thanksgiving in decorations through the
ly good sense in assembling marked the second week-end in rooms of the .lovely homed
wardrobe items cued to the lat- a row that Erma spent away Cocktails and a Thanksest "Earth" tones touted by from home, prior to the Birm- giving dinner, made the party
Ebony Fashion Fair's Freida ingham trip she flew to Tuske- one to be remembered as outDeKnight, of black, bronze and gee where she was guest of the standing hospitality. . . a n d
beiges — beautiful with her National Foundation at a pre- thoroughly enjoying the swish
creamy complexion and who campaign meeting of the March diggings were members Meswas a Fashion Star, as well of Dimes. From there she flew dames Nellie Humes, Ardena
as an acclaimed concert star of to Atlanta where she stopped Herndon, Adelaide S. Randall,
note, on each social appearance with Mrs. Estelle Dumas who Allie Mae Roberts, Bertha Ray
while she followed the week- sent greetings to her many and Aretta Polk, in addition to
Memphis friends. In Atlanta , guests Josie Flowers, Elizabeth
end social circuit.
And, the gremlin got into our , there wa much talk of a pros. Shaw, Wilhelmina Lockard,
copy— leaving out several' pective Co-Ette Chapter to be; Louise Davis and Emma Thom
names of guests at parties—in- established there. Erma reports' Johnson.
eluding Robert and Ruth Lewis that the Co-Ettes have groups1 AND, SKC BRIDGE CLUB
at the brilliant dinner party interested in Houston, Atlanta, was royally entertained by Mrs
given by their sister and broth- Chicago, Cleveland and Birm- Mildred J. Crawford at her uter-in-law, Dr. Leland and Julia ingham.
terly charming home on North
Atkins. That party was without BRIDGE CHATTER
Bellevue last Fiday night.
doubt one of the smartest of itsl STITCH AND CHAT SEW-I There assisted by Mrs. Jose-Meredith won't have anything but Carnation
kind ever given in our locale. ING CLUB enjoyed holiday phine Bridges and her sister,
in his coffee." Mrs. Gourdine declares."And I •
Another fetching couple attend- cheer where they attended their Mrs. Midge served one of those
use it in all my cooking to make things creamy
recent
meeting held at -the famous meals for which she is
iris the same affair were Dr.
smooth.This failure-proof custard.for instant*. ,
Arthur E. and Martha Horne, home of Mrs. Sallie Cohran at long famed, ,and her treatment,
-never watery. always firm. And Carnation is
who with their lovely daugh- 1201 Cummings. It was the oc- of "the bird" male one forgetj
the secret." Recipe is given below.
ters. Murial and Janet enter- casion of Prexy, Mrs. Odessa that it had been served rather
tained at a Theatre and dinner Mitchell's birthday, and natur- frequently of late
party ending with a slumber ally her friends remember the
With several members missparty, for sub-deb Joy Gleason, occasion and showered her ing, we were delighted
L
to have
of Chicago attended by young-with lovely gifts. There was a as guests Mesdames
Frances
fry socialites Janet Patterson, surprise box to add to the fun, Hayes and Katherine
ThomDebbie Northcross and Mae!won by Mrs. Este! Brown. . . as, both dear friends
to all of
Olivia Byas.
and the menu fare climaxed the the members, Besides prizes to
Dr. H. H. Johnson left early many facets of the meeting guests, members were delightthe next day after the break-, which spelled pleasure and ap- ed with three prizes of holiday
fast party held at his home giv- preciation from members and'che2r.
(Makes 58 isidhektral custards,
en jointly by the Johnsons and guests attending.
•••
the W. F. Nabors, for a week- ENTRE NOUS BRIDGE Friends of Mrs. Edna
Swing
4 eggs
end of hunting with the Colum- CLUB members were the reci- I ler probably know that she
left
bia, Tennessee Hunt club as the pients of a beautiful bridge for Chicago recently where she The "home team" of scientist Meredith Gourdine and his wife. June. The children, left to right, are Traci; Mere1/2 cup granulated sugar
gues of Randolph and Camille party given by Mrs. Gladys under-went surgery last Sun
V2 teaspoon salt
dith Jr.; Toni; and Teri. "My doctor recommended Carnation for every one of their formulas," ssys Mrs. Gourdine.
Howell of that city. Present for Anderson. where meinbers Mes- day at the Michael Reese hosteaspoon vanilla
1
event
this
too were Gerald and dames Carrie Scot t, Lillian pital. We are certainly
praying
Vera Howell and their family, Wolfe. Essie Shaw, Helen Bowcup water
I
for her quick recovery, and we ;
who were the guests of Mr. en, Marianne Roach, Nedra know
that her legion of friendsI
I% cups (large can)
Howell's parents, and his broth- Smith. L. Delores Scott, Han- will let her
know that she has
undiluted CARNATION
er and sister-in-law, just men- nah Hirsch, Ernestine Gray, their prayers and
well-wishes,
tioned.
Bernice Smit
EVAPORATED'MILK
Clementine and their longing to be near
This, too, being the hunting Ramsey and guests Frances
her during her convalescence
season, when sportsmen follow Hassell, Rose Nell Iles, Dorosister and brother-in-law, Mr.
You may remember the track-star nourishment into the youngsters."
Beat ingredients to mix well. Pour custhe call of the hounds. . . Dr. thy Chisum, Sara Murrell and which
will be spent with her
days
of Meredith "Flash" Gourdine, Mrs. Gourdine adds: "And because
tard into 6-8 baking dishes; sprinkle
Johnson is also attending the Leeristie Parker had a wonder- and Mrs. J.
H. Wheeler of that
record-breaking broad jumper at
Nashville's Sportsman's Club. ful time. There was the tradi- city.
it can be used like cream—yet it has
with nutmeg. Put dishes in 2/
"deep
1
2
Cornell University and member of
which boasts 500 members who tional turkey 'n trimmings . . . We're glad to
cream!"
calories
of
only
fat
the
hear that
pour
water
pan;
around
custard dishes.
the 1952 Olympic track team. Mr.
live in the four corners of the and interesting prizes won by 'Neets Watson is recovering
so
Gourdine, Ph.D., is now director The secret is Carnation's own way of
U.S.A. and therein hangs the Carrie, Helen and Frances.
Bake In moderate oven (350°F.)40-45
nicely from her recent operaessence of interesting copy for THE SEMPER FEDELIS tion, and ditto for
of the Magneto Hydrodynamics evaporating fresh, whole milk. Only
co-worker,
minutes,or until knife inserted into cusour next issue.
BRIDGE CLUB was the holiday B. T. Johnson, who was also
Research Laboratory atPlasmadyne water is removed—slowly, so that
Genial Emil Jones was a guest of Mrs. James (Velma) at the E. H. Crump hospital.
comes out clean. Remove from
tard
Corporation in Santa Ana, Calif_
Carnation looks, pours and even
welcomed visitor f r m New Williams, at her home at 565 As we go to press, we've just
water
and cool. Add topping, If you
"My wife, June, has a houseful of whips like cream—with % the fat calYork City where he is Mr. Hos- Stephens. Smart afternoon learned of the hospital confinedesire.
hearty eaters to feed," he declares ories. No wonder today's Carnation
pitality it the Eastern Airlines frocks lent a brilliant note to ment of Cecelia W. Westley.
Terminal—a regular authority the background of harvest which we hope will be of abort
with admiration. "She cooks with in the red and white can is the
on who's who, and what's what leave,. fruit and flowers and a duration.
e
ront Oesfeu led Cinit,
Carnation because it gets more milk world's favorite brand by farI
1.• gm.4mm-•••••••
4.••.•
••••••••••=.•••••••••=0.4
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All Around Towne'
By
Gloria Haley
and
Betty Cunigan

.
.
•

.•
. Merry .
.
.
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.•
.
•. Go-Round ..
•t.•...
BY MARJORIE I. ULEN
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Club Notes

•

MANNE'S LADIES SHOP

GIFTS
We have a store full of beautiful gifts for the woman or
the young lady,in your life.
Come to the store where you are treated with courtesy
and dignity.

We carry nationally advertised merchandise and are not
undersold by anyone,anywhere,on this type of quality
merchandise.

Don't be fooled by the advertising of off brand merchandise.

MANNE'S LADIES SHOP
1727 Lamar Ave.
Free Parking In Rear Of The Store.

recipe:

"FAILURE-PROOF"
CARNATION CUSTARD

Engineering-Scientist-a former Olympic athletehelps raise his own "team" on Carnation

•
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GRACE WILLIAMS

Thrilled by the jingle -jangle
of the approaching holidays,
milady is all aglow over party
plans. These plans, whether
they are for a brunch, supper
or open house, are sure to give
%LI
the holiday beverage a major
role.
Milk punches have traditionally been the popular choice of
most party planners. This is
primarily because they are enjoyed by and are suitable for
groups of all ages. The hostess
Born a: John Gaston Hospital
Daughter. Precious, to Mr. Daughter, Daisy, to Mr. MI
who serves a milk punch knows
NOV. 24
and Mrs. Louis Taylor of 4918 Mrs. David Bond of 691
Welb.
that her "something-to-drink"
Son. Roy to Mr. and Mrs. W. Arnold Road.
NOV. 30.
not only tastes good, but supFrank Barnett of 2344 Park.
Son, Reginald, to Mr. and Daughter, Gwendolyn, to
plies such essential nutrients as
Mr.
Mrs.
George Parnell of 1121 and Mrs. Nelson Cleaves of
Son,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Corneliprotein, minerals and vitamins.
us McKinney of 1330 Breedlove. Neptune.
1883 Hunter.
In addition to being delicious
Daughter, Carol, to Mr. and Daughter, Cheryl, to Mr. and Son, Michael, to Mr. sod
and nutritious there are so FISK COEDS last week made Tex.; Julie Boston, Lilting. Savannah, Ga.; Etna Green, ton, Texas; Sandra Neilson,
Mrs. Mose Reed of 629 Mosby. Mrs. Aaron Hudson of 30
W.
many party-pretty milk drinks the final step into their chos- ton, N. C.; Dianne Bradshaw, Cleveland, Ohio; Constance Jackson, Tenn.; Phyllis Now- Mrs. Roy Briggs of 860 Vance.
Daughter,
LaNese,
to Mr. and Daughter, Demetriea, to Mr. Fields.
from which to choose. Here are en Greek kingdom, Leading Chicago; Deloris Butler, Guice, Birmingham, Ala.; Ju- lin, Garry, Ind.; Myrna Rana few recipes from our collec- the 27 probates of Alpha Be- Eastover, S. C.; Maria Car- lie Horner, Elizabeth City, dolph, Baltimore, Md.; Gwen- Mrs. Ben Lewis of 2516 Han- and Mrs. Julius Motoa of 154 Son, Wilbur, to Mr. and Mrs.
Cedar.
tion, if you don't find one that ta chapter of Delta Sigma roll, Englewood, New Jersey; N. C.; Barbara Jones, Cin- dolyn Simmons, Charleston, wood.
James E. Cole of 2201 ClarksSon, Wayne to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Jesse, to Mr. and Mrs. dale.
Is appropriate for your affair Theta Sorority is Jean Mc. Bonita Dixon, Chicago, III.; cinnati, Ohio; Carolyn Jor- S. C.; Betty Taylor, Houston,
write us at the address given Cray of Miami, Florida. Oth- Joanne Dugas, Ft. Valley, dan, Los Angeles, Clif.; Bar- Tex.; LaV erne Turner, John D. Hibbler of 1565 W Jesse Benson of 2364 Brooklyn. Daughter, Ortilla, to Mr. and
Daughter, Eva. to Mr. and
below and we will find ene for er probates are JoAnne Al- Ga.; Gayle Eller, Cleveland, bara LaRoche, Charleston, Charlatan, S. C. and Sandra Dianne Circle.
. Daughter, Lequitta, to Mr. Mrs. Jesse Webb of 2891 Na- Mrs. Tommie White of 635 S.
you.
ford, Chattanooga, Tenn.; Ohio; Esther Fisher, Nash. S. C.; Eloise Long, Knoxville, Scott, Baltimore, Md.
Orleans.
and Mrs. Robert Wright of 1249 than
Lemon Snow Eggnog: Beat Mayme Bailey, Houston, vile, Tenn.; Patricia Grant, Tenn.; Carol McAfee, Hens.
'Firestone.
Son, Anthony, to Mr. and Son. Kelvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
LEMON SNOW EGGNOG;
I Son, Samuel, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Clarence Perkins of 736 Willie Nesbitt of 1122 Chicago.
thilimill1111111iiiiiiiiiimmiloommummonajam010111111111111111111111111111111111111111111100111111111111
Beat 6 egg yolks along with %II
Payne, Robert Rogers and 1 Samuel Dean of 9'7 E. Olive.
Daughter, Avis, to Mr, and
Walker.
cup sugar until thick and light
Johnny Ivy.
Daughter, Linda, to Mr. and Daughter, Dianne, to Mr. and Mrs. Bennie Jenkins of 1172
In color. Add the 1 tablespoon
DOLLS
Mrs. Esam Washington of 62 Mrs. Nathan Taylor of 715 Mar- Wilson
grated lemon rind. Stir in 1
ble.
Marcinda Patterson. Lizzie Wisconsin.
Daughter, Trudy, to Mr. and
quart of chilled milk, dash salt,
Harris, Ruby Jean Coleman, Son, Carl, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter., Sonja, to Mr. and Mrs Edward Yancey of 1970
and /
1
2 teaspoon lemon extract.
Walter Suggs of 650 Firestone. Mrs. Albert Mitchell of 5059 Kansas.
AHHHH111. ,..noonnumunnoudIIIIIIIlIIIllliIIIIlltllI Stella Saulsberry, JoAnn WashFold in 1 pint of whipped cream
ington, Erma L. Richardson, El. Daughter, Letha, to Mr. and Wilburn.
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
and 6 stiffly beaten egg whites.
To catch the latest happen- Our hat's off to you, Mrs• i la M. Pruette, Betty Crutcher, Mrs. Henry Malloer of 3733 Son, Larry. to Mr. and John
W. Murray of 1985 Frisco.
Chill and serve. Makes about
so, Holmes.
ings
we'll
time,
waste
no
Annie Ruth Patterson and Ro- Sewanee.
NEW YORK — AnnounceMrs. Henry Carter of 209 Rich- Daughter, Linda, to Mr. and
NEWS
2/
1
2 quarts or 201
away we go —
/
2 portions.
enna H ird.
Son, Sam, to Mr. and Mrs. ert,
Mrs. Jack Mitchell of 703 Wilment that 40 NAACP life mem- SPOTLIGHT
CINNAMON
CHOCOLATE:
An afternoon vesper service TOP COUPLE
Arthur Smith of 373 Nahannah. Daughter, Melba, to Mr. and liams.
bers
were
signed
by
the
Combine 2 squares of corsley
Cleve- We sitting in the spotlight one for the dedication of teachers.
Irene Black and Jerry Hill Son, Lewis, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Willie Frison of 1039 Mel- Daughter, Jacquelyn, to Mr.
grated chocolate, /
1
2 cup sugar, land, Ohio, branch during a of our newest teachers, Mrs. workers and community to qua!- (mt. Pisgah).
Lewis Guess of 1814 Hunter.
rose.
and Mrs. Melvin Brantley of
cup water and 2 cinnamon five-week campaign was made Zania Marie Holmes. Mrs. ity education will be held in the In view of
Son, Terry, to Mr. and Mrs. 918 Florida.
the present crisis NOV. 27.
sticks in saucepan. Cook over
Twins, Jackie and Jacquelyn, Robert Fulton of 1623 Brookins. Son, Darrell, to Mr. and Mrs.
here this week by Kivie Kap- Holmes starts off every morn- school auditorium December 11, I have selected the following
very low heat, stirring constanting with a before class confer- 1960, from four to six p. m.
to Mr. and Mrs. James L. Hicks Daughter, Keliger, to Mr. and James Dodson of 215 W. Dison.
quotation for the week:
an.
ly, until smooth, 4 to 5 minence with any student. When This program is designed to
Mrs. Jesse Woodard of 180 W. Daughter, Anita, to Mr. -Ind
"The injustice to an individual of 970 Marechalneil,
utes. Add 1 quart hot miiit to A Boston industrialist, Kap- the class bell rings she gets allow the teachers, division
Mrs. Jerry Brown of 66 W. Walis sometimes of service to the Son, Robert, to Mr .and Mrs. Mallory.
chocolate mixture gradually, lan is co-chairman of the NAA- down to brass tacks with her workers, PTA and community
Earl James of 721 Wright.
NOV. 29.
dorf.
public.
Facts
are
apt
to
alarm
stirring until all of milk is CP's National Life Member- classes ranging as follows: typ- respectively, to accept their
more than the most danger- Son, Norvell, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Tony, to Mr. and Mrs. DEC. 1.
ing, health, elementary eco- challenge to quality education. us
added.
Remove
cinnamon ship committee.
Willie Porter of 1832 E. Person. Curtis Stafford of 247 CamDaughter. Diedra, to Mr. and
ous principles."
sticks. Beat well with rotary An additional 60 persons nomics, and reading.
The challenge will be read by
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. bridge.
Mrs. Plummer Henderson of
—Author
Unkown
beater. Serve
with whipped made renewal payments on She serves on many commit-,the principal and the response
Smiley Barr of 237 Flynn.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie 1331 Tunica.
LAFF OF THE WEEK
cream sprinkled with shaved
tees around the big "C" and is by the above named.
Daughter,
Bobbie.
to
Perry
Mr.
of 305 ?dodder.
and
Daughter, Chantay, to Mr.
their
NAACP
life memberships advisor to the PBLC. You see,
chocolate. Makes 6 servings.
Preceding the service open An apple sat on the railroad Mrs. Johnny Johnson of 1210 Son, Jerry, to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Rufus Webster of
during
the
Cleveland
drive there is never work which she house will be held.
ORANGE NOG: Beat together
1track, feeling blue and cross. N. Evergreen.
Esker Anderson of 900 Willough 2380 Mullen.
4 eggs, 1
The general chairman for the Around the bend Ole Number Daughter, Patricia, to Mr. by.
quart of
slightly which was under the combined refuses.
Son, Douglas, to Mr. and Mrs.
softened vanilla ice cream, 1 leadership of Drs. Kenneth
Ten. TOOT' TOOT' Applesauce. and Mrs. Sylvester Sims of 2403 Daughter, Sheila, to Mr. and! Jessie Sherrod of 2651 SpottsMrs. Holmes is a native of service is Mr. Noah Bond.
WHAT'S KICKING
quart chilled milk, 1 tableVandale.
Mrs. Winston Rogers of 734' wood.
Clement, William Richie and Evansville, Indiana. She graduWilliam Faulkner, Leroy
spoon grated orange rind until
ated
from
Lincoln
High
school
Son, Stanley, to Mr. and Mrs. Wells.
Son, Willie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Sylvester S. Davis.
smooth and frothy. Pour into
there and received her B. S. de- Payne, James 0. Polk and MaWalter Holland of 298 E. Per- Daughter, Tarya, to Mr. and James Fleming of 2105 Hubert.
The
total
life
membership
of
riane
L.
Young
represented
Capgree
from Tennessee State unichilled serving bowl. Top with
son.
Mrs. Claiborn Burrus of 1371' Daughter, Debbie, to Mr. arid
lesville at LeMoyne College by
scoops of
orange
sherbert. the Cleveland NAACP unit is I versity.
Son,
Daniel,
to
Ethlyn.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mrs. Johnnie Miles of 260 ChelGarnish with additional orange 285 of which 224 are subscrib- Besides being one of the most taking the college entrance NATCHEZ, Miss. — (ANP) — Daniel Knowles of 78'7 Alston.
Son, Johnny, to Mr, and Mrs. sea.
log
fully
paid.
and
61
exam.
If
the above named pas- Adams county sheriff
rind, if desired. Makes 2 quarts
wonderful teachers I know, she
Johnny Woods of 1578 Victor.
William NOV. 28.
Daughter, Linda, to Mr. and
of nog.
is a wife and the mother of two ses we will lose four juniors, Ferrell said he is investigating Son, Shawn, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Julius, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Howard Hassell of 1893
and
some
lucky
college
will
gain
FROSTED ALMOND MO- the Memphis Dairy Council 135 children, a boy, Garry, and a
the apparent murder of Henry Theodore Wainwright of 850 La- Jimmie Lee 01 1542 S. Third. Castalia.
four freshmen.
CHA PUNCH: Pour in to punch North
Jones, 50, whose body was found von.
Pauline, Memphis 5, girl, Annette.
Daughter, Janie, to Mr. and Son, John, to N1r. and Mrs.
bowl 1 quart chilled chocolate Tennessee.
She is a faithful member of SO-WE-SEE
on Highway 61 south of here Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Griffin Mrs. Robert Saine of 1461 Kim- John H. Faulkner of 5924 ProsBesides another month being last week.
milk and'1 quart of coffee.
the Mt. Moriah Baptist church
Green of 583 Linden.
ball.
pect.
Add 2e teaspoon almond ex- "A Guide To Good Eating" where she serves as an usher. gone another six weeks is un- He had apparently been hit on Daughter. Adrian. to Mr. and
Daughter, Pamela. to Mr. and Son, Ronnie, to Mr. and Mrs.
our
belt
pass
also.
der
Did
you
tract.. Spoon in 2 quarts vanilla is a service provided for the
The knowledge and logic she
the head and his body run over Mrs. Ezell Matthews of 483 Till- Mrs. Otria Russell of 703 Mc- Roosevelt Williams of 608 Brown
Ice cream and stir until ice readers of the Tri-State Defen- preaches, teacnes and practic- all of your exams?
man.
Kinley.
by an automobile.
Mali.
Will
A.
too
Bailey
busy
was
cream floats in small pieces. der through the cooperation of es in the way of education as
Serve in punch cups. Makes 24 the Memphis Dairy Council. well as everyday living will be downstairs to worry about
Dandridge was
half-cup servings.
Mrs. Williams is a teacher of the flame that will burn bright exams. Velma
For other party beverages or Home Economics at Manassas as a spotlight in all the students reading "Promise to Love" instead of Tressler's Fifth Edi'hearts in memory of her.
holiday recipes, write or call High School.
tion. Shirley Flemming was
um busy figering out what to wear
to the GWR instead of what old
FASHION AND PERFECT FIT OFFERED TO HOME-SEWER
"Economics" Dodd was talking
about. Elmer Johnson was trying to figure out what suit would
by Evelyn Carminghara
gore gathered skirts and two- satin, printed silk, peau de look better while taking the
piece short raglan sleeves. soie or brocade. For more English exam, his green corThere the resemblance ends. casual wear and for the shirt duroy or gray. Ben Key should
dress, the following fabrics have passed them all-books are
One of the biggest selling
are
suggested: shantung, his one and only love. Larry
points of making your own
synthetic
mixtures,lightweight Holmes is very interested in
The cocktail dress has a
boys
clothes is the fact that •
tweed,
worsted
or flannel. band; is it because of those
from Porter or a certain tromnumber of garments can be wedge neck, deftly accented
bone player.
made from a single pattern. by a leveled pin near the
Now is the time to plan your YOU-CAN-DANCE
For the most part, however, shoulder. The shirtdress has
The Capleville High school
home sewers make changes in a small collar, button trimmed holiday wardrobe. And what
fabric, seeking little variation front and it bodice band. The better way than to choose one Band will feature the Capleville
in line. A new color, a differ- wedge neckline is held in pattern with three versatile Rockets in a Jazz Session Deversions. You're sure to have cember 9, 1960 in the school
ent fabric make the same de- place by elastic stays.
outfits with individual flair auditorium. The Rockets are
sign look original.
when you sew — and it's an compiled of some of the most
The third version of the imaginative venture when you outstanding personalities in the
senior band, namely:
'
Pattern makers have be- dress has a high, jeweled choose color, fabric and style.
Elmer Johnson, drums; John
shirtwaist
button-tab
The
in
neckline
and
can
be
worn
come more and more alert to
Strickland, bass horn; William
jersey
daytime
makes
dress,
a
the value of offering wider with Of without a belt All
Faulkner, alto sax; Emmanuel
"bodice
interest" as shown here. One of the McNeil, tenor sax; C. P. Payne,
freedom of choice to borne due*
bright
vividly
wools
makes
the
sewers. At one time a pattern dresses depend on the sleek
sax; Winfer Turner, Tromjewel-necklined dress ideal for alto
held to hard and fast rules fit of the long-line back
bone; Robert Turner, bass
afternoon teas, "little evening"
and instructions. There was zipper by Talon. And Talon's
drum; Arthur Murdock, tromnew
Magic Zip is as easy as parties. For elegant evening bone; Marcus Tuggle, trumpet;
no room for experimenting and
wear, choose the open-neck- Nathaniel Crafty, trumpet, and
making small changes. Even A-B-C to apply — with a
lined
dress and one of the Jessie Stewart, vocal.
an experienced dressmaker woven sewing guide line and
season's rich brocades or TOP RECORD. GEE WHIZZ
simple
instructions
to
follow.
was reluctant to stray from
handsomely colored satins.
Lou Pearl Cowan is telling B.
the cut and dried instructions.
This is only one of McCall's K. J. Just a Spoonful; while
As a cocktail dress, sug- Patterns' many "wardrobes- Arthur Charles Murdock (Geeter) is telling Catherine Faulkgested fabrics are taffeta, in-an--envelope."
Over a period of time it
Please, Please, Please.
ner
•
became apparent that the home
Barbara Thomas is telling S. Y.
It's Just a Matter of Time;
sewer — by her very interest
while Josephine Watkins is lookin sewing — could be offered
ing on the sideline. Y. K. W. is
more leeway by pattern makers.
being asked by James Rubin,
She was then able to widen a
Is There Something on Your
collar here, add a dart there
Mind? Ella J. Smith is telling
'without fear of completely
Mitchell (F. B.) Every
Charlie
ruining the whole project.
Time. Y. K. W. is telling Annie
Joyce Key, Keep Walking On.
Luberta Richardson is telling
AL
naturally followed that
Andrew Bailey, Look Out; while
IV/patterns eventally included
Nancy Hicks is telling Marvin
pieces for two, three and font
Jones (Mt. Pisgah) The Way
iversions of skins, bodices
You Love Me Sometime.
Maw
;and blouses. Combinations
TOP TEN
of
each
GUJiYmSmy
provided
endless
1
variations.
Saulsberry, Berry
Crntcher, Leon Wallace, Charles
Franklin, Paul Holmes, J. C.
Polk, Clarence Sharp, J. C.
Depicting two completely
different moods are the two
(Please Prior)
• WINDOW WASHING
dresses shown here. Yet both
• WALL WASHING
were made from the same pat• FLOOR WAXING
tern (McCall's Pattern No.
• JANITOR SERVICE
5557). This Misses' and Junior
flicCaIl's
r5357
seen
in
a
• BRICK CLEANING
casual
pattern comes with three
Neckline news on McCall's mood. Soft Jersey makes the dress
I under- Pond this 16-page Memphis newspaper is published every Wednesday and costs only
distinct versions.
CALL—
Pattern *5537. Junior 9-13 and tor this version. with Its small
15c per copy. Thank You.
Misses' 1018. OW. An elegant pointed collar and neckline button
(NOTE: Bring or mail this application to: Home Delivery Dept. c/o Tri-State Defender,
brocade dress is cut with an tab. For an even MOTP basic
236 S. Wellington, Memphis, Tennessee).
fashion, make the jewelry neckneckline
wedge
interesting
The egg shell brocade
sleeves are raglan: line version All views have uscocktail dress is a far cry bodice. Short
bodice is fitted by darts and the mural set-in raglan sleeves. Neat
mthe mauve wool jersey whole Is gathered to • full sweep bodice fit Is achieved with
a 24
O
dress. Both have four- of skirt.
inch Magic Zit) by Taloa.

•

•

NAACP Gets40 iCapleville Capers'
Life Members
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PressTennessee Terror On Negro Voters
Whites Drive People
Off Land Into Exile

SOMERVILLE, T e n n. — gro voters are subjected to
Here is the situation in West economic reprisal and ostracTennessee as winter closes in ism by members of their
and Christmas approaches.
group.
Hundreds of more Negro HURT WHITES, TOO
farmers have been ordered off One wealthy woman who rethe land because they register. fused to chase voting Negroes
ed and voted in Haywood and off her land can't buy butane
Fayette Counties this y e a r. gas, fuel for her tractors and
They will follow hundreds of automobiles, fertilizer, or even
others who have been driven a Cadillac in Haywood and Fayinto exile or into living in tents ette Counties. She had to go
because they dared to exercise into a neighboring county to
their rights as citizens of the pay cash for a Cedillas.
U.S.A.
Journalists trying to get facts
John McFerren, a leader in about the situation are questhe registration drive in Fayet. tioned and harassed by law ofte County, won his battle for ficers. A correspondent for The
gasoline last summer. but Southern Patriot, published by
another Negro leader in the the Southern Conference Educounty is unable to stock his cational Fund, was stopped by
service stat!,,.., or his grocery. the chief deputy sheriff in FayThis cuts oil fuel and supplies ette County.
to farmers in a wide area.
The deputy said he was lookREMOVE PUMPS
ing for a burglary suspect. The
Scott Franklin, Route 2, Mos- correspondent was also taken
cow, Tenn., said that Amoco into custody by the Haywood
took up his gasoline pumps County sheriff but was later
about the same time that Mc- released.
Ferren's fuel supply was stop- White landowners delayed the
TOP
TOPDEBA
TERS These left to right are: Robert H. hers of the winning More- Rex Fortune, Jr.,
pod. Nationwide protests fore- removal of Negro farmers this
members of
were among the winners Tucker, best negative speaker house college, Atlanta,
ed the oil companies to sup- fall because especially heavy
Ga., the A&T team who tied as
in
the
inter
collegiate
and
James
Felder, both of team — Charles Davis, C. A. best affirmative speakers.
ply McFerren agai n, but rains made the cotton hard to
debate tournament held re- Clark college, Atlanta. Ga.; Black and Marshall
Franklin is still deprived,
Davis Other teams participating in
pick and they were late getting
cently at A&T college in Mrs. Zoe Barbee, debate (second from right) and EuMISS TENNESSEE STATE is university after she was select- O'Dell Sanders, Negro leader it in. Therefore the Negroes
the event, included: LivingGreensboro. In the photo from coach at A&T; and the mem- gene Backmon, right rear, and stone
shown above at the Homecom-ed to reign. She is Etta Jen- in Haywood County, has been were given until January 1 to
and South Carolina State
Ing festivities of the Nashville eene Moore, of Pine Bluff, Ark. forced to close his grocery at leave.
Colleges.
the corner of Jefferson and Negro leaders say that a lawJackson in Brownsville. Thirty suit filed by the federal govern.
salesmen once called upon him ment against officials in Haybut they all quit within a two- wood County has not had much
CAIRO
met last Monday night at the
BATESVILLE
Story in Jackson. Mrs. Nelson's week period under pressure effect in stopping the boycott.
By DAN CLARK
home of Mrs. Simon Trotter NEWBERN
ODGEN
BY CLEY W. JOINER
daughter Lentine Moore of St. from the white landowners.
What is needed is criminal Mrs. Lavern
Williams of 163 Mrs. Josie Rowlett of 25th at. in Sandusky.
Services held at New Enou Louis spent the third Sunday Sanders has lived in HayBY ARCHIE WOODS
charges for violating the rights Benford st.,
has just returned from a visit The Willie Flewellens of Park Mrs. Mary Elizabeth Thom14. B. Church last Sunday were here with her mother
passed
away
Oct.
wood
County
all
of
his
46
and other
years, of American citizens. Letters 27 of a
heart attack in her to Nashville, Term., Columbus, ave., spent Thanksgiving in Chi- ason and her niece Mary Elizmost enjoyable with the pastor, relatives.
except when he served 3;12 to that effect to the Departcago.
home.
Mrs.
Williams leaves Ohio, and Buffalo, N. Y.
Rev. M. C. Cox delivering the
abeth Jennings and Mary Elyears in the Army during ment of Justice, Washington,
On the sick list are: Mrs. BesMembers
of
Bethlehem
Bapthree
small
Miss
Mattie
children,
message. It was enjoyed by all.
one
Williams
brothla
and
Rucker visited with the chiltist church who are on the sick World War II. His service in. D. C., are in order.
els and one sister of St. Louis, mother of Division st., were sie Bell of 25th st., Mrs. Carrie dren's grandmother. Mrs.
Alice
The annual conference closed list are Mrs. B. Simmons. W. C. eluded 18 months in Guadal- "People living on the land 40,
Mo., and her father also of St. called to Mound Bayou, Miss., Jones of Pyramid Courts, Mr. Bolden in Paducah, Ky.,
last
wi'h the Bishop assigning most Anderson and Ora D. Sample. canal, New Guinea, and the 50, and 60 years are being upJohn
Hicks
of
Pyramid
Courts
Louis
who took charge of the because of the death of a relaSunday.
of the pastors to the same
Philippines,
areas
of
heavy
of
Cook
Mrs.
and
2812
rooted.
Poplar
They have no idea remains and carried the chilMrs. C. A. Garland spent
c urches for 1961.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Ben
st.
Thanksgiving with her son fighting. Mr. and Mrs. Sand- where they are going.
dren back to St. Louis with him. The Around the
Clock club
Rev. W. L. Murphy who had James, jr., in St. Louis.
Benson, their daughters and
ers have six small children at The idea of the landowners is The Council of
Mrs. Ella Derrance is hosChurch Worn- was entertained by Miss Esther
been presiding elder of the
Mrs. Benson's mother, Mrs.
home and a son away at col- to get the Negro population to en observed World
Community Hamilton at her home on 27th pitalized in Anna, Ill.
Marks District for several Rev. Willie Aten of Grenada,lege.
Lula Fly visited with Mr. Bendwindle
that
so
won't
we
be
Day
on
Friday, Nov. 4, at Elm at. A delicious luncheon was
Mr. W. A. Brown, a tailor for
years resigned and accepted an preached a soul stirring sermonl White landowners who refuse a majority. Don't ever lose Lutheran
church. Luncheon was served and the election of of- many years in the city, died in son's mother, Mrs. Sarah Benassignment as pastor of the at Goodman Baptist church'to join the b
son and other relatives last
sight of that fact."
held at 12 o'clock. The services ficers filled the agenda
for the Detroit Monday morning. Be- week.
Coleman Chapel AME church. Thanksgiving days The service
were well attended by women rest of the evening.
cause of illness Mr. Brown had
Elder Creamer of Clarksdale, was sponsored by the Cemetery
from New Zion Baptist church
gone
to Detroit with his daugh- Rev. A. D. Whitmore was
sum
The
Club.
$40.00
was
of
Friends
motored
to Chicago
pastor of the Church of God in
.and
Embry
Chapel
AME last week to witness the
ter.
He
died three hours after weekend guest of Mr. and Mrs.
raised.
marChrist was in an auto accident
Dolly Jones.
church. Our own Mrs. Ed Crowarrival.
his
riage of Mr. Curtis Dinwiddie
College students who were
a few days ago and is confined
is second vice president Mr. and Mrs. James Kindle,
Mrs.
P_AiroKEE
Eula
Baskin
of
Chicago
Miss
ference
to
Florence Parham. Both
held at Hollendale.
home for Thanksgiving were
in the hospital.
the Council, aside from Mrs.
is visiting her brother Enix Ma- Mrs. Essie Baily and Miss
BY R. C. BURR
• • •
were
former
Cairoites.
Miss Daisy Redd, Alcorn ColThe choir and the ushers of Crowder, those attending were
Mable Meadows visited with
The shower, sponsored by the son in Future City.
lege and George F. Peppers of The city at large wishes to New Hope
tiOODM AN
Missionary Baptist Mrs. Statoria Johnson. Mrs. Ma- Usher Board of Ward Chapel, CARBONDALE
Mrs. A. D. Whitmore, a patient
express
sympathy
to
Mrs.
EsBY P. BILLINGSLEA
mie Maxwell, Mrs. Maggie Lee,
BY ORA L. ELLIS
in
West Tennessee hospital.
presented
sic
Mae
an
Saxton
appreciation
and
family
durprohonoring
the
arrival
of
little
Mrs.
Davis
B
0.
Mrs. Linzell Nelson and fam- Rev. and
M
Mrs. Octavia Kelly, Mrs. Marpastor
Our
Rev.
A.
G.
GregJames
and Isaac Rucker of
ing
their
hour
of
sorrow
as
Miss
gram the third Sunday for the dia
Della Marie was enjoyed
h_
bl
ily were Thanksgiving guests motored to Greenwood on busiGraham, Mrs. Tillie Fryer,
ory preached a wonderful ser- Free mont spent Thanksgiving
they mourn the death of her organist
y
all.
little
The
lass
is
the
of her sister-in-law. Mrs. 0. C. ness last Saturday.
and the choirs. He has Mrs. Melvin Shakespeare, Mrs.
husband, Cleve Saxton.
eight-day-old daughter of Pas- mon last Sunday at Hopewell with their parents, Mr. and
served faithfully for a number ehgiteer. Davis and Mrs. Lena
Baptist church.
Mrs. Jake Rucker.
tor Ramsel and his wife.
Walter Glenton, long time
years. The pastor, Rev. W.
Mrs. Birdie Harrison and husStitch
The
Mr. and Mrs. Rucker, James
Chatter
and
Club
citizen of Pahokee also passed of
-The Senior choir of Embry
band of Chicago spent the and Isaac visited their uncle
M. Bowie preached a wonder- Chapel AME
away.
church gave a
weekend here visiting her sis- and brother and sister-in-law,
ful sermon and different groups dinner
Saturday, Nov. 19, at
tendants were Miss Ceolia John H. Coleman has been
ters,
Mrs. Ora L. Ellis and Mr. and Mrs. Herman Bailey
BESSEMER
Johnson, Miss Mary Benson,1 transferred to West Palm of singers participated on the the home of Mrs. Louise Hughusband and Mrs. Linnie Mur- in Humboldt, Tenn., last week.
program.
A total of $91.00 was ins, 2716 Wall ave., for $1.00
BY G. W. IVEY
Miss Barbara Williams and Beach where he is receiving
ry and husband.
received in his behalf. The'per plate.
Miss Charlene Hamilton of
Miss Major Belle Williams, Miss Mary Ann Tubbs. R. L. medical treatment at Lantanna
Horace D. Sample, jr., has
Lane College spent Thanksgivi hospital.
Mrs. Lenora Elkins. a top iiAz iLth,
.church is being remodeled.
granddaughter of Mrs. Ellen Chambliss, principal.
returned to school in Atlanta
Pettigrew left the city for De- Quarterback Willie Jones and' The rally has closed at Sts The Rev. A. L. Jarden and representative of Avon Products BY HENLEY R. TORRENCE after spending Thanksgiving ing with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Isaac Hamilton.
James
has
church.
AME
sold $3,500 worth of Avon The District PTA held a here.
Rev. R. H. members did a great job in entroit where she became the wife left halfback Clarence Byrd
Hooks
cleared
every
products
thing
up
workshop
in
the
last
Tuesday
here
ten
night.
St. Paul CME Missionary
months.
Pringle.
Mr.ilead the Abrams B 1 u e Devils
of Mr. Thelbert
tertaining at the 36th annual
Society met in the home of
Pringle is the son of Mr. and lover Westfield high with a and took off for the annual con- session of the association at Mrs. Elkins received three Charles Young and Miss Betbonds for her outstanding sales tye Gilkey visited in Daranelle.
Mrs. Ophelia Wainwright TuesMrs. Russell Pringle. Miss Wii- iscore of 13-0 on Thanksgiving
Shilo Missionary Baptist and many other gifts from
day night. The lesson was
the Mr. and Mrs. Henry Gilkey,
barns is a former member of day. It was the Health Bowl arousing message was deliverchurch.
.urch. Many visitors and na- Avon Co.
Mrs. Della Gilkey and Miss
taught by Mrs. Wainwright.
Star Light Baptist Church.
,game played before a crowd of ed by the pastor in the morntional
officers were on hand.
Mrs. Dovie Goodman of 161 Ivey Gilkey visited in Musko- K nuKUK
After a short business session,
Funeral services for the late 16.000 cheering fans. The Blue ing• The afternoon service
__
choir.t
ner
the hostess served cookies and
services for Mrs Benford, her children and Mrs. gee last Sunday.
BY M. CULPEPPER
Mrs. Hannah Ward were held i Devils enjoyed a splendid sea- I featured the celebration of
the _ frii_Funeral
motored to The Rev Jeremiah Thomp- Funeral service for William cokes.
,? 11 zm
oo FaysonAEwere held a M.
. Statoria Johnson
at New Bethlehem Baptistison record of 8 wins and one 18th anniversary of the
ion
church Bteiie ,14
to :s -n, Utah over the weekend son preached at the New Zeal Collins was held at Graves Morchurch, Sunday, Nov. 20. Eu-lciefeat. Mr. B. Henderson is Mrs. T. C. Williams is presi- T.
visit Mrs. Johnson's grand- Baptist church Sunday morn- tuary with the Rev. W. M. TYROLEAN TOWN MEETING
logy by Rev. J. F. Steel. Mrs. coach.
dent; Samuel Hearn is musical Glade. Mrs. Fayson was the
• • •
Ward leaves to mourn her pasdirector. Visiting choirs that wife of Rev. Milton Fayson, children Sanders and Michal ing. Sunday evening Rev. Homes officiating and assisted In the peace-loving,
pure
sing a devoted husband, two GREENSBORO
participated and rendered sev- pastor of Mt. Zion AME church. Clark who are attending Logan Thompson attended services at by Rev. M. Culpepper. Pall- democracy of Switzerland, each
•
Sweet H
sisters, three brothers, one
bearers were Sylvester Brown, male citizen carries a sword
eral soul stirring selections She was president of the Ever-i'university.
BY SARA LEE LINDSAY
Mrs. Catherine Williams is The MYF met at Trinity F. Lawson, R. Picket, Cecil to
aunt, one uncle, ten nieces, fif- The Central Alabama Annual were Mt. Zion of Springville; glade Choir Union Conference
the popular local assemblies
very
still
very sick at the Dee Methodist Church Sunday night. Clark, Robert Beacham
teen nephews and other rela- Conference of St. Paul AME Hagood Chapel of Pinson and
i
and or Landesgeminde. This is not
and branch president of the hospital.
fives and friends. Smith and church welcomed their new New Bethel.
Robert J. Torrence, president; Jack Holden.
done as defense in case of a
Gaston Funeral Directors in pastor, Rev. L. C. Littles who Several members of New Missionary Society of the South; Mrs. Lena White is also an Miss Patricia A. Henry, coun- Mrs. Toomes of this city at- possible
disagreement;
but
I Avon Representative. So see selor.
charge.
was accompanied here by Mr. Bethel Church motored to Cof- Florida Conference.
tended the annual conference of is strictly symbolic of the voMrs.White
your
for
for
Avon
Lindell D. Wise of Harris the NAACP in Waterloo, La. ter's status as a free man, it
The following pupils repre- R. B. White of Northport.
fer Springs where they appear- Mrs- • La-ssie Pearl Allen is Xmas
gifts.
• • •
after attending
Chapel spent Tuesday night Mrs. Ruth was re-elected as- has been disclosed.
sented Hard Elementary school
ed on the annual mission pro- back in the city
', Rev. Nolan Jones. jr., is home
• • •
In the homecoming parade of
sistant secretary.
grosn at First Baptist. Rev. M. her grandmother's funeral in on leave. Rev. Jones is a Chap- with Luther Thomas Gilkey.
i
Jackson Abrams. On the float
Miss Alfredia Brown of Mor- Mr. and Mrs. Ben Taylor of An automobile contains over
'Augusta,
USSVILLE
Ga.
L. Robinson is pastor.
lain in the Marines, stationed
from Hard was Miss Hattie
rilton spent Tuesday night with Kansas City are visiting Mrs. 100 separte varieties of steel,
BY L. R. MEYERS
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Williams Willie Barnes has been on at Ocean Springs, Calif.
Pearl Ivey, Queen of Hard; Services held at Mt. Canaan announced the birth of their the sick list. we are happy
Miss Delcia M. Torrence.
Taylor's aunt, Mrs. E. Ware. says Steel Facts.
to' Send all news to Mrs. Lena
Miss Joe Ann Coleman repre- Baptist church last Sunday baby daughter, Yolanda Gabe;see that he is back to normal I White,
170-27th at. Phone Ex'
senting Miss Hard School. At- were crowned with ecstasy. An Irene.
I again.
9-00G2.
'
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Tense Haitian Students
Wander Through Streets

By ANTONY ROUSE
leral Army officers, dismissed The Government has not indiPORT AU PRINCE, Haiti — two directors of the national cated when or if the defendants
(UPI) — The tension is evident bank, and expelled Roman will be brought to trial. A
in the moody faces of thousands Catholic Archbishop Francis spokesman simply announced
of students who wander aimless- Poirier. Duvalier accused the that some of the students have
ly through the streets of this Archbishop of a "provocative been sent home under surveilcity.
attitude" and sympathy for the lance.
Although they are on an in- striking students.
Twice in the past student undefinite holiday, the students
The strike was in protest of rest preceded the overthrow of
are not in a holiday mood.
the government's failure to try a Haitian regime. Diplomatic
The Republic of Haiti has or release eight students who observers
her.. said the stubeen on edge since Nov. 22 when have been in prison since Septhe government closed all tember for allegedly distributing dents, while sympathetic to Cuban Premier Fidel Castro's
schools, including kindergartens, Communist pamphlets.
cause, are more interested in
for a student strike which ofFATE OF STUDENTS
obtaining a better standard of
ficials termed illegal and ComLegal experts have not yet living than achieving the goals
I
munist-inspired.
determine whether of Mark and Lenin.
The government charged the I been able to
students are acjailed
eight
the
nationwide strike was a preplotting or committing ANNEX OR ANNE'S NECK?
lude to a plot supported by Cuba cusd of
to overthrow the regime of actions against the government. Before his divorce from NumPresident Francois Duvalier. Therefore, the fates of the stu- ber One wife, Catherine, Henry
dents are In doubt.
VIII had already started to add
MARTIAL LAW
who made the list are TAM.
Duvalier moved swiftly and A threatened strike of bank a suite of rooms for Anne Borens° Brown Christine Bird- threw the opposition off balance employes was a failure with leyn to the palace at Hampton
song, Doris Colman, Marie when he imposed martial law only a few failing to appear Court. Anne had become Queen
Myers Tbornotn, Bettye Jean following the student strike and for work. Other threatened and been beheaded, however,
Smith, and Robert Joseph mobilized the army.
strikes also failed to material- before her apartment was comWarren.
pleted, informants say.
The President removed sev-, ize.

•

FAMU WHO'S WHO — Shown Among Students ht American
here are the Florida A&M Colleges and
Universities.
university students who were They are: left to right, seatelms."' to be included in the ed, Roy Pinkney. Richard
ISSI-61 edition of Who's Who Hinton, Buford Gibson, Jr.,

William Larkins, Alvin Fridie,
Wallace CI ar k, Clarence
Childs, Charles Briggs, James
Care y. Tyrone Fletcher.
Standing, left to right, Bar-

bars Richardson, Harriett
Witsell, Laden Magee, Marian E. Bacon, Phillip Murphy,
Dorothre Taylor, Annette Madison, Cornelia McGowan, Octeon Cumberbatch. Others

t,
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Manassas High News]Jr. Cotillion

MELROSE CHATTER
BY

Club Inducts
New Members

SAFETY PROGRAM
co-captain of the Manassas TigA safety education was pres- ers (Champion for the
1960 - 61). By
ented just recently to empha- now
I know you
size the true essence of safe know who I
Vice or is it the tangle webb„
year
HI THERE
well anyway here goes.
driving whether or not you are mean, f o r lie
It's been a long time since
Mrs. Ethel Vinson, well known
is
none
other
It is then necessary for me
a driver, pedestrian, or bicycthe last time. So without any to ask Delores Christian what
civic worker and leader of
list. We were honored to have th an Odell
Memphis, was the main speakfurther waste of time, space would you do if Albert Birso
Mrs. Shores, Mrs. Estridge, of- Swift, senior in
er at the induction services for
the
12-1
homeand effort, let's "cooly" make made a move to your heart. I
ficer Williams and Inspector
the new members of the Junior
our way thru the great halls of hear by the grapevine that
Robert F. Gillison all from the room in which
Cotillion society recently. The
Mrs. Hodge is
Maedelle Smith is counting the..
Melrose.
Police Department.
affair was held at the home of
days until Charles Parker re.,
homeroom
SALUTE
TO
DRILL
TEAM
Winsil Morris, conductor of teacher. Odell
the president, Miss Dianne
turn. James Manns seems
this safety program was our resides with
The Drill Team of Melrose is be unworried about Charter ,
Gray, of 1091 College.
guest speaker relating experi- h i s
to be commended for the excel- ' Marshall, and Charles McClane
Mrs. Vinson impressed upon
parents
ences and incidents of his own
lent display of skill and ability'don's admiration for Queen Curthe members of the cultural and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Odell Swift
in which good driving would
that they displayed recently at lene Hamilton. I guess he
social club the saddening plight
have been a good antidote Odell Swift, St. of 897 Wood- of illegitimate
the basketball game between knows where he stands, huh?
babies
and
reagainst unfortunate tragedies. lawn,
NEW CO-ETTES . . . who by their president Sylvia Wil- Marilyn Isabel, Sallye June Melrose and Father Bertrand They tell me that Nancy Echols
minded
them
to
be
courageous
Around our campus it goes
nspector Gillison introduced
and helpful and thoughtful in were honored recently with a liams while their Sponsor Bowman, Beverly Guy, and and for winning second place in has Allen Scruggs' nose open so
,-. Morris. His address was without saying that he is one
reception in the I acuity Miss Erma Laws, looks on. Irene Taylor. Beverly Hooks the Veterans' Day Parade.
wide that he smells barbecue
their everyday living.
llowed by a movie and then of our school's most outstand- New members
lounge of LeMoyne College New members shown left to Is shown in the inset.
the
expert
commanderUnder
grilling
on a windless night.
inducted
were
an outside demonstration of ing personalities. His position Ethel
ship of Captain Anthony Jack- Booker T. Cole "fooled" his
Johnhon, Granville Har- are shown being served tea right are: Regina Thigpen,
on
the
Tiger
team
is
End and
safe driving using William
son and Cadet Sponsor Captain way out with Delores Purdy and
ris, Belita Miller, Betty Reeves,
Walker, Barbara Jefferson and he plays basketball too, illusAlice Ishmael, the team has Joe Smith cooled his way in
services.
ion
tea
Elizabeth
Cluff,
Anitta
Foster,
M. ')wens, a member of our trating that he is versatile, in
proved that they are ready to and started from the beginning.
Rosie Turnipseed, Ann Robin- Mrs. Minnie Robinson and
the field of sports.
faculty as test drivers. This
come, see, and conquer. Some Lawrence Kelly what is the
Upon graduation from our son, Freddie Ray, Leoria Boga, Mrs. Raychelle Carhee are
der- onstration illustrated the
of the Drill Team members are meaning of all this "coolness?"
Irma Dell Hawkins, Ilona Watts advisors to the organization
Ole Timers Club.
expressiion "to stop on a dime"
Judge Moore, Charles Harris, Maybe
and Willa Mae Davis. Parent of made up of young ladies from
sometimes it pays to
when actually such a phrase as In religious life he is a mem- the members attended the induc- all the city high schools.
Samuel Jones, Henry Pettis, lose your
cool. Know what I
this is obsolete because one ber of the Ebenezer Baptist
William Hill, Robert Jamerson,
mean.
Sue
Parham, I wonder
church
in
which
Randle
Willie
can't stop within such a limited
Rev. E. L.
Eddie Peyton,
why you received phone calls
Slay is pastor.
amount of space.
and Melvin Jones.
every night.
THEY CALL US
The entire program was one Upon graduationf rom our
But I stopped wondering after
of the most interesting ever school Odell plans to further his
Charles Harris . . . Charly I found )ut
from who. Who's
education at Langston universigiven at the school.
Boy . . ., Alice Ishmael . • . calling? Who knows,
the voice
Mrs. Hodge and Mr. Owens ty in the field of social science
Big Ish . . ., Bobby Cole ... always
say.
Sorry
wrong
numas
an
American
History
instruc., Booker T. Cole ... ber.
were in charge of this program
Hank
Francis Hunt, if the mouse
and they truly did a wonderful tor. Hats off! to this versatile
Jake . . ., James Manns ... don't stop playing
when the
and athletic young man.
job to produce this show.
ker, Joyce Rankins, Marie Sonny . • ., Nancy Echols • .. cat's away, the results won't be
JOURNALISM CLINIC
SPORTS
Boyde . • . too
MIXED CHORUS
The first Annual Journalism Hemphill, Donnette Hemphill Popcycle . , James
happy. I guess that's right,
With the football season over
Baby Ray • . ., Orlando Harris or is it? Who knows?
The Manassas High Mixed all
Brown.
Carrie
and
Clinic
for
Negro
High
School
Margaret
eyes are now focused on the
Ishmael
.
.
• . Q • ., Thelma
chorus under the direction of
Sherrod. how is everything with
students was held Friday, Nov. TOP TEACHERS
basketball team. The question
Charlis Warford • . you and Robert Jackson?
Mrs. B. E. Jones rendered is
18, at Manassas high school. I. C. Walker, Henry Neale, Penny
whether or not the Tiger
Pepper . . , Elbert Griffin . . You say everything is real
':sic at the very first meetclinic
sponsored
This
was
and
Essie Shaw, Ernest Abron,
Basketball team will be as vicIn of the Southern Association torious
conducted by the Commercial Mrs. Rutl Beauchamp a n d Slick . . , Roosevelt Cross . . . tight. Well, crazy, baby! Won.
as the football team. To
Simp . , Marguerite Bridge- der what's the meaning of this
of Colleges and Secondary start the season off
Mrs. Lillian Campbell.
the Tigers The T&I club of BTW held Cleveland Rankins, Ely Ellis, Appeal.
fort . . . Buck . . . , George Midwid Budge Club that Ver.
schools held at Hamilton high played their
Registration began at 8:30 CITY WIDE
Boone,
Sherman
very first same in its installation in the Blair T. Hershel)
Bradshaw • . . Brad . . George neda Thompson and Correa
school. The songs rendered in our gym
aggainst the Douglas Hunt gym recently. Booker Yates, Robert Pittman, Leroy a.m. and at 9:20 a.m. All par- Louise Willett and Martha Miland . . . Lanky ... Charles
Arise, 0 Lord, My Loving Shall Red Devils and
Daniels talks about so often.
unfortunately T. Washington has the only Weekly, Charlie Holton, Jim- ticipants assembled in t he Joner (Lester): Bettye Jeffries Marshall . . . Dot .
and
Battle,
Be
In
Vain,
Not
Ann Lemons are you and Sylthe score was 37-42 in favor of T&I club in the city school sys- my Yarbrough and Coach Wild sdhool auditorium. The mem- (Melrose):
Shannon
Bettye
Hymn of the Republic. Judging the other team. But this
vester Bradfort still as one?
bers were weloomed by Mr. (Manassas); Joan Hampton SPOTLIGHT
doesn't tem. President is Bobby Lovett, Bill Fowlkes.
from the audiennce's reaction discourage us for the basketCharlis
Warford says that Clinrays
of
brilliant
the
Canturine
James
McDaniel,
asst.
manag(BTW); Erma Clark (Hamilsenior and one of the best The Hi-Y basketball team,
the Mixed chorus of our school ball team will follow in the foot- a
ton
Anderson
is all she needs,
is
the
spotlight
dynamic
our
potential champs of the Y ing editor of the Commercial ton); James Sykes (Hamilton);
speakers of our school.
was greatly enjoyed and labeled steps of the Tigers.
personable so says Brucie Newson about
and
very
charming
Appeal.
Mr.
Hobson.
principal
Washington
(BTW);
JimLester
E.
J.
League,
defeated
the
The guest speaker, a native
as the best choir on program.
Littlejohn. Carrie Tilman Perry. Walter London
TOP COUPLES
of Greenwood, Ala., w a s Lions 34-31 last Tuesday at the of Manassas High School, spoke my Morris (Melrose); Eugene Miss Carrie
seventeen year o I d I wenn& know of your affairs,
SCOUTS
SENIOR
Fred Henderson and Mary Charles H. Ryan. "Meeting the YMCA. Some of the members to the participants before the Davis.. (Manassas);.. William is the
The Senior Girl Scouts of our Johnson, Elwood Reams and demands of present day em- of the team are Arthur Hicks, sessions started. The first ses- Hampton Bertrand), and Gail daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rich- and I will know next week. So
mond Littleiohn who resides at keep tuned o,k.? Crazy.
school presented an inspiration- Shirley Harrison, Lenny Phil- ployment" was his subject. Mr. J. W. Johnson, Willie, J. Wil- sion consisted of classes con- Blankenship (Magnolia).
1793 South Barksdale,
BASKETBALL SCENE
al devotional program via inter- lips and Selma Register, Doris Ryan gave the student body an hams, J. Brooks, Walter Pol. cerning newpaper make up, VOUNG LOVERS
The Melrose Golden Wildcats
com. The theme of their pro- Benton and Buford McGheen, idea of how important this lard. Robert Strong, Percy column writing, editorial writ- Everytime — Calvin Junior
Around the campus Carrie is
National Basketball team began a sucthe
gram was "Giving The Wisdom Mary
with
affiliated
the
writing;
and
feature
ing,
McGlothin.
Down
d
Bennie
a
n
Ellis Hobson and T. P.. club is to a school and to the Wiggins, Everett Brown, Walter
Buzzer cessful season last Wednesday
of the Ages" which correlated Jackie Payne and Chester Nun- city as a whole.
David
Porter. second consisted of general and Out—Samuel Love and Honor Society, Y-Teens.
Perrino and
of
purposes
and Scroll and of- night in the Melrose gym where
and
Quill
Staff,
with the aims
writing,
sports
writing,
news
Cooper.
Today
I
Sing
the
Rose
Fight
on!!!
wishFight
on
Warriors,
naly (Doug), Delores Benton The entire student body
each and every Girl Scout.
headline writing and photo- Blues — George Motton a n d fice Staff. Because of her ex- they met and defeated the Faand Larry Bingham, Evelyn es the T&I a successful year of1NDCC
Georgia James. Spoonful—Ray- cellency and brilliancy in the ther Bertrand Thunderbolts to
Their program was as fol- Gates and Tyler Gammon.
trade and industry, for which Attention!! Report!! In its graphy.
field of Math, English and the tune of 9240. The high point
lows: Music, scripture and DID YOU KNOW
school, After the classes there was a mond Ratliff. and Maxine Fos'second year at
our
the T and I stand.
Carrie was chosen to man for the A Team was Jewell
Science,
prayers, choir selection and T. M. and M. W. (two senior BASKETBALL WINS
NDCC is making quite a name luncheon at Currie's Club Trop- ter. Howlin' for my Darling —
enter college in her Junior year Reed who hit a total of 29
White,
J.
W.,
Gee
George
Whiz
narration. All performed cap- girls) have a "heavy" crush It seems that the
Mr.
luncheon
Mighty for itself. After making a mar- icana. At this
scholar. But points. Johnny Greer racked up
y by Marvin Williams, Bes- on Warren Jones (Watch out Warrior basketball team is all velous showing in the Vets day Reese Wells, Education Editor —James Sykes and Lois Dav- as an advanced
offer be- a total of 23 points. The B Team
the
declined
Carrie
'Taylor and Gwendolyn Rob- Mattie!) Larry Blanchard and fired up for a victorious parade and not winning a prize, of the Commercial Appeal, is. Tonight's the Night — Gear
cause she wanted to complete proved to he ready too, by comMembers.
and
Union
Grinders
nson.
Vivian Reams have been said season. The team started off our corps says "We Will Re- talked to the students on a topher high school education.
ing out on top by a score of
Mrs. T. Franklin is advisor to be "in the swing." James the season with a thumping win turn."
ic concerning Communism and For Your Precious Love—Olivan active 47-20.
is
Carrie
Religiously
PearIngram
and
Carlean
er
only
of this organization and
Kilgore (BTW) and Mildred over Carver high last Wednes- The girl sponsors of the corps Democracy.
son. He'll Break your Heart — church worker. Upon her grad- High point men were Roythrough patience and hard work Miles are trying to be more day in the Blair Hunt gym. seem to be the best girls' drill WHO'S WHO
uation, Carrie plans to further chester Thomas, Eddie Peyton
forth
advisor
put
their
that
than just friends!! (Well Mil- After that the team took off unit in the city but 90 far no Most Attractive — Georgia Roosevelt Ratliff and Shirley
her education in the field of and John Guy. Other players
Drive
Way
Blues—
Newby,
and
could this program have been dred'?)
and gave the Clarksdale, Miss., competition of their type has Carr ol 1. Most Handsome —
Robert Starks and Essie Boyd. Math. Our hats are off to you, who have proven to be vital to
the success it was. Mrs. T. Inez James is on the lookout team a loss on their own court. been offered.
James Sykes. Most Popular —
Carrie for possessing the best the team are, James Perkins,
LIGHTER
SIDE
done!
Graklin, your job well
for available young men! (She At the end of the season we These young ladies possess Delores Flynn and Osbie Howof a perfect young Orlando Harris, Lawrence Grayqualities
has a few spares, J.J., A.M. plan to congratulate our fine all the qualities necessary for ard. Best Dressed--Bettye Bow- All substitutes, please don't
SPOTLIGHT
lady.
feel
from
the
hurt
Thanksgiving
son, Tommy Martain, Walter
Stepping into the cool green and L.Y.)
team for bringing home an- precision training in the most en and Larry Mitchell. Friend- holidays you can be tops again
N' DATA
Bell, Henry Pettis. The second
DOPE
available!
is
now
Moore
Billy
week
this
spotlight
Russell
liest—Ann
Johnson
and
of
manner. They have
glow of the
other championship. Members beautiful
the time has game was played Monday night
students
until
Christmas
...
Has
everyFellow
DATERS
TRIPLE
Is a young man known for his
of the squad are Willie Ward, performed at pep rallies and Purnell. Most Likely To Suc- body been watching Zoo Parade drawn nigh, and as the dark at Manassas. The coaches for
ballets. They will perform for ceed —Antionette Mitchell and lately?
quick thinking, clean sports- Elizabeth Cluff, Fred Carr,
... Can somebody tell hour of despair sweeps upon this season are Mr. William
manship, fairness, etc. All of Annie R. Phillips, Addie Hol- tight with Ava Hurd (You know the Plant to Prosper group with Sampson Briscoe. Most Lady- me why there is a group of girls me it becomes necessary for Collins and Mr. Williams.
Margaret
Moore,
these qualities combine to make mes. Vanes
delegates from all over the Mid- Like—Victoria Alexander. Most talking about t h e UNION? me to reveal the shady dealings CITY-WIDE SLATE
'this cold go on forever!!!)
Jones.
Gentleman Like—Richard FosSouth.
ATTRACTION
COMING
Could it be they are jealous? of those young kits and kittens GUYS: Jesse Laird (MANASBIG QUESTIONS
Most Talented—Rose Coopter.
A
the
young
ladies
in
few
of
preSocial
club
The
Bondads
...
Erma Clarke, I say you had who have been victims of the SAS) Jewell Reed (MELROSE)
Who is the young man of Terthe group are Milo Wells, No- er and Harold Smith, and Most better check Richard Foster
sents
a
Pre-Christmas
Dance
Tyrone Smith (B.T.W.) David
ry Robinson's dreams? Who is
bleen Nubia, Geraldine Gray, Talkative — Joyce Steed and and Claudette Green. Lois De- and Mrs. John Alexander who Neely (DOUGLASS) Steve Payentitled
"The
Bondads
and
SanHelen Hill H. B. or C. S. (You
ta??" Sunday, Dec. 18 at Cur- Edna Marshall, Nancy Wilbourn, Denver Terry.
ORANGEBURG, S. C. — The
ton (HAMILTON) Bishop Trotberry and Marie Hemphill have reside at 1306 S. Parkway E.
like those Douglass cats!!) Who tie's Club Tropicana from 9 Evelyn Works, Rose 011ie, Mae TOP TEN LADIES
BULLDOG,
ter (LESTER) Malcom Weed
1960 Yearbook, THE
been
seen
riding
in
a
CAR
...
one
senior
and
is
a
Victoria
the,
be the one to capture
Admission $1.25. Frances Westbrooks, and many Beatrice McGlothin, Maxine Joe Shegog is organizing a
until
1
a.m
SouthCarolina State college will
(BERTRAND).
young
Williams!! (You
of the most popular
1.elved FIRST CLASS HONOR heart of Don
Until next week, readers, other lovely girls that we at Williams, Carol Claybom, Phy- fan club. Would anybody be inBoyde (HAMcharms on the Hamilton cam- DOLLS: Eagle
know he is on the lookout for B C N U.
Ella
ParJones,
Hallie
school
are
all
proud
of.
Ross,
the
lis
terested in joining? ... I say pus. In Social life, she is a ILTON) Carolyn Williams
BATING at the 40th annual volunteers.)
say James Ross and Essie Boyd mem'aer of the Bondads social (BERTRAND) Jeanette Bates
Meeting of the Associated Col- JUICY TIDBITS
are stone gone like the turkey club where she holds the posi- (B.T.W.) Carol Brown (DOUGlegiate Press at the University Rogerick Diggs is the tenth
LASS) Mary Wallace (MELthrough the corn . . George tion of vice president.
of Minnesota this fall.
grade's casanova! (He has at,
ROSE) Barbara Bowles (MAWhite has an admirer at HamThe All-American Yearbook least three girl-friends for each
swimHer hobbies include
NASSAS) Alene Bromely (LESilton
...
Bobby
Jones
and
B.J.
get
Critical Service
made the grade. My, he does
ming, listening to jazz and TER).
are
making
eyes
at
each
other
award in recognition of the around!) Evelyn Golden can't
She also likes SIGN-OFF
in American History . .. Ameri- playing tennis.
over-all merit of the publica- make up her mind bewteen F.
and play cards.
dance
to
As the story goes, all good
can History and Physical Ed.
tion.
H. and R. D. Don Cook is still
On the campus she is affiliat- things must come to an end ...
giving anybody trouble?
Does anybody know why Shir- ed with the following organiza- You take it from there . . until
ley Newby is always talking tions: FBLA, Newsette staff, next week . . . LATER ...
Sranish club, Annual Staff, Soabout Jack Pirtles? . • .
Maxine Foster has been cial Science club, Club Destiawarded t h e most successful nation, Fine Arts and Union.
Chitterling Switch puller of the After graduation, she plans
year. . .
to enter Spellman College in
SPOTLIGHT
Atlanta, Ga., where she will
This week charmingly oc- major in Natural science.
cupying the luminous path to Victorla is also one of the stuthe spotlight is Miss Victoria dents that rank in the upper
SPORTS
By DAVID C. NEELY
Alexander, the daughter of Mr. one-fourth of her class.
SORELLES
The Prep. Champs (Red
The Sorelles, a newly organ- Devils) of 1959-60 played their
ized club of our school, is in opening game of the season
e process of selecting mern- last week with Manassas. who
rs for their coming induc- lost by a score of 33-42. We
on program. The club, under congratulate
you
Maurice
the supervision of two superb Tucker, George Murphy, Willie
faculty members Mrs. Stile Kimmons, Odell King (high
Overton and Miss Gloria Math- point man), Clyde Griffin, Bob
is. is Constituted to stress mor- Stamps, Vergil Lewis, and
gi standings for the girls. Of- coach Little for bringing us our
ficers are Darthulia Parks, first victory.
president; Beverly Braswell, DO YOU KNOW Wly —
vice president; Bonnie Kind, George McKay boasts to the
secretary; Barbara Maxwell, fellows about Maxine Davis.
Gloria (Ham.) Audrey Yates like to
assistant
secretary;
Chism, treasurer; and Emma pinch people? George Hollins
Paresh, business manager.
is never late yet never early?
fowl, 'oaten
CIVIC LEAGUE
Vacate", legs, Ni..
Clort McClinton is often called
end Parts
cad Porte
The Douglass Civic League "House"?
presented a city .vide talent
Mrs.
Livewell
circle.
1546
Fre.
Shephard, daughter of Mr. at
TOP BOYS
BROOK'S KINDERGARTEN
Sorring
show, in our auditorium, which
Raymond Shephard Rode Burr, president. RunParking
brought to light many new tal- Robert Johnson, Steve Dor- recently held its King and and Mrs.
You
Kay
were
Sandra
ners-up
with
Willie Oler, Paul Wallace, Queen contect at the Magni), of 1985 Boyle ave. Seen
ents. Music was rendered by tch.
Open
daughter of Mr. and
Tucker,
Since
Emma
'32
is
Mrs.
Weaver.
royalty
Robert
King
Recreation
center.
the
lia
Mr. Nelson Jackson and the
Nita'
was Master Herbert Deland Jean King, owner and oper- Mrs. Sidney Tucker and TomSwingsters. Proceeds of the TOP GIRLS
Rhodes, JoAnn Brown, Jr., son of Mr. and ator of the Kindergarten. Con- my Curry, son of Mr. and 760 Union Alto. -JA 7-2631-2263 Park Ave.-FA 3-3507
show will go towards baskets Lutherine
18441 test was sponsored by the Mrs. C. Curry. (Photo by
R• and TV rye*. Cheekoli Pro*
Aar the needy, to make some- Hampton. Eleanor Rainey, Jo- Mrs. Deland Brown of
Mother's dub of the school John Ford)
Rachel,
was
Curry.
Queen
Jones.
Ward,
Annie
Ann
happy.
liridy's Christmas

BETTYE JEFFRIES

4o

HAMILTON

Scribblings

B• T• W.

By
Brenda Jeffries
and
Joan Williams

School Notes
By
DAVID PORTER
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Blazes
Top Students Get Career Advice !House
Kill 9 Persons

IMB Instructor Main
Speaker At Program

BIRMINGHAM, Ala. — (UPI)
— House fires touched off by
faulty heating systems killed at
least nine persons in Alabama.
Tennessee and ,^,outh Carolina.
A wood - burning heater
fire to the home of Richall
Thomas in a Negro section of
Birmingham. Four of Thomas'
six children were killed. Thomas
and his wife and two children
were not at home.
An identical accident at
Nashville, Tenn., killed the three
children of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Weston. Firemen said the blaze
that destroyed the Weston's
frame home was ignited either
by a wood-burning heater or a
new electric heater.
At Summerton, S. C., sparks
from an open hearth set fire to
a farm cabin occupied by Annie
Robinson, 75, and her invalid
son, Jesse, 38. Both were killed.

Chicago's top high school stu- graduate work for an M.A. in
dents were advised that proper educational psychology at the
communication is an absolute University of Chicago, She is
necessity to a successful career. currently completing work for
Herbert Lassiter, jr., address- a PH. D at the University of
ing the Annual Honor Students Chicago.
Award program of Sigma Gam- Students receiving awards for
ma Rho Sorority listed three maintaining
high
scholastic
other essentials to a successful standings are as follows:
career. "Working hard, good CARVER HIGH SCHOOL
health and choosing the proper Greta Eaton, Jacqueline Fulgcareer," were the other prere- ham, Harold Jordan, Mary Jorquisites.
dan, Lorraine Joyner, Valerie
Lassiter, an Instructor in the Walton, James Washington.
Training Division of the Inter- CHICAGO VOCATIONAL
national Business
Machines HIGH SCHOOL
W. T. JOHNSON, SR., district Corp., delivered the main ad- Jacqueline Paradise.
DUNBAR VOCATIONAL
supervisor of North Carolina dress on Sunday.
Vocational Agriculture with
The speaker made other sug- HIGH SCHOOL
Charles Elder, Ora Magee,
headquarters at A&T college, gestions to the students on
attended the annual national choosing a college, planning a Mary Preacely, Robert Taylor.
meeting of the American Vo- career and how to look for a DUSABLE HIGH SCHOOL
cational Association, held in job following college. A grad- Hayward Borders, Delores
Los Angeles, Calif. recently. uate of the University of Illi- Byrd, Joyce Davis, Charlotte
Besides being a member of nois, Lassiter is a past presi- Jarrell, Frank Jones, Jesse
the Professional Relations In- dent of the Toastmasters Club Jones, Romasa Lacey, Joyce
formation Committee of the and attended college on an Leslie Kaffie Pickens, Rosalind
Spooner.
AVA, Johnson is executive oratorical scholarship.
secretary of the North CaroHeld at Thorne Hall on the ENGLEWOOD HIGH SCHOOL
lina A sociation of New Farm- Northwestern University cam- Lillie Benjamin, Keith Bleders of America and executive pus, the program also featured soe, Helen Bush, Joan Cox,
treasurer of the National New Mrs. Martha S. Luck, assistant Sharye Garmony, Lawrence
NEW YORK — How you can
Farmers of America.
share the spirit of Christmas
dean at Northwestern universi- Johnson, Regina Jones, Carol
with those who may be forgotty Mrs. Frank M. Grego, chair- Simmons, Dorothy Walton, NaREPRESENTATIVES from to Investigate t h e public groes in the South. In
the Miss Marion Sheahan, dep- ten. . .the children and old peoman of the Chicago Joint Coun. thaniel Walton, John Williams,
the U. S. Department of health nursing program with above photo, are Dr.
Alfonse uty general, National League ple in institutions, the sick and
Gamma
Rho Marie Yarbrough.
cil of Sigma
Health, Education and Wel- a view toward expanding the Elder (right); included
Augusta,
Dica
Dianne
Ellen
are: for Nursing; and Dr. Elmer lonely, the mothers and fathers
sorority, Miss Jonnie Clark,
fare visited North Carolina only such program
Christofales,
thc
Jane
Route
Miss
Bella,
Murray,
adviser,
Hill (left), chief traineeship who cannot afford to play Santa
chairman of the Honor Student
college at Durham last week graduate level open to Ne- title II traineeship,
PHN;
unit, U.S. Public Health Claus for their youngsters. . .
Clesceri,
Betty Cornprogram, and Alvin J. Pre. JoAnne
is described in a new leaflet
Service.
jean. Youth Guidance Project Parone, Sherry Corse, Linda
published by the Contributors
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Information Bureau of the ComDiscianno, Sammye
Fuqua,
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munity Council of Greater New
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presentation beth Lucas, Jenita Miller, De...
Single copies of the leaflet
of the "Woman of the Year nise Mucciante, Vivian Roberts,
are available on request from
By CLAIRE COX
7 NEW YORK, N. Y. — T h e Award." Chosen this year was Arlene Roella, Bonita Schoenspent more than 40 years in in- wrote.
year mark in 1960.
the Bureau, 345 E. 45th st
Board of Directors of Miss S. Dolores Branche, pro. feld, Annie Sylvie, Nicky Tou- NEW YORK — (UPI) — The terdenominational cooperative "There have been a few sam- The yearbook
New
York 17.
reports
that
The Bore.
the National Business League ject, director research and de- liou- Stathia Zafiropoules, Mary annual "What's What" in work.
ple studies of church attend- 247 church-related and church- offers a Christmas Refer
Ann Zierli, Lucille Pascente. American religion is being dis- He warns at the outset of
velopment
Science
department,
the ance by polling agencies, but controlled Protestant colleges Service, with the corporation of
authorized its president Dr.
tributed by the National Coun- 1961 edition against interpret- these are not reports
HARLAN HIGH SCHOOL
Frederick D. Patterson to have Research association.
of the had an enrollment of more than 12 public and private federaing the number of members churches."
,the necessary plans drawn for Miss Branche is a graduate James Castor, Bonald Doerr, cil of Churches.
243,000 students and received tions and agencies that serve
the establishment of a multi- of Fisk university. She did her Stephen Fahenstock, Leevern Officially called the "Year- claimed by the various groups WOMEN PASTORS
more than $19 million a year'families and individuals in troumillion dollar national investGriffin, Stephen Harris, Eileen book of American Churches," as the number of persons who Total membership, based on from the denominations.
ble, and can answer questions
the
314-page 1961 volume is a actually attend services.
Murchison, Frank Taylor.
figures submitted by the var- The Roman Catholic Church on more specific suggestions
• ment corporation to make loans
compendium of information "One frequently reads that ious religious bodies,
HARPER HIGH SCHOOL
to Negro business men all over
now is described as "the largest for Christmas giving addressed
Sharon Arndt, Karen Roissey, about religions of all denomi- church attendance has been stands at more than 112 million. single body of Christians in the by mail or by telephone to
the nation.
JoAnn Cuchiara, James Cum- nations, from the number of rapidly increasing, whereas There are more than 373,000' U.S.," with its establishment in ORegon 9-64)0.
This action took place at the
mings, William
Fish, Diane members each claims to a list there are no systematic reports ministers, about 7,000 of them America dating back to the
The new leaflet, entitled
fall meeting Sunday at the BelFrale, JoAnn Kubilunas, Thom- of "standard guides to church available of church attendance, women. Construction of reli- priests who accompanied Col- "Give a Christmas to Those
mont Plaza hotel in New York
archives."
even at the principal Sunday gious buildings of all kinds ap- umbus on his second voyage to Who May be Forgotten," is
as Larwin, Mary Lou Lettiere,
deCity.
Geraldine
Lyon, Jacqueline The main content of the book morning service," Landis proached the billion-dollar-a- New York.
signed especially for business
It is anticipated that the corthe
"officially
reported"
is
inMauge, Carol Meier, Roseanne
offices, civic
organizations,
poration will provide for a milMansik, Anita Merritt. Joan formation on officers, statistics,
service
clubs
and
other groups.
lion shares of common stock
Nagel, Mary Napolillo, Kenneth and related matters concerning
religious
initially to sell for $12 per
bodies
large
and
PORT AU PRINCE. Haiti — Rimicis, Chris Stafanos, David small.
share.
Swanson,
Marjorie
Wiegman,
The program. designed for the (UPI) — The release of 19 Barbara Ziemer.
INTERFAITH DATA
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. — Gov,masses, will encourage league youths eased tensions in Haiti HYDE PARK SCHOOL
The 29th issue of the referernor William G. Stratton, upon
1which has been under martial
chapters, social, civic and frathe recommendation of the state
law since a nationwide strike Richard Grant. Harriet J. ence book contains information
ternal groups to form invest- by students last month.
Pardon Board, last week comGourdine.
Sandra
Johnson, on more than 260 idenominational bodies — Protestant, Cathment clubs throughout the coon- Joseph Roney, whose
muted the sentence of David
ar- Diane Robinson, Robert Scott.
By DONALD MAY
fora $130,000 house in Bamako, U.S. Negroes will be given a
try and save as little as one ' rest with seven other
olic, Jewish, Eastern Orthodox,
stu- LOURDES HIGH SCHOOL
WASHINGTON —(UPI) — It Africa, for use as an embassy.'chance at the jobs, but only Edward Harris, jr., for murder
dollar per month to purchase' dents touched off the strike, was JoAnne Buck, Mary
from life imprisonment to
Ann Buddhist, Moslem and others.
The American got the house through normal appointment,
It is the only information data was a somewhat improbable
years. Harris will be eligi
GawBunda,
Denk,
Rita
Joyce
one share per year.
released along with 18 strikers,
because
he
managed to be, procedure The State Departsituation, but there was a repfor parole in January 1961.
Business League officials have the government announced. Ron- rych, Joanne Kearney, Melania book of its kind.
there just ahead of the Chinese. 1 ment said 300 foreign service
.pledged themselves to buy a, ey was jailed in September for Kosmala, Alice Milosovic, Lu- Dr. Benson Y. Landis. editor resentative of the U.S. State And
he got it even though he officers already have applied Harris was convicted at the
competing
with
Department
1941,
since
is
a
Yearbook
of
the
minimum of one share per allegedly distributing Commun- cretia Perrino, Ruth Pouliot,
not
have the $130,000.
did
for posts in the African nations. May 1946 term of the Circuit
diplomats
Communist
Marjoria Sugrue, Mary
Ann Moravian layman who has Chinese
month until all stock has been ist-inspired pamphlets.
Bamako is the capital of the The Bamako incident happen- Court of Adams County. He was
A government spokesman Wojcik, Pamela Wesniak.
gubscribed.
new African state of Mali. The ed recently when Loy W. Hen- received at Menard penitenti. While the investment company said Roney apologized for his PARKER HIGH SCHOOL
incident, which happened a few derson, deputy undersecretary ary on June 25, at the age of
will be designed to help Negro actions in a letter to President Edythe Ellis, Bailey Forest,
weeks ago, is symptomatic of of state for administration, was 15 years. In August he was
Francois Duvalier and said he Wendell Haynes, Beverly Kinbusiness men who have difficompetition among diplo- making a tour of 20 African transferred to Pontiac where h.
the
distriputed the literature for caid, Diane Kinnard, John Sulculties making conventional
trying to fill the vacuum countries to arrange for em- is now confined.
mats
politicians who wanted to create livan, Oscar Turner.
loans. the management and the.
independent areas of bassy sites and expansion of The board reported to the
W
•
newly
in
complete chaos in Haiti by over- PHILLIPS HIGH SCHOOL
t
governor that Harris has made
Africa.
missions.
Investors will not be restricted. throwing the government.
Betty Bolden, JoAnn Boyd.
constructive use of his instituThe State Department has The $130,000 house
. Dr. Patterson explained, "We The spokesman said Roney
would
Jerry Drew, Beverly Effort
tional time and has developed
launched a crash program to have cost perhaps
shall use the best available,"denounced the action of pro$90,000
in
Hamilton, Alvin Hodge, approaching again with its spe- each inch of blade is recom- open seven new embassies in
brains for management regard- fessional agitators who hid be- Norma
Washington, but real estate good work habits and a sense of
Judith Mitchell. Brenda Mont- cial set of driving hazards, mo- mended.
Africa. to expand others and to costs are extremely high
less of race. It is unnecessary' hind the student strike and gomery, Patricia Richardson,
in responsibility. He has been assured of a home and work if
to point out that we welcome alli dreamed of overthrowing every- Jean Sanders, Arminaur Stur- torists were warned today by (2) Headlights should be prop- send some 120 additional diplo- many parts of Africa.
the Ohio Department of High- erly aimed to light the way mats to the continent.
he is released on parole.
investors whether they want thing."
Henderson
had
no
funds
to
Mary
Tucker.
Wat- way Safety.
den, Sandra
ahead at night and they should Because independence came purchase the building with an
to buy one share or ten thouskins, Barbara Wells.
"Reduced visibility, inade- be depressed for approaching faster than it had anticipated, agreement
that the rent would
and shares."
SAINT ELIZABETH
traction, and tempera- cars. Headlamps may even the department was caught go toward
quate
it it expected that the national'
its purchase - hen
HIGH SCHOOL
taken
all
embasbe
changes
must
ture
short of funds for new
company will work through loWillie Ann Allen, Theresa into consideration by the driv- have to be used in daylight sies had to divert money from more funds become available.
ORANGEBURG, S. C. —
cal affiliates on a fifty-fifty WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Bradley, Karren Hayes. Ches- er during the next few months, when extremely bad weather other uses and will have to ask SOVIET EMBASSIES
Leaders of many new African
conditions prevail. The defrostMali is one of the three left- 1960 Yearbook, THE BULLDAT
matching basis.
ter King, William Malone.
Director Grant Keys advised.
Congress in January for a sup- ist-leaning new African states. of South Carolina State college
countries regard Red China as
functioning
WELLS HIGH SCHOOL
To offset these dangers, er should also be
plemental appropriation of sev- The others are Guinea and Gha- received FIRST CLASS HONOR
a
greater
inthreat
their
to
'REGAL RETREAT
Phyllis Fairchild. Freda Lack- Keys. in conjunction with the in tiptop order to aid vision.
million dollars.
eral
dependence
than
the
Soviet land, Beverly Williams.
na. Henderson and his group RATING at the 40th annual
Estoril, resort suburb of Lisnationwide appeal of the As- (3 To reduce the danger of The United States plans to found Soviet embassies only
Union,
it
was
reported
last
in meeting of the Associated Colbon on the Portuguese Riviera,
The program is sponsored sociation of State and Provin- icy streets, have tire treads appoint older and more exper- • these three countries
legiate Press at the University
week.
aiel
in
Jays claim to more crowns per
checked and be sure brakes are ienced diplomats to the new naof. Minnesota this fall.
This was one conclusion annually by the sorority in co- cial Safety Coordinators, issued
Togo.
functioning properly. Pump and tions on the theory that they
capita than any other city on brought
The All-American Yearbook
hack by a group of operation with the Youth Guid- the following reminders to moearth. With over half of the
release brakes to maintain best would be in a position to win There are now six African Critical Service
made the
state and defense department ance Project of the Chicago torists:
states
in
which
the
United award in recognition of the
control, when braking the confidence of young African
continent's deposed monarchs, officials
who recently toured 20 Urban league. Members of the (1) Windshield wipers should steering
States has no permanent dipleaders.
over-all merit of the publicapretenders to thrones, and ex- African countries to arrange for sorority work regularly with be functioning well to clear wind- on ice or slippery snow.
lomatic representative — Dasnow.
tion.
reinforced
sleet,
carry
shields
rain,
or
of
Always
Excellencies in residence, Es- opening new U. S. embassies the League to encourage young
(4)
homey, Niger, Upper Volta,
• toril's post office roster reads in many of them and streng- people to stay in school and The rubber on the blades tire chains. Snow tires are THRIFTY BUT NUTRITIOUS Central African
Republic, Ga- MEN, AT
HERE
arm
live
and
regular
than
the
better
be
should
somewhat
like a lengthy royal flush.
thening U. S. missions in others. train for better jobs.
Food budgeters can rest as- bon, and Chad.
Take New RUMTOREX And Entity Life.
should be strong tires on winter surfaces, but sured that the less tender, thrifpressure
preparation RUM7ORFX fakes
U.S. Ambassadors to the Ivo- Aup dietary
where nature leaves off. A PHYSIenough to clear without smear they do not equal or replace ty cuts of meat are just as nury Coast and the former French CIANS FORMULA, Only $5 00 fee a 2and without riding over snow. tire chains for severe weather tritious as higher priced cuts. Congo serve these
week supply. Money-back if not satissix on the fied
after 3 bottles, Send COD Check
One ounce of arm pressure for conditions.
All meats are about 96 percent side. But African leaders have or Money Order NOW.
digestible, furnishing top quali- indicated they want full-time THE RUMTOREX CO.
ty protein, B-complex vitamins, U.S. ambassadors as a mark 239 E. 115th St., lee 17
and essential minerals.
of their independence.
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Release Of
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Haiti Tension

Chinese Lose In Deal
For Africa Embassy
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Gives Tips On
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College Year Book
Receives High Rating

Say Africans Fear
Red, China More
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Blasts Public
College Tuition

MOREHOUSE
GUESTS —
Two of the members of the
Morehouse College Glee Club
which made its annual visit

to Bennett College chat with derdale, Fla.; Miss lean
their dance dates at the an- Faulk, Newport News, Va.;
nual Thanksgiving Ball Fri Charles Garrette, of Houston,
day night. Left to right, Ed - Texas, and Miss Carolyn
mood Robinson, of Fort Lail• Harris, of Somerville, Mass.
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NEW YORK, N. Y. — The monthly meeting follows:
City of New York Com- "Careful consideration commission on Intergroup Rela- pels the Commission to registions, it was announced Iasi ter strong disapproval of the
week by Stanley H. Lowell, recommendation for a 9300 a 11ALESW0Menc A Wee. SkTO.
chairman, is strongly opposed year
tuition fee at all public
Mt/NEY PULL OR SPARE
to the recommendation made in colleges, including the munici- MAKI!
Benin,
Urns
Nationally
known
Beauty
eroducts
Write Porn College
the recent Heald Committee re- pal colleges in New York City.
as Prod Co 460n Cottaite Grove, Chi
port that a $300 a year tuition "New
cago Mrs. Annie NI Turribo MaloneYork City has taken Pounder
fee be charged at all public justifiable pride in its free high
colleges, including the municier education system for over SALESMEN WANTED
pal colleges.
one hundred years.
WILL YOU WEAR NEW SUITS
If such a step were to be
And topcoats without one penny
"The City's pioneering efforts cost
and
to show them to
taken, said Lowell, it would in
the field of tuition-free high- friends? You can make up to $3000
break a fine and proud New
in • day even in spare time, without
Stone-Field. 533 Flout'
York City tradition of offering er education, aided by the canvassing.
Throw at.,
Dept. P-9211, Chicago 7,
to talented but less privileged State of New York, have serv- Illinois.
young people the opportunity ed to inspire minority groups, COBRIfillr CLUBS
for higher education without newcomers, and less fortunate
tuition—a tradition that goes members of the community,
LONELY? Si HAPPY /Girl
Club Sos
erican
i
Gan
back more than a century. 'and to provide them withsellfld
a flisifi
Send oe for information.
The Commission's statement, positive method for
as adopted at its regular'Improvement.

COSHES

CLUBS

Iris

ADV.

MEET ALL RACES. NATIONS
CONSULT MADAME DUNBAR IN
Proulems of love, finanee. crow
Thru
this
Romantic
Publication
oonditIons, home troubles. A trained
13 00 year. My Future Club, P 0. medium.
Write to 11417 IL Perry Are.
Box 5702B. Chicago 7. III.
DONATION ?LRAM. IF Y077
Are worried write Mme
Howard
7717 Kinsman Rd., Cleveland 4, Ohio.
Bishop
Baker
spiritual
lisleholn- Chicago 21, Illinois
gist, the man
who knows, sitted
WRY WORRY ABOUT JOSS/
by God
with a divine power to
Be your own boss. How would 71/0
help you and bless you the spirit
within reveals all things, nelp In like to receive a hundred or more
hours.
24
UTah
Phone
14965. letters Der day each containing a
Phone, wire, or come. No mail. half dollar/ Will send you coot' of
:987 If
59th at., Apt. Mk Cleve- Wan and nine others for five dimes.
Rush 50c for this gold mine of inland, Ohio.
formation to Success Enterprises. 311I
Birmingham 3, Ma.
ALLAH SPEAKS I WAS SENT WITH N. Itth St
This divine Blessing Problems solv/ Taut
MAID i
PEILLUPIS
ed Peace. Happiness Phis book Send
Secret Service System 1517 DD
$1.00 James Bey Box. 964 Brooklyn 1, K•nnpth —wage ne i1110011.
DEtiliellifi SERVICES
New York.
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Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town!!
Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods, Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Furniture You Would Like To Dispose 0+, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business?

•

3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks
USED RUGS
CLASSIFIED DEADLINES
GOR1NE COLLEGE OF
COSMETOLOGY
PHYSIO-THERAPY, INC.

Want Ad
RATES

Miscellaneous

to position in column. T. F
(Till forbid) orders subject

11•0 On/

to change

in

rate

'Fri-State Defender box num

18 PT.

24 PT.

SAME RATE All
Kam ordinm,
PYIts•

The Tri-State Defender boz
number — will be charged for
as part of the advertisement

Nationally AdverBrands of Shoes
For The Family
153 Beale Ave.
Memphis, Tenn.

Featuring

tised

and street or telephone, or

Defender

forward

to out of town
vertisers mail received

ad
ad

dressed to our address, but
the excess postage is to be
charged to the advertiser.
HANDY HOUSE
995 1,ha HineliiPPI At Walker
Sandwiches • Juices • Regular Dinnel
BREAKFAST SPECIALS
Net liscult, - STTlan • Silt Pork

H&R GARAGE SERVICE
Specially* In Mechanic Sedy. Fonda'
and PAW Work.
$47 Linden Ave.
IA 6-4640

ENROLL
NOW
COMPLETE
SECRETARIAL TRAINING

.....emeemee
.
MIKE & ZOLLIE STORE
Expert Sewing Machine
Repair
Used Furniture---Bought
Pickup

and

Phone

BR

Deliver

+

269 Vance Ave.

4TH STR.EET
REPAIR SHOP

Wrecker Service — Body Repair
II:00 AM. until
—
242 Se. Fetidly
JA 1-6703

KOEN'S CLEANERS •
Cleaning, Pressing,
Alterations

Expert Shoe Repoitin9
Phone JA 7-8471
363 Beale Ave.
Memphis, Tenn.

1

JA 5-7935

Telephone JA 5-9395
129 Beale Ave.
Memphis, Tenn.

1 BLUE LIGHT STUDIOS
IDENTIFICATION WORK
QUICK SEVICE —
JA 5-9527

WAYNE'S
SHOE
STORE
LATEST

Punch
Data Processing
Typing & Filing
Shorthand
Accounting
HENDERSON
Business College, Inc.

CONSTRUCTION
Rave large stinOlv of used Lumber. Will build Additions for rental
Property, very cheap. Howard —
Pit 7•7575

STYLES

Men—Women I, Children
Douglass & Johnny Walker
Styles

CHARMEL'S

160 Beale Street

Beauty Salon
324 Hernando

Memphis, Tenn.

Operators Needed—
Work dace with or without
nointment.
JA 7-3055

choice. High earnings with
opportunities.
advancement
Phone JA. 6-1822 or write:
"Part-Time Opportunity"
P. 0. Box 172

This ie her use allies at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL is beck after a
tong time of being away and at last she Is
back to day to her new home.
Are re. Dissatisfied with marriage? Rave
you lost fel* In your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
In bad health? Are you discouraged? ft any of these are PIM
problems, mime let MADAM BELL advise you at ones. She
will
read the to you fast as she would read as open book
S
Tell you why your lob or leastwise is cots success
you have
failed in the rest mime sea MADAM HELL at ices.
Located se Highway 51 Sou*. just ever Mississtppi State
Line. ea the way to Remand.. Her home Is a blocks below
when she used us stay tight aside the DeSo
. te Motel. Bo sun
to look for the RED WWII HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times. (She sever 114 an *Mee in Wee Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whitehaves State Line and gm
oft at Stale Line and walk I blocks and see MADAM BELLS
HAND SIGN,
1.

p.m.

I don't maks any horn. calls er animas any letters. Be sure
to look for the right sign and the right same.
"IMP
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End Five-Day Strike Of L. A. Buses
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) — The first of nearly 1,500 Metropolitan Transit Authority buses and trolleys resumed service
Monday to end a five-day mechanics' strike.
The strike had affected more than 400,000 daily commuters
in 141 communities serviced by MTA in the four counties of
Los Angeles, Riverside. San Bernardino and Orange.
Striking members of the Amalgamated Transportation Union
voted 451 to 73 to accept a 15-month work contract. They will
receive a total 39-cent wage increase and other benefits under
the pact.

1

VANCE AVENUE
SUNDRY STORE
266 Vance Ave. at So. Third

A FRIENDLY SERVICE

—Quick Loans—

166 Beale Ave.

Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There is a reason why people
like to do business with us.
You, too, will like our cowNous treatment and desire to
help you.
"Open Thursday and Friday

Nights Until fl:00 P. M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
DIXIE FINANCE CO

Home owned - Home operated

FOR SALE

IONIA'S PORO IlkAUTT SHOP AND
Scheel. Competent Operators and instructors. Advanced classes In Hair Styling. 741 Williams Ave. — WH 6-9130

I Time

90c
1.20
1.50

•• 00 •

••• ••••
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Fail To Launch Satellite
WALLOPS ISLAND, Va. — (UPI) — An attempt to launch
a satellite into space with an all-solid fuel Scout rocket failed
Sunday when the second stage didn't ignite,
The entire 72-foot, 4-stage rocket fell into the Atlantic
Ocean about 80 miles away from the WaLlops test station of
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA).

Chaos Threatens To Engulf Congo
LEOPOLDVILLE, The Congo — (UPI) — An upsurge of
violence and anarchy threatened to plunge the Congo back
into the chaos that engulfed it shortly after it gained indepen•
dance five months ago.
United Nations troops were trying to end a bloody battle
between Congolese soldiers and civilian supporters of Patrice
Luthumba in Kikwit, 250 miles southeast of Leopoldville. Reports reaching here said two days of fighting had taken 13
lives.

Province May Secede From Congo
STANLEYVILLE, The Congo — (UPI) — Pro-Lumumba
Eastern Province Sunday cut itself off from the rest of the
country and prepared to secede from the Congo, report said.
Eastern province's new leader, Bernard Salumu, 31, a
former secretary of deposed premier Patrice Lumumba, announced that he had given himself the title of commissioner
of the Upper Congo district and ordered that nobody could
leave or enter the province without his approval. Lumumba
Is under arrest by the Central Congo government.
"We are seceding from the Leopoldville regime," he said.

Cubans Blast U.S. In Cow Slaying
HAVANA. —(UPI) — A crowd of some 300 Cubans with
10 cows in tow staged an emotional 45-minute demonstration
Sunday in front of the U.S. Embassy to protest the killing of
a cow by a U.S. satellite rocket fragment in eastern Cuba last
week.
The demonstrators, members of the government-controlled
Havana university students federation, paraded from the university and marched the cows twice around the embassy. They
then assembled outside the embassy, where student leaders
delivered a tirade against the United States,

Call T. K. Gibson, Jr., In Boxing Probe

Congr. Puzzled On Radiation Protection

Find ICA Worker Shot To Death

HIGH
QUALITY
LOW PRICE

Phone

Phone

ZS gem

BERT'S

U.S. In New Move To Protect Gold
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The government, in a new
move to halt the disappearance of gold and dollars, has ordered nations receiving U.S.foreign aid not to spend the money in
19 economically strong countries.
The action, announced by the State department, requires
nations receiving some $400 million in U.S. foreign aid funds
to purchase machinery and other capital goods from either underdeveloped countries or the United States.
The government previously decided to cut the number of
•
servicemen's dependents abroad, ordered U.S. military exchanges to stop buying foreign-made liquors and instructed
military suppliers abroad to institute a "buy American" cam.
paign.

LOCATED AT WEST MEMPHIS, ARR.

Dept. Store

1403 BROADWAY ON BROADWAY AT CORNEk OF 14111 ST

125 Beale Ave. &
1221 Thomas

God Gifted Power a healer, I give you your luck days
your lucky number advice about Health, Business Marriage
and love affairs. If you have any marriage problems please
bring them to me. I am sure 1 can help you.

TELEPHONE
CITY

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — President Eisenhower today
will accept a blue-eyed white tiger from India — the first and
possibly the last of the rare breed ever brought to this hernia.
phere.
The cat, a gift to the nation's children and the National
Zoological park. will be presented to Eisenhower on the White
House lawn.

Ask Laymen To Teach Catholic Doctrine

If you are Isla worried and run down please come to me.
I can help. money is no object If you seem to be carrying an
evil condition that's holding you down; If your luck never
seems to just reach you; If your loved ones seem to be
drifting away from you; If you have any of these problems,
I can- most certainly help you.

—

Ike To Accept Tiger For Nation's Tots

Snow Storm Hits Central Rockies

RE 5-5192

2 Times

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Organized labor thumped its
chest for its role in John F. Kennedy's presidential victory
and urged unionists to keep close tabs during the next two
years on congressmen facing re-election in 1962.
The AFL-CIO Committee On Political Education (COPE)
said Federation Presidtot George Meany had written local,
state and international union officers commending them for
their get-out-the-votes drives in the Nov. a balloting.

HAVANA — (UPI) — A new diplomatic clash appeared
shaping up between the U.S. and Cuba over the shooting of an
unarmed American embassy aide by a Cuban army officer
during a dispute in a Havana nightclub over a U.S. $5 bill.
Wayne E. Henderson, 24, of Pasadena, Calif., an embassy
communications officer, was reported in "relatively satisfactory" condition following surgery at the police hospital for
the wound suffered Saturday night.
His assailant was identified as Capt. Jorge Robreno MaDENVER
rieguez of the army's technical investigation department. Ro(UPI) — An intense winter storm developed
breno was taken into custody by police and held for question- over the central Rockies Sunday, dumping more than a foot of
snow in the mountains before it began a wind-powered march
ing at La Cabana prison.
north and east into the plains states.
The main force of the storm, marked by rising winds and
temperatures, was concentrated in northeast Colorado
skidding
BOSTON — (Up!) — Richard Cardinal Cushing has proposed paying traine dlaymen to teach Roman Catholic church and southeast Wyoming,
doctrines throughout the world because of a shortage of priests,
, The cardinal said yesterday he would ask the next ecuWASHINGTON — (UPI) — Sen. Clair Engle said Sunday
menical council in Rome to establish the paid corps of laity to the United States must reorganize its defenses if it is to win
help combat communism.
the cold war "without going broke."
"A priest has no monopoly on the science of theology," he
The California Democrat added, however, that changes in
said. "The day when the laity was outside the church looking the defense department structure should be made "in phases
in, as it were, is over."
and by degrees" so the nation will have its guard up at all
Within a generation the 20 countries of Latin America times.
could contain half the world's catholic' but "the whole place
is a hotbed of communism," the cardinal said.
WASHINGTON — UPI) — Truman K. Gibson jr., of Chicago is among three witnesses scheduled to appear before Senate
investigators who today opened the second round of their
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — A Congressional subcommittee Inquiry into alleged gangster control of professional boxing.
The two others called by Chairman Estes Kefauver of the
has warned that the nation is faced with "important and ur
Senate Anti-Trust "old Monopoly subcommittee are Joseph P.
gent" decisions on the question of radiation protection.
The group said even experts are confused about where Barone of Allentown. Pa., manager of Charles (Sonny) Liston,
responsibility lies for protecting the public against radiation top ranking heavyweight contender, and Herman Wellman, a
hazards, and disagree on the meaning of "radiation protection New York City fight manager known as "Hymie The Mink."
criteris and standards."
The need for decisions in this field is intensified by deWASHINGTON — (UPI) — An International Cooperation
velopment work on nuclear space rockets and satellite power
plants, atomic ramjet missiles, and atom-powered aircraft, Administration employe was found shot to death Monday in a
third floor men's room at the State department, department
the legislators said.
officials said.
They said a gun was found beside the man, Who was identi•
fled as Perry H. Jameson, 57.
Officials said Jameson was an ICA Agricultural expert who
recently returned from an overseas post in Belize, British Honduras, and was on temporary assignment at the State department.
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PARIS — (UPI) — Vice President - elect Lyndon B. Johnson assured the Atlantic Alliance the "new leadership" of the
U.S. would use all its resources for a free and peaceful world.
In a speech cleared in advance by President - elect Kennedy, he called on the North Atlantic Treaty Organization to direct more of its energies into the cultural and economic battle against Communism.
He said the change in the administration decided by the
U.S. electorate was "in no sense a repudiation" of America's
military alliances.
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Kennedy To Cut White House Staff

NEW YORK, — (UPI) — A lost poem by Walt Whitman,
discovered recently in a Glendale, Calif., attic, was published
by Harper's magazine.
530 Linden Ave.
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The poem, entitled Wood Odors, was found by Dr. Rena
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PALM BEACH, Fla. — (UPI) — President - elect John
F. Kennedy has disclosed plans for a sharp slash in the size
Crain's Antiques
of the White House staff so he can have closer personal con672 Poplar
tact with his aides and with heads of federal departments.
The next president's intentions were made known to newsFOR RENT
men by Clark M. Clifford, his deputy, in working out a smooth
381 NORTH MAIN
changeover from the Republican Eisenhower Administration
Air Conditioned Building on corner. 44s
75 ft Coed for Business. Beauty Shop to Kennedy's Democratic one.
er Doctor's Office MU 2-59115.
Kennedy plans to do away with the post of "the assistant to
the president." Kennedy's number one aide instead will be his
ROW AND WHERE TO Receive
already-appointed special counsel, Theodore C. Sorensen.
a Life - Time guaranteed Security
Immediately, that pays you $100.
His staff at the White House "will not be nearly as large"
• month for life Hurry • Offer
as the total of 51 personal working aides of President Eisenlienttedi Rend $3.00 today for Information J E. Norwood, Rt. 1,
hower. There were 15 on the White House staff during the
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Truman administration, Clifford added.
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